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I
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

The original Social Security Act was signed by the president on
August 14. 1935* and was later amended in 1939 and 1946. In each
Instance those sections of the act which dealt with public assis
tance were founded upon the philosophy of federal grants-in-aid. It
was necessary to found the public assistance program upon the
philosophy of federal grants-in-aid in order to make the benefits of
the public assistance nrogram available to all of the people of the
nation on a fairly equal basis, regardless of local economic
conditions.

That was so because a federal grants-in-aid program

offered the advantages of a national system of financing. Furthermore,
it offered the advantages of decentralization. State administration
1
and national standards.
Because of the nature of a federal grants-in-aid program,

sound

personnel practices are essential for effective administration.
In recognition of this fact,

the Social Security Act, as amended in

1939, placed a mandate upon the Social Security Board to undertake
the responsibility of finding that the State public assistance
plans approved by it should provide, after January 1, 1940,
for the establishment and maintenance of personnel standards on
a
a merit basis.
Thus, after the enactment of the merit amendments,
the Social Security Board consulted with State welfare
administrators, as well as with other interested groups, and

■^Albert H. Aronson, ’’Merit Systems under the Social Security A c t , ”
Readings in Public Personnel Adin ini strati on (Chicago, 1942), p. 153.
2 Ibid., p. 154.

2
eventually formulated a statement of personnel standards.
statement of standards,

entitled,

Thi s

^Standards for a Merit System of

Personnel

Administration in State Employment Security and Public
1
Assistance Agencies, * mas Issued on Kovember 1, 1939.
T h e statement of personnel standards formulated by the Social

Security Board is very general in language and in many Instances
p ermits t e State agencies to determine various points In their own
r u l e s and regulations.

And, while the standards do present an outline

of the re o u l s i t e s of a merit plan along civil-service lines, they
are adapted to the peculiar need* of the employment and public

2
assistance agencies.

However,

the standards do provide that in

S t a t e s wh e r e there are no civil-service systems operated on a State
wide basis, or w h e r e an e x i s t i n g state-wide civil-service system
d o e s not operate under standards equivalent to the standards of the
Social Security Board,

such States must establish a merit system

administered by an Impartial body.

This impartial body, known as a

Merit System Council, shall consist of members appointed by the
adeinlstrative agencies, or by the Governor on r e c o m e n d a t l o n of the
3
administrative agencies.
In each state, the actual administration
of the examining program is to be the responsibility of a merit
4
system supervisor.

Ibid.
2
Albert H. Aronson, Pi t Months of State Merit S'
(Reprinted from ^oclrdl ?eourlty IPuVleiin. TIT (July.

Pro

ss.

* standards for a Merit System of Personnel Vhalnlstrati on in
P t a t e ’Employment Security and «tate Public Assistance Agencies, Fq>eral Security Agency, - o d a l "ecurlty Poard, •'ashington, 193°, pi 3.
Aronson, nlx Months of -tatc Merit "y«tem P r o g r e s s , p. 25,

8
Bes i d e s dealing w i t h merit system organization, the Social
Security B o a r d ’s statement of standards also deals with classifi
cation plans,

compensation plans, the recruitment and appointment of

personnel, promotions, furloughs and separations,
and personnel records and reports.

service ratings,

It also prohibits the disquali

fication of any person fro® taking a State merit system examination
be c a u s e of political or r e l i g i o u s opinions o r affiliations.

And,

exceot for an Insignificant number of possible exceptions, it pro
h i b i t s employees of State agencies from taking part In any political
activity, except for the expressing of their opinions and the oast1
lng of their vote.
As this paper Is concerned with personnel
standards and salary scales, a quotation of the Social Security
Bo a r d * * statement of standards as regard® these topics Is given heres
#A classification plan for all positions in
the agenoy, based upon Investigation and analysis
of the duties and responsibilities of each posit
ion, will be established and maintained.
The
classification plan will include an appropriate
title for each class of position, a dlserlptlon
of the duties and responsibilities of positions
In the olass, the requirements of minimum
training, experience, and other qualifications
suitable for the performance of the duties of the
positions.
*A p lan of compensation for all classes of
p osition* In the agency will be established and
maintained.
?uch plan will include salary sched
u l e s for the various classes in which the salary
of a class is adjusted to the responsibility and
difficulty of the work. The sal airy range for
e a c h class will consist of minimum, Intervening,
and maximum rates of oay to provide for salary
'standards for a Verl.t ^ystem of personnel administration In
State jjfoploygeni ®ocurlty 'and gt'a'te Public A'ssl°tanee~Agencleg (ffederaj Security Agency, Social"^eourity B o a r d , 'Va'ehlngto«V
» op.

2-4.
2
I b i d .. pp. 3—3

4
adjustments within the range. In arriving at
suoh salary schedules, consideration will be
given to the prevailing rates for comparable
positions in othor departments of the State
and to other relevant factors. The State
administrative agencies will adopt plans for
salary increases based upon quality and lenght of
service. Salary laws and rule3 and regulations
uniformly applicable to departments of the State
government will be given consideration in the
formulation of the compensation plan."12
No where in the above quotations concerning personnel standards
and salary scales, or anywhere else in the Social Security Board's
statement of standards, is any attempt made to exercise authority
over the selection,

tenure of office or compensation of any person

employed in conformity with the provisions of the State merit
systems. However,

"The Board believes that continuing application of

these standards will give reasonable assurance of a proper basis for
personnel administration, will promote a career service, and will

2
result in increased operating efficiency in the State agencies."

Statament of the Pr o b l e m .

It Is the purpose of this study to

determine the personnel standards and salary scales that selected
States have been permitted to adopt, under the Social Security
Board's statement, of standards,

for the professional social work

position that exist in their public county welfare agencies.
•

Limitation of the Problem.

This study is limited to the

professional social work positions that exist in the county welfare

1 Ibl d .» p. 3.
2 Ibid., p. 1.

off!ces of seventeen Staten that a M i n i s t e r the nubile welfare
oropr©* fro* the county level u n d e r the supervision of the State.
T h i e study will attempt only to determine the salary scales and
those personnel standards that are concerned with education,
experience and residence.

The state* aid the positions to be

dealt w i t h in this study are shown In Table I.

Source of Pat at.

At the present time there are, apparently,

no publications that set forth the salary scales and personnel
standards for all professional social work positions in the various
States.

Thus, It was necessary to secure the required data directly

from the State* to be studied.

Tn October, 1947, letters reoue*tlng

t h # d e s i r e d information were sent to the proper offices of
t w e n t y state*,

foilo’-^-uo letters were

sent in many Instances and

In this m a n n e r additional Information was gathered until the latter
par t of -Harch, 1041?,

the whole,

the response was excellent and

the cooperation of the various *tat» office* w a s admirable.

All of

the State offices contacted replied and only three of them could
not or would not supply the requested information.
to the first letter of request,

Few York replied

as well as to a follow-up letter,

but was unable to supply sufficient Information to sake its Inclusion
In this study worthwhile.
Information.

Georgia also failed to forward adequate

Maryland failed to reply until

a registered letter *%*

sent and then it replied that It had neither the time nor the money
•i
to grant the request for Information.
Thus, except for Wev York,
G e o r g i a and Maryland, all of the other seventeen State® forwarded
the Information that had been requested from them.

These aeventeen

6
States arc included in this study.

And, all of the data In this

study that is concerned with salary scales, educational

standards

and experience requirements has been taken only from the literature
that w a s provided by these states for the express purpose of this
study.

Procedure.

The plan of the succeeding chapters Is to discover,

to tabulate and to discuss the salary

scales and personnel standards

that have been adopted b y the selected States for the professional
social work positions that exist In their county welfare offices.
Chapter If will deal only with the educational reouiresents for
case workers,

supervisor* and directors.

Chapter 171 will be devoted

to considering the experience requirements for the ease three
classes - case workers,

supervisors and directors,

Residence

requirements for the employees o f the county welfare offices of
the States studied wil l be dealt with in Chapter IV.
scales for case workers,
in Chapter V.

And, the wap*

supervisors and directors will be considered

Chapter V7 will be devoted to a s u m a r y , w h i l e

Cha p t e r VT7 will

set forth the conclusions arrived at, as well

as any roco me nidation# that adaht be appropriate.
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State

Table I
Tptftl foPfrr 9JC.,Pttrt&VMff»,Qt ..QAl&fl,
..^....g.tifitg.
Case
Workers
Directors
Supervisors
Others

Total

iUh,^

5

1

4

Arkansas

1

1

3

-

5

California

3

1

5

-

9

Colorado

3

4

5 (a)

1

15

1

3

4

2

10

Kansas

1

2

6 (b)

ns

9

Minnesota

4

;>>(•)

4

5

16

Montana

4

-

3

-

7

Nebraska

4

2

3

«*

9

Horth Carolina

4

2

3

-

9

North Dakota

3

-

2

a*

5

Oregon

4

6

4

n»

14

Utah

5

2

6

-

13

Virginia

7

4

4

-

15

Washington

5

5< «

4

1

15

Wisconsin

3

1

3

1

8

Wyonteg
Total positions

1

•

60

37

2
65

10

3
172

Includes one Asslatant Director,
(b) Includes one Deputy County Director.
(c) Includes one Deirector of Case Work Services.
(d) Includes one Child Welfare Case Worker and Super!vsor.
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Table IX

Table II dhows the professional social work positions that
are considered in this study* b y State. It also shows the salary
scales and educational and experience requirements for each of
these positions® as well as all instances in which equivalent
combinations of education and experience ©ay be used to reduce
the amount of experience or education normally required*

9

Table II
* Pt'lZJlU.el Standards and Salary Seales, by State
Alabamamhiib'
.tsarx
Case Aid

Case
Worker
II
Case
Worker
I

Education
3 years of college or
university education
with a major course
related to the field
in which the work is
to be performed.
College or university
graduation.
College or university
graduation plus 3
months of study in a
school of social work
or in courses approv
ed by the State Board
of Public Welfare

Experience
None

Scale
1§5

None

*150-175

6 months in case
work.

#160-185

Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting additional graduate study for the reChild
Welfare
Worker
in
Training
Child
Welfare
Worker

College or university
graduation with
credits in courses
acceptable for adminsion to a graduate
school of social work.
College or university
graduation plus 3
months of study in a
school of social
work or in courses
approved by the State
Board of Public
Welfare,

None

*150-175

6 months in oase
work

#160-185

Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting additional graduate study for the re—
.fluired experience, on a month for month basis.

^ r s o m s l Manual, for .County Welfare Departments of Public Welfare in
Alabama.. State of Alabama Department of Public Welfare. Montgomery, Alabama,
August 8, 1947 (Revised).
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U

(ggafetawfll

Position
Case
Work
Supeiv
visor

County
Welfare
Director

17

County
Welfare
Director
III

Salary
-§SSl§L_
#185-235

College or university
3 years in social work
graduation plus 3
months of graduate
study, which included
supervised field work,
in a school of social
work, or in courses
recognized by the State
Board of Public
Welfare,
,0R.
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting additional graduate study for the re
quired experience, on a month for month basis.
College or university
33 years
#185-235
years within
within the
the last
last
graduation plus 3
15 years in social work
months of study,
or related fields, of
which included super
which 1 year must have
vised field work, in a been in a public social
school of social work, welfare agency.
or in courses recognized
by the State Board of
Public Welfare.
.............. .......OR........................
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substitution additional graduate study for the
quired experience, cm a month for month basis.
However, no substitution may be made for the re-

.aalrefl rear. <?.f earertsne*
College or university
graduation plus 3
months of study, which
included supervised
field work, in a
school of social work,
or in courses recog
nized by the State
Board of Public
Welfare.

a TM&ta...

.Msmr*,

U years within the
last 15 years in
social work or related
fields, of which 1
year mist have been in
a public social
welfare agency*

Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting additional graduate study for the re
quired experience, cm a month for month basis. How
ever, no substitution may be made for the required
jygar of experience In a Public social welfare agency.

-2 -

$210-2*30
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Table II (continued)
....... ....... . - . ----- _—
_______________________________ Alabama______ _.
Salary
Position
Personnel Standards________
Scale
County
U years within the last
$260-310
College or university
15 years in social work
Welfare
graduation plus 3
Director
or related fields, of
months of study,
which included super*which 2 years must have
II
been in a public social
vised fields work, in
welfare agency and 1
a school of social
year of which must have
work, or in courses
recognized by the
been in a supervisory
State Board of Public
capacity.
Welfare.
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting additional graduate study for the re
quired experience, on a month for month basis.
However, no substitution may be made for the re
quired 2 years in a public social welfare agency
nor for the required year in a supervisory cap—
___________________________________________
County
College or university
5 years within the last
$285-330
Welfare
graduation plus 3
15 years in social work
Director
months of study, which or related fields, of
I
included courses in
which 3 years must have
supervised field work, been in a public social
in a school of social
welfare agency and 1
year of which must have
work, or in courses
recognized by the State been in a supervisory
Board of Public Welfare •capacity,
................. ....OR.........................
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting additional graduate study for the re
quired experience, on a month for month basis.
However, no substitution may be made for the re
quired 3 years in a public social welfare agency
n o r . j g . a r a . injL.§ttgj^i£2SL figPRSa&Ea-___
______________________________ Artawwf1
visitor
High school graduation None
$ 140-160
plus 2 years of college.
..................... OR....
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 2 years in social work or related
fields for 1 year of college education, with a
maximum substitution of 2 years. Only experience
acquired within the last 8 years may be substituted

1,9X, the require,4,

____________________
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Tabls II (continued)
Position
Case
Work
Super
visor

______ ______________
______________ .&flBtarflg___________________________
Equivalent to college or
university graduation.

Salary

2 years within the last
5 years in social work
or related fields*

Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 year in social work or related
fields for 1 year of the required college educa
tion, with a maximum substitution of 2 years*
1 year of graduate study in a school of social
work may be substituted for the 2 years of the
County
Director
III

County
Director
II

College or university
graduation with a
major in sociology,
psychology, econom
ics or business
administration*

None

1150-180

Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 year in social work or related fields
for 1 year of the required college education, with
a maximum substitution of 3 years. For college
graduation, 1 year of experience may be substituted
for the required major* Only experience acquired
within the last 8 years may be substituted for the
reauired education.
College or university
1 year within the last
$160-200
graduation.
8 years in social work
or related fields*
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 2 years in social work or related fields
for 1 year of the required college education, with a
maximum substitution of 2 years. Only experience
acquired within the last 8 years may be substituted

County
Director
I

College or university
graduation*

U years within the last
8 years in social work
or related fields, of
which 1 year must have
been in a supervisory or
administrative capacity.

Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 year of graduate study in a school
of social work for 2 years of the required ex
perience. However, no substitution may be made for
the required year of supervisory or administrative

$170-210

13

Position
Public
Assistance
Worker,
Grade
I

Public
Assistance
Worker,
Grade
II

Child
Welfare
Services
Worker

.California
Personnel Standards
Education
Equivalent to 12th
3 years within the last
grade.
15 years in social work
or related fields.
.OR.
1 year of college or university education may be
substituted for 1 year of the required experience,
a,
io^
Equivalent to 12th
5 years within the last
grade.
15 years in social work
or related fields.
.OR,
1 year of college or university education nay be
substituted for 1 year of the required experience,
with a Maximum substitution of 4 years of under
graduate work and 1 year of graduate study for 5

Salary
Scale*,.
&130-275

&145-345

Equivalent to college
graduation plus 1 year
of graduate work in a
school of social' work.

2 years within the last
$160—345
10 years in a social case
work capacity in the field
of child or family welfare.

Equivalent to college
graduation plus 1 year
of graduate study in a
school of social work.

1 year within the last 10
years in a social work
capacity in the field of
child or family welfare
following completion of
the required 1 year of
graduate study in a school
of social work.

Equivalent to college
graduation plus 2
years of graduate
study in a school of
___f»9C^q yoTfrt__________

1 year within the last 10
years in a social case
work capacity in the field
of child or family welfare.

(*) Each county must adopt a five consecutive step compensation plan from
among the ten salary steps of the authorized pay ranges. The sane corresponding
five salary steps must be used for all classifications in the welfare departments
of the county. For example, if salary steps 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, are chosen for any
one classification, then the sane steps must be used for all other classes. The
salary scales shown in the above table, Table II, included all ten steps.
•^'Classification Plan foxt-County Welfare Departments. Office of the Super
visor of Welfare Personnel Standards of the State of California, Sacramento,
California, August 26, 1943 (Revised), pp. 1-77; Department. Bulletin No. 301.
State of California Department of Social Welfare, Sacramento, California,
August 27, 1947.
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-------------- Table. 11. ..(sopUnued)----------------California
Position
Salary
Personnel Standards
Exoerience
Scale
i
‘- n i h i l
Equivalent to college
7 years within the last
County
graduation plus 1 year
Child
10 years In a social work
Welfare
capacity, including 3
of graduate study in a
Superw
school of social work.
years within the last 7
visor
years In a social work
capacity in the field of
child welfare and 2 years
within the last 7 years
in the capacity of case
work supervision.
.OR.........................
1 additional year of graduate study in a school of
social work may be substituted for 2 years of ex
perience. However, in all instances 2 years of
supervisory and 3 years of child welfare experience,
within the last 7 TOftrw. will be required._________
County
Equivalent to 12th
$145-310
4 yearn within the Inst
Welfare
grade.
10 years in social work
Director
or related fields or in
I
positions where the
duties are directly re
lated to the duties of
County Welfare Director I*
.OR,
1 year of college or university education nay be
substituted for 1 year of experience in social work
or related fields or in positions where the duties
are directly related to the duties of the County
Welfare Director I, with a maximum substitution of
A M i
Equivalent to 12th
County
6 years in social work
$185-400
Welfare
grade.
or related fields, of
Director
which 1 year within the
II
last 5 years must have
been in a social work
capacity involving the
determination of eligi
bility for assistance
or service.
.OR.
1 year of college or university education may be
substituted for 1 year of experience in social work
or related fields, with a maximum substitution of 4
year’s. In addition, 1 year of graduate study in a
school of social work may be substituted for 1 year
of experience in social work or related fields. How
ever, in all instances 1 year of experience in a
B W M york,.QflPftcity >413: be

15

...
Position
County
Welfare
Director
III

California
Personnel Standards

Equivalent to 12th
grade*

Salary
__ ____Sqale_____

or related fields, of
which 2 years within
the last 10 years must
have been in an exec
utive or supervisorycapacity.

.OR.
1 year of college or university education nay be
substituted for 1 year of experience in social work
or related fields, with a maximum substitution of U
years of undergraduate work and 2 years of graduate
study for 6 yearB of experience* However, in »Ti
instances 2 years of experience mist have been in
County
Welfare
Director
IV

County
Welfare
Director
V

Equivalent to 12th
grade*

8 years in social work
or related fields, of
which 3 yearB within the
last 10 years must have
been in an executive or
supervisory capacity.

.OR.
1 year of college or university education may be
substituted for 1 year of experience in social work
or related fields, with a maximum substitution of U
years of undergraduate work and 2 years of graduate
study for 6 years of experience. However, in all
Instances 3 years of experience mist have been in
_6TL executive or supervisory capacity*
Equivalent to 12th
8 years in social work
grade.
or related fields, of
which 3 l/2 years with
in the last 10 years
must have been in an
executive or super
visory capacity.
.OR,
1 year of college or university education may be
substituted for 1 year of experience, with a
maxiiauia substitution of 4 yeans of undergraduate
work and 2 years of graduate study for 6 years of
experience. However, in all instances 3 1/2 years
must have been in an executive or supervisory
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

-7 -

$255-555

$295-630

16

Tfiblft IJ.Igo^l^ccl),,

Visitor

College or university
graduation.

Heme

Seale
*160-197.50

Equivalent Combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 year within the past 5 years in
social work or related fields for 1 year of the re
quired education, on a year for year basis, with a
Junior
Case
Worker

Senior
Case
Worker
II

Senior
Case
Worker
I

College or universitygraduation plus 30
quarter hours or 20
semester hours of
graduate study in a
school of social
work, which shall
have included 300
hours of supervised
field work.
College or university
graduation plus 30
quarter hours or 20
semester hours of
graduate study in a
school of social work,
which shall have in
cluded 300 hours of

None

$170-207,50

1 year within the past
5 years in social work.

$180-217.50

College or university
graduation plus 1 year
of graduate work in a
school of social work,
which included 55
quarter hours or 39
semester hours, with
450 hours of super
vised field work.

2 years within the past
5 years in social case
work.

$190-227.50

Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 25 quarter hours or 16 semester hours
of graduate study in a school of social work for 1
_____________ xe&r-QRl.y .of the required experience.___________________________

o.L&gntlnii^ . M e r i t
Department a of Public welfare. State of Colorado Merit System Council for the
County Departments of Public Welfare, Denver, Colorado, October, 1946, pp, 6-17j
Data supplied the writer by John A, Dunn, Personnel Officer, Colorado State
Department of Public Welfare, Denver, Colorado, October 22, 1947*

-8 -
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.................... Colorado ... .
j............
Position
Personnel Standards
------------------MraatlpB___________________ E x i g e n c e --Child
College or university
2 years within the past
Welfare
5 years in social case
graduation plus 55
Worker
quarter hours or 39
work.
semester hours in a
school of social work,
which shall have in
cluded child welfare
courses and 600 hours
of supervised field
work, of which 300
hours must have been
in child welfare.
.OR.
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 additional quarter of study in a
school of social work for 1 year only of the required
Case
Work
Super*.
visor
II

College or university
graduation plus 1 year
of graduate study in a
school of social work,
which included 40
quarter hours or 20
semester hours, with
300 hours of super
vised field work.

3 years in social ease
work, public welfare or
emergency relief.

Salary

$200-250

Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 additional year of graduate study in
a school of social work for 1 year only of the reCase
Work
Super
visor
I

College or university
graduation plus 55
quarter hours or 39
semester hours of
graduate study in a
school of social
work, which included
450 hours of super*,
vised field work.

3 years in social Work,
public welfare or emer
gency relief, of which
1 year within the past
5 years must have been
in a senior case work
capacity in a public
welfare agency.

Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 25 quarter hours or 16 semester hours
of graduate study in a school of social work for 1
year only of the required experience. However, no
substitution may be made for the required year of
experience in a senior case work capacity in a
--- qgeagy.__________________________________________

$210-26o

P,9.tore,<fa
Position
Super
visor of
Medical
Social
Service

Principle
Case Work
Super
visor

Salary
Personnel Standards
___
Scale
.Exaejlgage.
^tertian,
College or university
4250-300
2 years in medical
graduation plus 55
social work.
quarter hours car 39
semester hours of
graduate study in a
school of social work,
which included courses
in medical social work
and 600 hours of super
vised field work, of
which 400 hours must
have been in medical
social work.
.OR.
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting additional education for an equal
period of the required experience, with a wnrimra
College or university
graduation plus 2
years of graduate
study in a school of
social work, which
included 70 quarter
hours or 50 semester
hours and included
600 hours of super
vised field work.

5 years in social case
work, public welfare or
emergency relief, of
which 2 years within the
past 5 years must have
been in a supervisory
social case work cap
acity, and 1 year of the
total experience must
have been in a public
welfare agency.

>250-300

................... OR
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 additional year in social work,
public assistance or emergency relief for 1 year
Assistant
Director

College or university
graduation plus 2 years
of graduate study in a
school of social work,
which included 70
quarter hours or 50
semester hours*

5 years in social work,
public welfare or emer
gency relief, of which
2 years within the past
5 years must have been
in a social work ad
ministrative or supervisory capacity.

.OR.
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 additional year in social case work,
public welfare or emergency relief for 1 year only
-aOte
jjafc*___________________

-1 0 -

4275-337.50
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Position
County
Director
IV

Colorado
Personnel Standards
Education
Exoerience
College or university
None
graduation

Salary
Scale
$160-135

Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 year within the past 5 years in
social work or related fields for 1 year of the reCounty
Director
III

County
Director
II

College or university
graduation#

2 years within the past
5 years in social work
or related fields#

$175-225

Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting, on a year for year basis, 1 year in
social work or related fields for 1 year of the re
quired college education} or substituting 1 year of
graduate work, whieh included 40 quarter hours or
20 semester hours, in a school of social work or in
public administration, economics, psychology,
sociology or related fields for 1 year only of the
reauired experience.
...
College or university
4 years within the past
1225-287.50
graduation#
10 years in social work
or related fields, of
which 1 year must have
been in an administrative
or supervisory capacity#
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting, on a year for year basis, 1 year in
social work or related fields for 1 year of the
required college education} or substituting, on
a year for year basis, 1 year of graduate study,
whieh included 40 quarter hours or 20 semester
hours, in a school of social work, or 1 year of
graduate study in public administration, economics,
psychology, sociology or other related fields for
1 year of the required experience, with a maximum
substitution of 2 years# However, no substitution
may be made for the required year of experience in
an administrative or supervisory capacity.

-ru

•
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■ W e H
_______________________________ Colorado______________________________________
____________ _
Salary
Position ______________ Personnel Standards
Scale
Education
Experience
County
College or university
5 years in social work,
$335-410
Director
graduation plus 2
public administration or
I
years of graduate
emergency relief, of
study in a school of
which 3 years within the
social work, which
past 7 years must have
been in a social work ad
included 70 quarter
ministrative or super
hours or 50 semester
hours.
visory capacity, provided
that supervision has in
cluded some administra
tive responsibility, and
1 year of the total
experience must have
been in a public welfare
agency.
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 additional year in social work,
puDxxc wexiare or emergency rexxex xor x year only
Consultant
on Social
Studies

College or university
graduation, including
or supplemented by 6
semester hours or 10
quarter hours in
statistics or social
research, and 2 years
in a school of social
work, which included
70 quarter hours or
50 semester hours.

3 years within the past
7 years in an adminis
trative or supervisory
social work capacity or
in teaching in a school
of social work, or which
1 year must have been in
a public welfare agency.

Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 year of graduate study in publlo ad
ministration, economics, statistics, sociology or
political science, or 1 additional year of ex
perience, for 1 year only of the required study
.la ,.s,..a^Pl-2£-a2Sla^.wfirk,______________________

#

-12-

$250-300

21
la&e
____ l a f e m 1-______
Position ______________ Pej^.(^el..§tervfex^g__________________
Salary
Education
Experience
Scale
Welfare
Hone
6 years within the last
$150-225
10 years in welfare work,
Visitor
teaching, public health,
interviewing or the
public service where the
work is in direct rela
tionship with the public,
but other than routine
clerical work.

A

Case
Work
Super
visor

ifif

I

2 years of high school may be substituted for 1
year of the required experience* Accredited
college education may be substituted on a year
for year basis for the reauired experience,
College graduation plus
2 years in social work.
1 year of graduate
study in social case
work.
1 additional year of graduate study in social case
work may be substituted for 1 year of the required
experience; or 1 year of experience in case work
supervision may be substituted for the 1 year of
required graduate study in social case work; or 2
years of experience with the last 7 years as a
welfare visitor may be substituted for the 1 year
of reauired graduate study.
College graduation plus
4 years in social work,
1 year of graduate
of which 2 years shall
study in social case
have been in a superwork,
visory capacity.

$175-250

$225-300

1 additional year of graduate study in social case
work may be substituted for 1 year of the required
experience; or 1 additional year of supervisory
experience may be substituted for the 1 year of

_ssafoiatagtyAy«___ ___ ____ ____
*Data supplied the writer by Richard H. Schweitzer, Jr., Personnel Officer,
State of Indiana Department of Public Welfare, Indianapolis, Indiana, October 24,
1947J Indiana Merit Plan, Department of Public Welfare, Indianapolis, Indiana,
June, 1947 (Revised).
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Table II (continued)
Position
Case
Work
Superbvisor
17
County
Welfare
Director
I

County
Welfare
Director
III

Personnel Standards
Education
Experience
College graduation
6 yearn in social work,
plus 2 years of gradof which U years within
uate sttuly in social
the last 7 years must
case work.
have been in a super
visory or administrative
capacity.
None
7 years within the
last 10 years in wel
fare work, education,
public health, public
service, business
administration, or a
profession, of which
1 year must have been
in welfare work or in
a supervisory or ad
ministrative capacity
in the other fields
mentioned.
2 years of high school may be substituted for 1
year of the required experience. Accredited
college education may be substituted, on a year
for year basis, for the required experience,
. with a maximum substitution of L years.
None
9 years within the last
12 years in welfare
work, education, public
service, business ad
ministration, or a
profession, of which
2 years must have been
in a supervisory or
administrative capacity
in the other fields
mentioned.
2 years of high school may be substituted for 1
year of the required experience. Accredited
college education may be substituted, on a year
for year basis, for the required experience, 1
year of graduate study, with courses in social
case work, may be substituted for 1 year of the
required supervisory or administrative experience.

-IV

Salary
Scale
$250-350

$175-250

$225-300
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Position
County
Welfare
Director
VIII

County
Welfare
Director
X

Indiana
Personnel Standards
Education
Experience
None
12 years within the
last 14 years in wel
fare work, education,
public health, public
service, business ad
ministration, or a
profession, of which
4 years within the
last 6 years must have
been in a high respon
sible supervisory or
administrative
capacity.
2 years of high school may be substituted for 1
year of the required experience. Accredited
college education may be substituted, on a year
for year basis, for the required experience.
Graduate study, with courses in social case
work, may be substituted on a year for year
basis for the required administrative or super
visory experience, with a maximum substitution
.P Q ye^rs,_____________________________
None
13 years within the
last 15 years in a
welfare agency, a pub
lic agency, profes
sional practice, or
private business org
anisation, of which 3
years within the last
8 years must have
been in a highly re
sponsible adminis
trative or supervisory
capacity involving
budgeting, selecting
of personnel, and
coordinating services.
.OR.
2 years of high school may be substituted for 1
year of the required experience. Accredited
college education may be substituted, on a year
for year basis, for the required experience.
Graduate study, with courses in social case
work, may be substituted on a year for year
basis for the required administrative or super
visory capacity, with a maximum substitution of
..Z..ye*T9t_____________________________________

-1 5 -

Salary
Scale
♦350-450

$400-500
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________ ___________________TfiblSli .IcoRtl.hRP.<3)________________
....................
Indiana
Salary
Position
Personnel Standards
________________________________ _____________ flKRBElSMS_____ ____ Seal*_____
N M
$275-375
Executive
management in a bus
Officer
iness or public agency,
V
of which 2 years shall
have been administra
tive or supervisory
experience.
.OR.
2 years of high school nay be substituted for 1
year of the required experience. Accredited
college education, with specialization in business
or public administration, may be substituted on a
year for year basis for the required experience,
with a laaxinaufl substitution of 4 years. 2 years
of graduate study in public welfare administration
may be substituted for 2 years of the required*
2
specialized e x p e r i e n c e ._______________________
Parole
None
4 years as a social
$175-250
Officer
worker, prison or law
1
enforcement officer,
or in employment or
vocational guidance.
..................... OR........... ........... .
2 years of high school may be substituted for
1 year of the required experience; or accred
ited college education may be substituted, on
a year for year basis, for the required
experience.
............SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS...........
Ability to pass a ridged physical and medical
examination, a minimum age of 25 years and a
maximum age of 50 years at the time of appoint
ment, willingness to undergo a character in
vestigation, and an elementary knowledge of the
care.jandLuse of fire arms.
_
.
_ ... .

-16-
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Position
Visitor

Case
Super
visor

Salary
____&gate_____
College or universitygraduation.

None

.OR.
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 year within the last 10 years in
soolal work or related fields for 1 year of the
required education, with a maximum substitution
2 years,
College or university
2 years within the past
graduation plus 1
5 years in social work,
semester or its
of which 1 year must
equivalent in quarter
have been in an assis
hours of graduate
tance administering
study in a school
agency.
of social work.
.OR.
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting an additional 6 month within the pest
5 years in a professional social work capacity in
a relief administering agency for the required
graduate study; or substituting 1 additional year
of graduate study in a school of social work for
1 year of the required experience, with a maximum
substitution of 1 y e a r . ________________________

$115. 00- 155.00

132.25-172.25
—3149.20-189.50**

$155.00-195.00
—2178.25-218.25
-3“
201.50-241.50

•Salary scale No. 1 represents the basic range. Salary scale No. 2 re
presents a fifteen per cent war adjustment which is limited to twenty-five
dollars and is for counties not paying both war emergency and cost of living
salary adjustments. And, salary scale No. 3 represents a fifteen per cent
cost of living adjustment which is limited to twenty-five dollars and is for
counties paying both war emergency and cost of living salary adjustments.
^Data supplied the writer by Dellmar P. Milne, Director of Personnel,
The State Department of Social Welfare of Kansas, Topeka, Kansas, October 21,
1947; Kansas Joint Merit System Plan, Kansas State Department of Social Welfare,
Topeka, Kansas, September 16, 1940 (Revised), pp. 14-32.
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Position
Senior
Case
Super
visor

♦

Deputy
County
Director,
Class I
County

County
Director,
Class V

Kansas
Personnel Standards
Education
Experience
College or university
3 years within the past
graduation plus 1
10 years in social work,
year of graduate
of which 1 year must
study in a school
have been in an adminisof social work.
trative or supervisory
capacity in an assis
tance administering
agency.

Salary
Scale
—1—
♦190.00-230.00
—2—
215.00-255.00
-3—
240 .00-280,00

Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 additional year of graduate study in
a school of social work for 1 year of the required
non-supervisory experience; or substituting an ad
ditional 6 months within the past 5 years in social
work for the 1 semester, or its equivalent in
quarter hours, of the required graduate study,
provided the undergraduate work has included 30
semester hours, or its equivalent in quarter hours,
in sociology or psychology, or in a combination of
psychology, sociology, government or political
.science.
—1—
College or university
2 years within the past
graduation.
5 years in social work
$125.00-165.00
or related fields, of
—2—
which 1 year must have
H 3 . 75-183.75
been in an assistance
“3—
administering agency.
162.50-202.50
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 year of graduate study in a school
of social work for 1 year of the required exper
ience; or substituting additional years within the
past 10 years in social work or related fields for
the educational requirements, year for year, with
a maximum substitution of 2 vears.
College or university
1 year within the past
graduation.
5 years in social work
or related fields.
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 year within the past 10 years in a
social work capacity In an assistance administering
agency for 1 year of the required college education,
with a maximum substitution of 2 years; or sub
stituting 1 year of graduate study in a school of
social work for the 1 year of reauired experience.
-18-

•1*
$130.00-170.00
-2U9.50-189.50
-3—
169.00-209.00
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Position
County
Director,
Class IV

County
Director,
Class III

County
Director,
Class II

JSszi2&Sei .StM&ytia
Jx2srt.eB.es.,
2 years within the past
5 years in social work
or related fields, of
which 1 year oust have
been in an assistance
administering agency.

MreaUSSEL.
College or university
graduation.

•OR.
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 year of experience as a director of
the welfare program in a Kansas county for 1 year
of the required college education, with a maximum
substitution of 4 years; or substituting 1 year of
graduate study in a school of social work for 1
year of the required experience, with a maximum
year.
College or university
3 years within the past
graduation.
10 years in social case
work or closely related
fields, of which 1 year
must have been in an
assistance administering
agency or in an adminis
trative or supervisory
capacity.
,0R.
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 year of experience as director of
the welfare program in a Kansas county for 1 year
of the required college education, with a maximum
substitution of 4 years; or substituting 1 year
of graduate study in a school of social work for
1 year of the required non-supervisory experience,
■HitluaLsaximuK substitution of 1 year.
College or university
4 years within the past
graduation.
10 years in social work
or related fields, of
which 2 years roust have
been in an assistance
administering agency,
including 1 year in an
administrative or super
visory capacity.
.OR,

-19-

Salary
SqstSL....
—1—
$155 .00-0.95.00
—2178.25-218,25
—3—
201.50-241.50

—!*•
$180.00-220.00
-

2-

205.00-245.00
—3—
230.00- 270.00

—1—
$ 205. 00- 260.00
—2230.00-285.00
—3—
255.00-310.00
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Table XI (continued)
Kansas
Position

County
Director,
Class 1

Salary
______ Education___________________ Experience______ ____ Scale
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 year of experience as director of
the welfare program in a Kansas county for 1 year
of the required college education, with a maximum
substitution of U years) or substituting 1 year of
graduate study in a school of social work for 1
year of the required nan-supervisory experience,
College or university
graduation*

5 years within the past
10 years in social case
work or related fields,
of which 2 years must
have been in an assist
ance administering
agency, Including 1 year
in an administrative or
supervisory capacity.

—1—
$230.00-290.00
-2255.00-310.00
-3280.00-340.00

Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 year of experience as director of
the welfare program in a Kansas county for 1 year
of the required college education, with a maxiimia
substitution of 4 years) or substituting 1 year of
graduate study in a school of social work for 1
year of the required, nan-supervisory experience,
J«3dJE!«L^
„gf 2 .years,________
Social
Worker
Z

Minnesota-^
College graduation.
None

$130-200

Social case work experience nay be substituted for
the college education on the basis of 2 years of
case work experience for 1 year of education,
...with a maximum substitution cf 2 rears.____________

Public Welfare Manualf Minnesota Division of Social Welfare, St. Paul,
Minnesota, March 1, 1947 (Revised)•
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lafeis. II ..(csaUaMS^).
Position
Social
Worker
11

Personnel Standards
Education
Experience
College graduation plus
1 year in social case
1 year of graduate
work,
study in a school of
social work.

Salary
$150-22C>e

2 years of additional experience as a social case
worker nay be substituted for the 1 year of graduate
study, and additional experience as a social case
worker nay be substituted for the undergraduate work
on the basis of 2 years of case work experience for
1 year of education, with a maximum substitution of
2 years. An additional year of graduate work in a
school of social work may be substituted for the 1
year of experience as a social case worker. When
taking a promotional examination for this position,
a permanent or probationary employee may substitute
additional experience as a social case worker for
Child
Welfare
Worker
I

Child
Welfare
Worker
11

College graduation plus
1 year of graduate
work in a school of
social work, with
courses in child wel
fare.

None

$140—210

2 years of social case work may be substituted for
the 1 year of graduate study. Additional experience
as a social case worker may be substituted for col
lege education on the basis of 2 years of case work
experience for 1 year of education, with a mmdmim
substitution of 2 years.
College graduation plus
1 year ta social case
$160-230
1 year of graduate study work,
in a school of social
work, with courses in
child welfare.

2 years as a social case worker may be substituted
for the 1 year of graduate studyf and additional ex
perience as a social case worker may be substituted
for the undergraduate work on the basis of 2 years
of case work experience for 1 year of education,
with a maximum substitution of 2 years. An addit
ional year of graduate study in a school of social
work may be substituted for the 1 year of experience
as a social case worker. When taking a promotional
examination for this position, a permanent or pro
bationary employee may substitute additional exper
ience as a social case worker for the college edu------------- sm a - j B « j a g . 3 » r basis*_________________________________________
-21-

30

Position

,.M>ie ll .(gag£Annpd3L
^4nneaptfl„
iiLy**«!><el Standards
Lxpeyi^flco
■.Mima&ga.

Social
Welfare

College graduation plus
1 year of graduate study

Supervisor
I

in a school of social
work,
............... ...... OR................ ....... .
2 additional years of experience as a social case
worker nay be substituted for the 1 year of graduate
work. An additional year of graduate study in a
school of social work may be substituted for 2 years

Social
Welfare
Supezw
visor
II

College graduation plus
1 year of graduate work
in a school of social
work.

Director
of Case
Work
Services

Executive
Secretary
I

3 years in social case
work.

Salary
13

U years in social case
work, of which 2 years
must have been in a
supervisory or admin
istrative capacity.

$210-290

.OR.
2 additional years of experience as a social case
worker may be substituted for the 1 year of graduate
study. An additional year of graduate study in a
school of social work may be substituted for 2 years
of experience as a social case worker._____________
College graduation plus
3 years within the last
4290-360
2 years of study in a
8 years in social case
school of social work.
work supervision, of
which 2 years must have
been in a supervisory
or administrative cap
acity.
.OR.
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 additional year of experience in an
administrative or supervisory capacity or 2 years
of experience as a social case worker for each year
College graduation.

1 year in social work in
a public welfare depart
ment or a social work
agency.

$170-240

.OR.
Additional experience in social work or closely
lated fields may be substituted for the college work,
on a year for year basis, with a maximum substitution
of 2 years. When taking a promotional examination
for this position, a permanent employee may substi
tute additional experience as a social oase worker
allege 9<aypfttipfl<.,.,OQ a y^£.fo^,yefir bagfat
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_______________________________ Minnesota______________________________________
Salary
Position
Personnel Standards
Education
Experience
Scale
Executive
College graduation.
2 years in social case
$190-260
Secretary
work in a public wel
II
fare department or a
social work agency.

Executive '
Secretary
III

Executive
Secretary
IV

Additional experience in social work or closely re
lated fields may be substituted for the college work
and for 1 year of experience, on year for year
basis, with a maximum substitution of 3 years. 1
year of graduate study in a school of social work
may be substituted for 1 year of experience. When
taking a promotional examination for this position,
a permanent employee may substitute additional ex
perience as a social case worker for the college
education, on a year for year basis.
College graduation,
3 years in 30cial case
$220-290
work in a public wel
fare department or a
social work agency.
Additional experience in social work, teaching,
nursing, or a closely related field may be sub
stituted for 2 years of college education and for
2 years of experience, on a year for year basis,
with a maximum substitution of 4 years; or 1 year
of graduate study in a school of social work nay
be substituted for 1 year of experience. When
taking a promotional examination for this posi
tion, a permanent employee nay substitute addi
tional experience as a social case worker for the
college education, on a year for year basis.
College graduation plus
4 years in social case
1 year of graduate study work plus 2 years of
in a school of social
supervisory or execuwork, or 1 year of grad- tive experience in a
uate study in public
welfare agency,
administration.
An additional year of social case work experience,
supervisory or executive, in a welfare agency may
be substituted for the 1 year of graduate study.

-23-

$350-490
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Position
Nutrition
Consultaut

Medical
Social
Work
Consul
tant

Minnesota
Salary
____ _________ Personnel Standards___ ____ _______ _
Education
Experience
Scale
College graduation with
3 years as a dietitian
4185-225
a major in home ecoor in a closely related
field.
nomics plus 1 year of
graduate work in home
economics with emphasis
on work in nutrition.
...... ............... OR........................
2 years as a nutritionist or home economist may be
substituted for the 1 year of graduate study) and
1 year of experience as a social worker may be sub
stituted, on a year for year basis, for experience,
__ as.,a
___________________________________
College graduation plus
3 years within the last
$185-225
1 year of graduate study 7 years in medical
in a school of social
social work, including
work, which included
1 year of supervisory
supervised field work
experience,
in medical social work.
2 years of experience in medical social work may be
substituted for the 1 year of graduate study) and 1
additional year of graduate study in a school of
social work may be substituted for 1 year of ex-

Administrative
Services
Director

College graduation plus
1 year of graduate study
in a school of social
work, or 1 year of graduato study in public
administration.

5 yeans in social case
work, of which 1 year
must have been in a
supervisory or adndnistrative position,

$290-360

1 additional year of supervisor experience in a
social welfare agency may be substituted for the
Assistant
Personnel
Officer

College
ferably
tion in
tration
courses

Personnel
Officer

College graduation.

graduation, prowith specialize^
public adminis
or psychology or
in personnel

None

$220-260

2 years in social work
involving supervisory
duties.

$200-270

1 year of graduate study in public administration
or social work may be substituted for 1 year of the
required experience) or 1 year of experience in
personnel work may be substituted for 1 year of the
__ EBflHlafl.
»______________________________
-24*-
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Position
Junior
Case
Worker

Senior
Case
Worker

Junior
Child
Welfare
Worker

Senior
Child
Welfare
Worker

Montana-*Personnel Standards
Education
Experience
High school graduaNone
tion plus 2 years
of college*
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 year within the past 7 years in a
case work capacity for 1 year of the required ed
ucation, with a maximum substitution of 2 years.
Persons who have less than 4 years of college ed
ucation must have been in attendance as a reg
ularly enrolled student at a college or university
for at least 1 cmarter during the east 5 years.
Equivalent to college
None
or university gradua
tion plus 1 year of
graduate work in a
school of social work.

Salary
Scale
$140-160

$150-175

Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 year in a case work capacity for 1
year of the required education, with a maximum su3>stltution of 5 years.
Equivalent to college
None
$155-180
or university gradua
tion plus 1 year of
graduate study in a
school of social work,
leading to a Master* s
degree or certificate.
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 year within the past 5 years in a
case work capacity for 1 year of the required grad
uate study.
Equivalent to college
None
or university gradua
tion plus 2 years of
graduate study In a
school of social work,
leading to a Master*s
degree or certificate.

$175-200

Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 year in child welfare work for 1 year
of the required graduate work, with a maximum substltution of 2 years.__
^MorltSystem Manualf State of Montana Department of Public Welfare, Helena,
Montana
ma (n.d.J, pp. b±-7i, 123.
-25-
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T a b le

Position
County
Supervisor,
Class I H

County
Super
visor,
Class II

County
Super
visor,
Class I

Ukm
L<ssafitom&.
Sfranferta.,

ienpe
J4asflM.gR.
Equivalent to college
1 year within the past
or university gradua5 years in case work,
tion plus 1 year of
which included 6
graduate study in a
months in a supervis
school of social work*
ory capacity*
.OR,
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 year in a case work capacity for 1
year of the required education, with a maximum
.auksUtuM.qp
S
Equivalent to college
2 years within the past
or university gradua
5 years in case work,
tion plus 1 year of
witich included 1 year
graduate study in a
in a supervisory cap
school of social work*
acity*
.OR,
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 year in a case work capacity for 1
year of the required education, with a maximum sub
stitution of 5 years} or substituting an additional
year of graduate study in a school of social work,
leading to a Master*s degree or certificate, for
-tMjrecmired .1 year of nonr-supervisory experience*
Equivalent to college
3 years within the past
or university gradual
10 years in case work,
tion plus 1 year of
which included 2 years
graduate study in a
in a supervisory cap
school of social work.
acity.
.OR.
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 year in a case work capacity for 1
year of the required education, with a maximum su3>stitution of 5 years} or substituting an additional
year of graduate study in a school of social work,
leading to a Mister*s degree or certificate, for
tiie year of non-supervisorv experience.____________

-26-

Salary
____ Sftalfe
$165-190
iw

—

w

ii

iiii ii i r r .TTsriwMiwii

$130—210

$190-230

Position
Visitor

■W-ffl
llflari
ftscagaaftl StfliKkrflB
MusaUon
Experience
U years of college,
None
university, or school
of nursing*
.OR,
Experience in social work or related fields nay be
substituted, year for year, for the required

Salary
grata..
$140-180

Case
Worker
Z

College or university
None
graduation, with group
major credit in social
welfare, including 40
semester hours in social
and biological sciences*
..................... OR
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 year within the last 5 years in

$140-180

Case
Worker
II

College or university
graduation plus 1 year
of graduate study, or
26 semester hours in a
school of social work,
which included 300
hours of supervised

None

$160-210

Case
Worker
III

College or university
graduation pins 1 year
of graduate study, or
26 semester hours in a
school of social work,
which included 300
hours of supervised
field work*

1 year within the last
5 years in family or
child welfare, public
assistance or emergency
relief*

$180-230

.OR,
Equivalent combination of eclueation and experience,
substituting an additional year of graduate study
in a school of social work for the 1 year of re-

.to PMFflta i W a r e # Announcement Bulletin no. 37# Nebraska Merit
System, Lincoln, Nebraska, April 5, 194-7, pp. 3-16j Employment in Public Welfare.
Announcement Bulletin TIo* 37, Nebraska Merit System, Lincoln Nebraska, April 19#
1947, pp. 8-121 State Plan and Manual. Nebraska Department of Assistance and
Child Welfare, Lincoln, Nebraska, November 1, 1947 (Revised) *
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la^ji_.Ccaat.iaBBd)i
___ ___ _ ___
Position
Junior
Case Work
Super
visor

Senior
Case Work
Super
visor

County
Director
V

__ _____ ______ ____Nebraska
___ J____ ________ _____ ^
Personnel Standards
Salary
7TAmT*'!AMAik
Education
Scale
1 year of graduate
1 year within the last
$180-230
study, or 26 semester
5 years in family or
hours, in a school of
child welfare, public
sooial work, which
assistance or emere
included 300 hours of
gency relief,
supervised field work.
.OR.................. ......
College or university
3 years within the last
graduation, with
5 years in family or
courses in sooial
child welfare, public
work and 300 hours in
assistance or emer
supervised field workgency reliefCollege or university
3 years within the last
$200-260
graduation plus 1 year
7 years in family or
of graduate study, or
child welfare, public
26 semester hours, in
assistance or emer
a school of social
gency relief, of which
work, which included
1 year must have been
300 semester hours of
in social work super
supervised field work.
vision or in a consul
tative or executive
capacity, or in making
administrative studies,
.OR..................... ...
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting an additional year of graduate study
in a school of social work for 1 year of the re
quired experience; or substituting an additional
year of social work in family or child welfare,
public assistance or emergency relief for the 1
year of graduate study, provided the college ed
ucation included courses in social work with 300
hours of supervised field work. No substitution
may be allowed for the 1 year of experience in a
social work supervisory, consultative or executive
capacity- or in making administrat'd vs studies.
Equivalent to high
<4 ye^rs in social work
T U D —180
school graduation.
or related fields,
.OR.........................
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting college education for experience, on
a year for year basis. _________

-28-
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Table II (continued)

Position

Nebraska
,tog9fla9l,

Salary
i 'JCli, A u U v v

County
Director
IV

County
Director
III

Equivalent to high
school graduation.

5 years in social work
or related fields.
.OR.
Equivalent combination of education Mid experience,
substituting, on a year for year basis, college edfry.A.qC
5 ysaat.g£ .raumrai,
<
Equivalent to high
6 years in a profes
school graduation.
sional, technical, or
supervisory capacity
in welfare administra
tion, public adminis
tration, or industrial
or business management,
of which 2 years must
have been in an admin
istrative or super
visory capacity which
included the planning
and supervision of the
work of a staff of at
least two persons and
the interpretation and
installation of organ
ization policies, or 1
year of experience as
County Director IV.
,0R,
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting college or university education for
the required experience, on a year for year basis,
1 year of graduate study in a school of social work
or in business administration, political science,
economics, sociology, or related fields, may be
substituted for 1 year of the required 2 years of
administrative or supervisory experience, Techw
nical experience in public welfare administration,
subsequent to 1 year of graduate study in a school
of social work, may be substituted for the re
maining year of administrative or supervisory exjgjasnPiu________________________________________

-29-

$160-215

$190-260
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Table II (continued)

Nnr+.li flfimHn*!
Position
Case
Work
Trainee

Case
Work
Assistant

Case
Worker
Child
Welfare
Case
Vvitoi......

Experience

Education
College or university
graduation

None

Salary
Scale
$1680-1920
,. (Per annum.)

1 quarter of study in
a school of social
work.
College or university
graduation, with
either a major in
sociology or a total
of 18 semester hours,
or 27 quarter hours,
in sociology designed
to provide pre-pro
fessional training
for social work or 3
months of study in a
school of social work:.

None

None

(Per annum.)

College or university
graduation, with either
1 year in case work or
2 years in a public
agency dealing with
community, family ec
onomics or social
problems.

None

None

1 year as a Case Work
Trainee.
None

9 months of study in a
school of social work.
9 months of study in a
school of social work.

$1800-2160

None

$1920-2760
(Per annum.}
$1920-2760
(Per annum.)

^lasslflcatlQn and Compensation Plan for County Welfare Departments.
North Carolina Department of Public Welfare, Raleigh, North Carolina, February
24, 1947 (Revised) .
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____________________________ North Carolina____________________________________
Position
Salary
Personnel Standards____
______ Education________
Experience
Child
9 months of study in a
3 years within the past
$2040-2880
Welfare
school of social work,
8 years in social case
Case
Including or supple
work.
(Per annum.)
mented by a course in
Worker
supervision.
and
Super
visor
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting social work training beyond the re
quired 9 months for the required experience, on a
month for month basis.
Case
3 years within the past
$2280-3000
9 months of study in a
school of social work,
Work
8 years in social case
Super
including or supple
work.
(Per annum.)
visor
mented by a course in
supervision.

CountySuperin
tendent
of
Public
Welfare
III

Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting social work training beyond the required 9 months for the required experience, on a
month for month basis.
College or university
Either (a) 2 years in
graduation plus 6
social work or (b) 2
months of study in a
years in an administra
tive capacity in a
school of social work.
public agency dealing
with community or
family economic or
social problems, or
(e) any combination of
types of experience
mentioned here which
total 2 years.
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting such education and experience as
would be accepted in satisfaction of the entrance
requirements of a school of social work for the
required education; or substituting 3 additional
months of study in a school of social work for
_1 year only of the required experience.

-3iU

$2400-3120“
(Per annum.)
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Table IX (.continued)

__________ Npytn CerpUna______________
Position
County
Superin
tendent
of
Public
Welfare
II

County
Superin
tendent
of
Public
Welfare
I

_______ ftaTfigMfil.gJMfl£ & __________
College or university
graduation plus 6
months of study in a
school of social work*

Either (a) 4 years in
social work, of which
2 years within the past
5 years must have been
in a supervisory or ad
ministrative capacity,
or (b) 4 years within
the last 7 years in an
administrative capacity
in a public agency deal
ing with community or
family economic or
social problems, or
(e) any combination of
types of experience
mentioned here which
total 4 years*

Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting such education and experience aa would
be accepted in satisfaction of the entrance re
quirements of a school of social work for the re
quired college education} or substituting 3 ad
ditional months of study in a school of social
xseL J s
l
QR&.Jiff .tte.xsaafcrea
—
College or university
Either (a) 5 years in
social work, of which
graduation plus 9
3 years within the past
months of graduate
5 years must have been
study, of which 6
in a supervisory or
months must have been
administrative capa
in a school of social
city, or (b) 5 years
work and 3 months of
within the past 8 years
which must have been
in an administrative
in public adminis
capacity in a public
tration, sociology,
agency dealing with com
psychology, econ
munity or family econ
omics, education, or
omic or social problems,
social work*
or (c) any combination
of types of experience
mentioned here which
total 5 years.

-32-

Salary
____Sgfilg__
$3000-040
(Per annum.)

$3840-5580
(Per annum*)
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Table,, IX.Lconyjl3ieaj.
, ,N,pgyi.,Q.§.tp.Uafl___
Position ______________ Personnel Standards__________________
Salary
_______ Education___________________ ffKPgrtoS.S___________ Scale_____
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting such education and experience as would
be accepted in satisfaction of the entrance re
quirements of a school of social work for the re
quired college education; or substituting 3 ad
ditional months of graduate study in public ad
ministration, sociology, psychology, economics,
education, or social work for 1 year of required
__ qaawrtffMffi_____________________________ ________________________
North Dakota1
2 years of college or
2 years within the last
$170-210
Case
university.
10 years in welfare ad
Worker
ministration or related
fields.
College or university
graduation.

Child
Welfare
Worker
11

None

Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting college work, in addition to the 2
years of required college education, for the re
quired 2 years of experience in welfare adminis
tration or related fields, on a vear for vear basis.
College or university
1 year within the last
$150-190
graduation plus 2 quar5 years in social work;
ters of graduate study
or 1 year within the
in a school of social
last 5 years in teachwork, which included
ing or some social
courses in child welgroup work.
fare and supervised
field work in child or
family welfare or both.
College or university
None
graduation plus 1 year,
or 3 quarters, of grad
uate study in a school
of social work, which
included & course in
child welfare and super
vised field work in
child or family welfare
or both.

^Horth Dakota Merit System Council Announces Open Competitive Merit Essamlimtlona. North Dakota Merit System Council, Bismarck, North Dakota, October
1947| pp• 9-12.
-33-
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Position
Child
Welfare
Worker
I

Executive
Secretary
II

JgKfch.pftfcgto
Personnel Standards
College or university
graduation plus 3 quar
ters of graduate study
in a school of social
work, which included
courses in child wel
fare and supervised
field work in child or
family welfare or both.
2 years of college or
university.

2 years within the last
10 years in social work;
or 5 years within the
last ID years in teach
ing, social group work,
or related fields, of
which 1 year must have
been in a welfare
agency.
4 years within the last
10 years in social work
or related fields.

Salary
$175-220

$175-220

..................... OR
College or university
2 years within the last
graduation.
ID years in social work
or related fields.
.o r ,
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting experience in social work or related
fields for college education, on a year for year
basis. However, only professional social work may
be substituted for the first 2 years of required
college education, on a year for year basis.

Executive
Secretary
I

1 year of in-service social work employment in the
North Dakota agency is equal to 2 years of the
.general qualifying experience.____________________
College or university
2 years within the last
4200-260
graduation.
5 years in social work,
of which 1 year must have
been in an administrative
or supervisory capacity
or must have included
responsibility for con
sultative service.
..................... OR........................
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting experience in social work for the col
lege education, cm a year for year basis, with a
maximum substitution of 2 years; or substituting 1
year of graduate study in a school of social work
for the 1 year of the required experience. How
ever, no substitution shall be allowed for the 1
year of required experience in a social work admin
istrative or supervisory capacity or with respon
sibility for consultative service. Experience as
an Executive Secretary II with North Dakota county
welfare may be substituted for the 4 years of colilege education, on a year for year basis.
-3^
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________________________________ Oregon-^-_______________________________________
Position - .
Personnel Standards
Salary
Education
_ ... .
Experience
Case
College or university
None
$165-205
Worker
graduation with cours
I
es in social sciences,
preferably supplement
ed by added training
in a school of social
work.

Case
Worker
11

Child
Welfare
Worker
I

Equivalent combination of education and experience,
provided that no substitution be made for 2 years
or 6 auarters of the reauired college education.
College or university
1 year within the past
graduation, supple10 years in welfare,
mented by 1 year of
education, public
graduate study in a
health, or other
school of social work
public service work,
or equivalent training
through experience
under professional
guidance.
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
Persona without graduate training uniat have worked
as a Case Worker I for 6 months with a public wel■faZg. ,FS&Vf&»_____________________________________
College or university
1 year in case work,
graduation, preferably
including experience
supplemented by 1 year
with child welfare
of graduate study in a
cases*
school of social work*
..................... OR........................
Muiraleiit cocMnatlon of education.and.experience.

$190-240

$165-205

^hild Welfare Positions, with the Oregon State Public Welfare Commission
State Civil Service Commission, Salem, Oregon (n.d.), pp. 1-3 J Classification
.Plan covering_JJ03ltlon3 in the Classified Service. State Civil Service Com
mission, Salem, Oregon, August, 19^6j State of Oregon Civil Service Commlaslop
Examination Announcement. State Civil Service Commission, Salem, Oregon (n.d.),
CS 325j State of Oregon Civil Service Commission Examination Announcement.
State Civil Service Commission, Salem, Oregon (n.d.), CS 32o.
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prggpn,
Position

£.<Stosa£i3L
Child
Welfare
Worker
II

JBSBHlfiPiML
2 years in case work,
including 1 year in
specialized child
welfare work.

College or universitygraduation plus 1
year of graduate studyin a school of social
work*

Salary
Scale

$190-240

.OR.
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
provided that no substitution be made for 1 year
Child
Welfare
Super
visor
I

College or university
graduation plus 1 year
of graduate study in a
school of social work,
preferably supplemented
by additional field and
course work in child
welfare.

3 years in a social wel
fare agency, including
1 year with specializa
tion in child welfare
services.

$210-270

.................. OR
Child
Welfare
Super
visor
IZ

___ Equivalent combination of
College or university
graduation plus 2 years
of graduate study or 5
quarters in a school of
social work.

education and experience.
$240-300
3 years of case work,
including 1 year in the
field of child welfare.

.................. OR
Public
Welfare
Super
visor
I

Equivalent combination of
College or university
graduation plus 1 year
of graduate study in
social work or corres
ponding practical train
ing under professional
guidance.

education and experience.
2 years within the past
1C years in a welfare
agency.

$210-270

.................. OR
Public
Welfare
Super
visor
II

4. years of progressively
responsible experience
in social service work,
including 1 year In an
administrative or super*
visory capacity.

College or university
graduation plus 1 year
of graduate study in a
school of social work.

•OR.

Equivalent combination. of..education and experlsnafti

-36-

$240-300 "
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.......... .
__

Table IX (continued)
_Oregon_____

.

_

__

Position
Public
Welfare
Super
visor
III

Public
Welfare
Super
visor
I?

County
Welfare
Adminis
trator
I
County
Welfare
Adrainiatrator
II
County
Welfare
Adminis
trator
III

Education
College or university
graduation pita 1 year
of graduate study in a
school of social work.

Experience
5 years of progressively
responsible experience
in social work* includ
ing 2 years in a super
visory* administrative
or consultative cap
acity.

Eauivalent combination of education and experience*
College or university
5 years of progressively
responsible experience
graduation plus 2
in social service work*
years of graduate
including 2 years in a
study in a school
of social work*
supervisory* administrative or consulta
tive capacity.

College or university
graduation with
courses in social
sciences*
Equivalent
College or
graduation
courses in
sciences*

1 year within the past
5 years in welfare work*
teaching* public health*
or the public service*

combination of education and experience*
university
3 years within the past
with
5 years in welfare work,
social
teaching* public health*
or the public service*

Equivalent combination of education and experience*
College or university
4. years within the past
graduation* prefer
5 years in welfare work*
ably with courses in
education* public health*
or the public service,
social sciences*
including 1 year in a
supervisory or adminis
trative capacity*
■,Jj3ltelent. .go^bfeqti.qn^f^TO.atiop ^. . e^rien^e^,

-37-

Salary
Scale
$280-350

$320-^00

$190-240

$230-290

$270-340
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Position
County
Welfare
Adninietrator
IV

— .—
—
Oregon
Personnel Standards
—
Itetfeten___________________ EaBSiAsass____ ______ S<?ale
College or university
5 years of progressively
$340-420
graduation, preferably
responsible experience
with courses In social
in welfare, education,
sciences*
public health, or the
public service, includ
ing 2 years in a supervisory or administra
tive capacity.

...

•OR.

amauMSiv*
Junior
Case
Worker

Highschool gradua
tion.

2 years of college
university.

'gg£r
2 years within the last
10 years in social work
or related fields.
.OR,
lions

Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 year in social work or related
fields for 1 year of the required high school or
college education, with a maximum substitution of
6 years) or substituting 1 year of college or
university education for each year of the reInter—
mediate
Case
Worker

High school graduation.

4 years within the last
10 years in social work
or Juvenile court work.

College or university
graduation.

None

$180-210

Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 year of social work or juvenile
court work for 1 year of the required education,
with a maximum substitution of 8 years; or substi
tuting 1 year of college or university education
.la.MJ} yga£..aLlM.,.£e.a\dj:^.
_________

‘‘‘Bulletin No. 176f State of Utah Department of Public Welfare, Salt Lake
City, Utah, October H , 1947) Job Specifications In the Public Welfare Department.
State of Utah Department of Public Welfare, Salt Lake City, Utah, October 1,
1947 (Revised),
■3d-
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Utah
■ftmaaMl. fiftMflMfla-

Position
Senior
Case
Worker

Junior
Child
Welfare
Worker

Senior
Child
Welfare
Worker

Child
Welfare
Supervisor

.^SBejagBPA.
1 year within the last
10 years in social work
or juvenile court work.

College or university
graduation.

.OR,
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 year of graduate study in a school
of social work, which included work In child and
family welfare and supervised field work in child
welfare or both, for the 1 year of required ex■■eerteagfi*.
College or university
1 year within the last
graduation.
10 years in social work
or related fields.
.OR,
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 year of graduate study in a school
of social work for the 1 year of required exPSrt<?nge,
College or university
1 year within the last
10 years in social work
graduation plus 1 year
of graduate study in a
or related fields.
school of social work,
which included study in
child welfare and super
vised field work or
family welfare or both,
............ ........ CHI,
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 additional year of graduate study in
a school of social work for the 1 year of required
experience, A Master*s degree or certificate must
be presented if more than 1 year of graduate study

,1a

College or university
graduation plus 1 year
of graduate study in a
school of social work,
which included courses
in child welfare and
supervised field work
in child or family
welfare or both.

2 years within the last
10 years in social work,
of which 1 year must have
been in child welfare
work.

-39-

Salary
..gaalg—

$190*220

1190*220

$205-245

&220-2&)
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_______________ Table II (continued)________________________________
Utah
Position ______________ Personnel Standards__________________
Salary
______ ____________________________ Experience___________ Scale
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 additional year of graduate study in
a school of social work: for 1 year only of the re
quired experience, A Master*s degree or certifi
cate must be presented if more than 1 year of grad
uate study is offered for substitution,...
Case
College or university
8 years within the last
$220-260
Work
graduation.
10 years of social work
Super
in a relief administer
visor
ing agency.

County
Director,
Class VI

Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 year of graduate study in a school
of social work, leading to a Master* s degree or
certificate, for 1 year of the required experience,
with a maximum substitution of 2 years, A Master’s
degree or certificate most be presented if more
than 1 year of graduate study is offered for sub
stitution.
High school graduation.
4 years In social work
$180-220
or related fields, of
which 1 year must have
been within the last
10 years,
U years of college or
university.

County
Director,
Class V

Heme

Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 year in social work or related
fields for 1 year of the required college education,
and substituting 1 year in the department of public
welfare for 1 year of the required high school ed
ucation, with a maximum substitution of 8 yearsj or
substituting 1 year of college or university educa
tion for 1 year of the required experience, with a
maximum substitution of L years.
High school graduation,
5 years in social work
$190-220
or related fields, of
which 3 years must have
been within the last 10
years.

-40-
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___________labia. H
................................
_____________________Safe__________________________
Position

County
Director,
Class IV

______________ _____________________________________

Salary

St?,ale..,.
_____EA^catjQft___________________ ________________
College or university
1 year within the last
graduation.
10 years in social work
or related fields.
................. ....OR...... ..................
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 year in social work or related
fields for 1 year of the required college education,
and substituting 1 year in the department of public
welfare for 1 year of the required high school ed
ucation, with a maximum substitution of 8 years j or
substituting 1 year of college or university educa
tion for 1 year of the required experience, with a
maximum substitution of 4 years j or substituting 1
year of graduate study in a school of social work
Jftg 1 X S Q K . S L M * Tfigtflrea.. fficpqflgnflff,_____________
High school graduation.
7 years in social work
4220—270
or related fields, of
which 3 years must have
been within the last 10
years, including 1 year
in an administrating or
supervisory capacity.
............... ..... OR........................
College or university
3 years within the last
graduation.
10 years in social work
or related fields, in
cluding 1 year in an ad
ministrative or super
visory capacity.
•.................... OR........................
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 year in social work or related
fields for 1 year of the required college education
and substituting 1 year in the department of public
welfare for 1 year of the required high school ed
ucation, with a maximum substitution of 8 years) or
substituting 1 year of college or university educa
tion for 1 year of the required experience, with a
maximum substitution of 4 years) or substituting 1
year of graduate study in a school of social work
for 1 year of any of the required experience, with

master mftgiafaiidfflL.qf .g.awffaa__________________

-41-
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Table II (continued)

JtajL
Ski4*-.

Position

Salary

EM W * •cncG
County
Direotor
Class III

2 years of college
or university*

6 years within the last
10 years in social work
or related fields, of
which 2 years mist have
been in the department of
public welfare and 1 year
in an administrative or
supervisory case work
capacity in a relief ad
ministering agency*

, Scale_____
#232.50-282.50

.OR,
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 year of college education for the 1
year within the department, or substituting 1 year
of graduate study in a school of social work for 1
year of the required supervisory or non— supervisory
experience, with a maximum substitution of 2 years
in both instances* A Master*s degree or certifi
cate must be presented if more than 1 year of grad-

Igte .gtafly
County
Director,
Class II

offered fqr.

College or university
graduation*

__________

5 years within the last
10 years in social work
or related fields, in
cluding 1 year in a
supervisory or adminis
trative case work ca p 
acity in a relief ad
ministering agency#

#260-320

..................... OR........................
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 year of graduate study in a school
of social work for 1 year of the required ex
perience, with a maximum substitution of 2 years#
A Master*s degree or certificate must be pre
sented if more than 1 year of graduate study is

-g££g£g& ■fp.^.-P^stit^tipp, _______________________
County
Director,
Class I

College or university
graduation#

6 years within the last
10 years in social work
or related fields, in
cluding 2 years in a
supervisory or adminis
trative case work cap
acity in a relief admin
istering agency#

..................... OR......... ...............

-42-
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_________________________________ Utah________________________________________
Position
Personnel Standards
Salary
Education
Experience
Scale
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 year of graduate study in public ad
ministration or in a school of social work for 1
year of the required supervisory or non-supervisory
experience, with a maximum substitution of 2 years*
A Ifaster*s degree or certificate must be presented
if more than 1 year of graduate study is offered
_____________ C9J„g.u??gUtutipn,___ ______________ ___ ________ _________________
Social
Worker
IV

___________ Virginia^_
4 years or 120 semester
None
hours of college or
university education.
Except in cities of the first class, 1 year in
social work or related fields may be substituted
for 1 year of college work, with a maximum sub-

Social
Worker
V

4 years or 120 semester
hours of college or
university education
plus 2/2 year or 15
semester hours of
graduate study in a
school of social work.

None

$1440-1680
-21620-2100*
(Per annum.)

—1—
$1620—2100
—2—
1980-2460
(Per annum.)

1 year of case work experience may be substituted
for the required 2/2 year of graduate study. 1
year in social work or related fields may be sub
stituted for 1 year of the undergraduate work, with
a maximum substitution of 2 years. However, per
sons currently employed in the Public Welfare Pro
gram of Virginia may substitute social case work
experience on a year for year basis for the re__ mining 2 years of undergraduate work._____

*Salary scale No. 1 is used unless approval of the adoption of salary scale
No. 2 has been given by the Commissioner of Public Welfare. Salary scale No. 2
nay be used only with the approval of the Conriissioner of Public Welfare.
^.d,.Con|^nsa;u,ion,.g jflq ftJ b r ^ c ^ l J ) g x ^ i^ n l 2.,of,
fare. Virginia Department of Public Welfare, Richmond, Virginia, November 15,
1 9 & , pp. 5-28, 45-46.
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Table II (continued)

Virginia
Positlea
Social
Worker

VI

Court
Social
Worker

V

. .

Personnel Standards
Education
4. years or 120 semester
hours of college or un
iversity education plus
2 years or 60 semester
hours of graduate study
in a school of social
work*

Experience.. ...

Salary
Scale

Hone
$1980-2460
-22340-2820

Experience in social case work may be substituted
for 1 l/2 years of the required graduate study on
the basis of 1 year of experience for 1/2 year of
graduate study. On the same basis, experience may
be substituted for the remaining 1/2 year of grad
uate study, provided the undergraduate work in
cluded 1 year or 30 semester hours of social work
training in a school of social work. There is no
allowable substitution for the required undergrad
uate work. However, persons currently employed in
the Public Welfare Program of Virginia may sub
stitute social case work experience on the basis
of 1 year of experience for 1 year of undergrad
uate work and 2 years of experience for 1 year of
graduate study* .
—1—
4- years or 120 semester
None
hours of college or un
$1620-2100
-2iversity education plus
1/2 year or 15 semester
2100-3000
hours of graduate study
in a school of social
work or of graduate
study in a university
in a closely related
field.
...................... {«,........................
1 year in social work or 2 years in a related field
may be substituted for the required 1/2 year of
graduate study. 1 year in social work or related
fields may be substituted for 1 year of undergrad
uate work, with a maximum substitution of 2 years.
However, persons currently employed in the Public
Welfare Program of Virginia may substitute social
work experience, on a year for year basis, for the
2 y ears of undergreduate work. __________

•*u-
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Table II (continued)

Position
Child
Welfare
Worker
IT
Child
Welfare
Worker
V

Child
Welfare
Worker
VI

Virginia
Personnel Standards
Education
... .............Experience
4 years or 120 semester
Rene
hours of college or un
iversity

4 years or 120 semester
hours of college or un
iversity education plus
1/2 year or 15 semester
hours of graduate study
in a school of social
work*

None

Salary
Scale
•*L»
11440-1680
—21620-2100
(Per annum.)
•Ip
$1620-2100
—2—
1980-2460
(Per annum,)

1 year In social work may be substituted for the
required 2/2 year of graduate study. However, per
sons currently employed in the Public Welfare Pro
gram of Virginia may substitute social work ex
perience, cai a year for year basis, for the reauired undergraduate work.
4 years or 120 semester
None
—1—
hours of college or un
$1980-2460
iversity education plus
—2—
2 years or 60 semester
2340-2820
hours of graduate study
in a school of social
(Per annum,)
work.
Case work experience in child welfare nay be sub
stituted for 1 3/2 years of the required graduate
study, an the basis of 1 year of experience for 3/2
year of graduate study. Experience may be substi
tuted on the same basis for the remaining l/2 year
of graduate study, provided the undergraduate study
included 1 year or 30 semester hours of social work.
However, persons currently employed in the Public
Welfare Program of Virginia may substitute social
case work experience for the undergraduate work on
the basis of 1 year of experience for 1 year of
undergraduate work, and case work experience in
child welfare for the required graduate study cm
the basis of 2 years of experience for 1 year of
jradmte study._____________
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l a & § .II, XsoatAaiffidl
____ vimUiiA______
Position ______________ ,§t<aq.dft^a__________________________
Education
Excellence
Child
4 years or 120 semester
1 year in the field of
Waifare
hours of college or unchild welfare,
Super-*
iversity education plus
2 years or 60 semester
visor
VI
hours of graduate study
in a school of social
work.

Salary
Scale
-1~
$2160-2640
-2—
2400-2880
(Per annum,)

Case work experience in child welfare may be sub
stituted for 1 1/2 years of the required graduate
study on the basis of 1 year experience for l/Z
year of graduate study. Experience may be substi
tuted on the same basis for the regaining 1/2 year
of graduate study, provided the undergraduate work
included 1 year or 30 semester hours of social
work training in a school of social work. However,
persons currently employed in the Public Welfare
Program of Virginia may substitute social case work
experience for the undergraduate work cm the basis
of 1 year of experienoe for 1 year of study, and
case work experience in child welfare work for
graduate study, on the basis of 2 years of exChild
Welfare
Super
visor
VII

4- years or 120 semester
hours of college or unIversity education plus
2 years or 60 semester
hours of graduate study
in a school of social
work.

3 years in case work in
the field of child welfare, of which 2 years
must have been in a
supervisory or eonsultative capacity,

Case work experience in child welfare m y be sub
stituted for 1 l/2 years of the required graduate
study on the basis of 1 year of experience for l/Z
year of graduate study. Experience may be substi
tuted on the same basis for the remaining 1/2 year
of graduate study, provided the undergraduate study
included 1 year or 30 semester hours of social work
in a school of social work. However, persons cur
rently employed in the Public Welfare Program of
Virginia may substitute social case work experience
for the required undergraduate work on the basis of
1 year of experienoe for 1 year of study, and case
work experienoe in child welfare for graduate study
on the basis of 2 years of experience for 1 year of
studv.
.
—4&-

-L$2640-3360
-22700-3900
(Per annum,)

55
(continued)
Position
Case
Work
Super
visor
VI

Case
Work
Super
visor
VII

Personnel Standards_

■ JBflMgafctaL

I^XLeacg,.
1 year in social case work.

Salary

-1—
U years or 120 semester
$ 2160-2640
hours of college or un
- 2—
iversity plus 2 years
or 60 semester hours of
2400-2880
graduate study in a
school of social work*
(Per annum.)
.OR.
Experience in social case work in child welfare may
be substituted for 1 1/2 years of the required
graduate study on the basis of 1 year of experience
for l/2 year of graduate study. Experience may be
substituted on the sene basis for the remaining 1/2
year of graduate study, provided the undergraduate
study included 1 year or 30 semester hours of
social work training in a school of social work.
However, persons currently employed in the Public
Welfare Program of Virginia may substitute social
work experience for the required undergraduate
work on the basis of 1 year of experience for 1
year of undergraduate work, and 2 years of ex
perience in child welfare for 1 year of graduate
,.a1refe«______________________________________________________ _
mE*
4. years or 120 semester
3 years in social case
$ 2640-3360
hours of college or un
work, of which 2 years
—2—
iversity education plus
must have been in a
2700-3900
2 years or 60 semester
supervisory or consul
tative capacity.
hours of graduate study
(Per annum.)
in a school of social
work.
,0R
Equivalent in social case work may be substituted
for 1 1/2 years of the required graduate study on
the basis of 1 year of experience for 1/2 year of
graduate study. Experience may be substituted on
the same basis for the remaining l/2 year of grad
uate study, provided that the undergraduate study
included 1 year or 30 semester hours of social
work training in a school of social work. How
ever, persons currently employed in the Public
Welfare Program of Virginia may substitute social
work experience for all educational requirements
on the basis of 1 year of experience for 1 year
of undergraduate work, and 2 years of experience
■ffflE.A .Ysas_c£ , . j ^ ^ t &
--------------------
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-

---

Position
Superin
tendent
I

Superin
tendent
II

Superin
tendent
III

-........ ..T a & c II (oaatlnawdy........... ........ ......
Personnel Standards
Education
Experience
4 Tears or 120 semester
1 year in social case
hours of college or unwork,
iversity.
2 years of experience in a related field may be
substituted for the required year of social work
experience. 1 year of the same related experience
may be substituted for 1 year of the required col
lege education, with a maximum substitution of 2
years. However, persons currently employed in the
Public Welfare Program of Virginia may substitute
social case work experience for the remaining 2
vears of college education.
4 years or 120 semester
1 year in social case
hours of college or uawork.
iversity education plus
1 year or 30 semester
hours of graduate study
in a school of social
work.
2 years of experience in social case work may be
substituted for the 1 year of required graduate
study. However, persons currently employed in the
Public Welfare Program of Virginia may substitute
1 year of social case work experience for each of
the 4 years of remiired undergraduate work.
4 year's or 120 semester
2 years in social case
hours of college or unwork, of which 1 year
iversity education plus
must have been in an
1 l/2 years or 45 sen*administrative, superester hours of graduate
visory or consultative
work in a school of
capacity,
social work.
3 years of experience in social work may be sub
stituted for the required 1 3/2 years of the grad
uate study. However, persons currently employed in
the Public Welfare Program of Virginia m y substi
tute 1 year of social work experience for each of

-43-

Salary
Scale,

—1m
$1680-2160
-22160-2640
(Per annum.)

—1—
$2040-2760
—2—
2400-3120
(Per annum.)

—1>
$2580-3300
—2—
3100-4500
(Per annum.)

H7

Position
Superin
tendent
IT

Junior
Visitor

Senior
Visitor

Virginia
Salary
Personnel Standards
___ MygAtiSB___________________ --------------- _____ Scale_____
4 years or 120 semester 4 years in social case
$3300-4.500
work, of which 2 years
hours of college or un
must have been in an
—2—
iversity education plus
administrative or
2 years or 60 semester
3600-5000
supervisory capacity*
hours of graduate study
in a school of social
(Per annum*)
work*
4 years of social case work experience may be sub
stituted for the 2 years of required graduate study*
However, persons currently employed in the Public
Welfare Program of Virginia nay substitute 1 year
of social work experience for each of the 4 years
jaLxgflH&M
work,..,,----- ------------WftghfrKrton1!
High school graduation
2 years within the last
!r
plus 2 years of col15 years of paid emlege or university.
ployraent,
..................... OR........................
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting college education for the required
M
____
» ,ga.,A.jreg .iftx..yeasibaaa&i
2 years within the past
$190-230
College or university
10 years in the field of
graduation*
family or child welfare
or public assistance*
.OR,
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 year of graduate study in a school
of social work for 1 year of the required employ
ment, with a maximum substitution of 2 years; or 1
year in family or child welfare or public assistance
for 1 year of college education, with a maximum sub
stitution of 2 years. However, those persons who
were admitted to competing with a waiver of the
minimum requirements in the original qualifying ex
aminations, experience in a lower grade of the pro
fessional social work series of classes in the
Washington State Social Security Department may be

^^8g4ftoyuQa,.m4..£ompe^UQa.i>l m g
State of Washington
Department of Public Welfare, Olympia, Washington, August 1, 1947 (Revised),
pp. 15-16, 21-22, 27-34, 49, 59, 67, 91-92, 103- 104, 111-112, 117-118,
137-138, 147-148, 157-158.
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______________________________ Washington______________
Position
Personnel Standards
Salary
Education
Experience
College or university
None
Junior
1 3 S S H d ----Children*s
graduation plus 1
Worker
year of graduate
study in a school of
social work.
_ .
Senior
College or university
1 year within the past
$190-230
Children*s
graduation plus 1
5 years in the field of
Worker
year of graduate
family or child welfare,
study in a school of
public assistance, or
social work*
emergency relief in a
public relief agency, or
in a private family cur
child welfare agency.

Principal
Children's
Worker

Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 additional year of graduate study in
a school of social work for the required year of
professional employment.
College or university
2 years within the past
graduation plus 1 year
5 years in the field of
of graduate study in a
family or child welfare,
sohool of social work.
public assistance, or in
a public relief adminis
tering agency, of which
1 year must have been in
a child welfare worker
position*

$220-250

Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 additional year of graduate study in
a school of social work for 1 year of the required
experience. However, no substitution may be made
for the required year of child welfare work in a
public assistance agency or in a private family or
Child
Welfare
Super
visor

College or university
graduation plus 1 year
of graduate study in a
school of social work.

2 years within the past
ID years in the field of
family or child welfare
or public assistance, of
which 1 year must have
been in a position in
volving supervisory or
consultative responsibi
lity in the field of
child welfare*

-50-

$220-260

59

__ HaeA4agtoa___
Position ______________ BBEMflBBlJBaMla^__________________
Salary
-------EifoPaMSft___________________ Ejcpeijeupe___________ Scale
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 additional year of graduate study in
a school of social work for 1 year of the required
nan-supervisorv or non-soecialized experienceSupervisor
College or university
A years within the past
$240-285
of Child
graduation plus 1
10 years in the field of
Welfare
year of graduate study
family or child welfare
Services
in a school of social
or public assistance, of
work*
which 2 years must have
been in a supervisory
capacity with 1 of these
years devoted to the
supervision of children*s
services*

Case
Work
Super
visor

Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 additional year of graduate study in
a school of social work for 1 year of the required
non-sunervisorv experience. , , __
College or university
3 years within the past
graduation*
10 years in the field of
family or child welfare
or public assistance, of
which 1 year roust have
been in a position in
volving supervisory or
consultative responsi
bility.
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 year of graduate study in a school
of social work for 1 year of the required nonsupervisory experience, with a naximum substitu
tion of 2 years j or 1 additional year in the field
of child welfare or public assistance for 1 year of
the required college education, with a maximum sub
stitution of 2 years. However, the experience sub
stituted for college education must have been in an
approved agency. As concerns those persons who
were admitted to competing with a waiver of the
minimum requirements in the original qualifying
examinations, experience in a lower grade of the
professional social work series of classes in the
Washington State Social Security Department may
be substituted for the renuired colieere education-
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$220-260

60
Mate
(cpntfeBfegl
___ HasMag&aa_.___
Position ______________ fisrsOflafti SjflBdfMSto__________________
Salary
Education
Experience
Scale
Senior
College or university
4 years with the past
$240-285
Case
graduation.
10 years in the field
Work
of family or child wel
Super
fare or public assis
visor
tance, of which 2 years
most have been in supers
visory positions.

Super
visor of
Social
Services

Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 year of graduate study in a school
of social work for 1 year of the required nonsupervisory experience, with a maximum substitution
of 2 years; or 1 additional year in the field of
family or child welfare or public assistance for 1
year of the required college education, with a
maximum substitution of 2 years. However, the ex
perience substituted for college education must
have been in an approved agency. As concerns those
persons who were admitted to competing with a
waiver of the minimum requirements in the original
qualifying examinations, experience In a lower
grade of the professional social classes in the
Washington State Social Security Department may
. be substituted for the reauired colleee education.
College or university
5 years within the past
$260-315
graduation plus 1 year
10 years in the fields
of graduate study in a
of family or child welschool of social work.
fare or public assis
tance, of which 3 years
must have been in a
stipervisory capacity.
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting, year for year, additional experience
in the fields of family or child welfare or public
assistance for college education, with a maximum
substitution of 3 years} or substituting additional
graduate study In a school of social work for nonsupervisory experience, on a year for year basis.
As concerns those persons who were admitted to com
peting with a waiver of the minimum requirements in
the original qualifying examinations, experience in
a lower grade of the professional social work
series of classes in the Washington State Social
Security Department may be substituted for the re-
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Position
County
Adminis
trator
I

County
Administrator
II

Table II (continued^
Jfcshj^ gtqa.
Personnel Standards.
Experience
.gflMBfrltiflL.
6 years employment in
Equivalent to high
progressively responsible
school graduation
positions, of which 3
plus 2 years of col
years within the past 5
lege or university.
years must have been in
the field of social work
in an assistance admin
istering agency, and 1 of
those 3 years must have
been in a supervisory
capacity.
.OR.
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 additional year of college or un
iversity education for each year of the required
employment. However, no substitution may be al
lowed for the required 3 years of experience in the
field of social work in an assistance administering
agency. As concerns those persons who were ad
mitted to competing with a waiver of the minimum
requirements in the original qualifying examina
tions, experience in a lower grade of the profes
sional social work series of classes in the Wash
ington State Social Security Department may be subEquivalent to high
school graduation plus
2 years of college or
university.

7 years of employment
in progressively re
sponsible positions, of
which 3 years within the
last 5 years must have
been in an administra
tive or supervisory cap
acity in the field of
welfare administration.

.OR,
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 additional year of college or un
iversity education for each year of the required
employment • However, no substitution shall be al
lowed for the required 3 years of administrative
or supervisory experience. As concerns those per
sons who were admitted to competing with a waiver
of the minimum requirements in the original qual
ifying examinations, experience in a lower grade
of classes in the Washington State Social Security
Department may be substituted for the required
-53-

Salary

$250-300
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„M>ie .&jLqpfltlmigfl)...
Position
County
Administrator
III

County
Adminis
trator
T

Wflph^gtpa
Salary
.feffigmslJtanteaflfl___________
- __ §sai§_
fli t e l&qa____________________ tewfitenaft
8 years of employment
$300-360
Equivalent to high
in progressively re
school graduation plus
2 years of college or
sponsible positions, of
university.
which 4 years within
the past 6 years must
have been in an adminis
trative or supervisory
capacity in the field of
welfare administration.
.OR.
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 additional year of college or uni
versity education for each year of the required
employment. However, substitution shall not be
allowed for the required 4 years of administrative
or supervisory experience* As concerns those per
sons who were admitted to competing with a waiver
of the minimum requirements in the original qual
ifying examinations, experience in a lower grade of
classes in the Washington State Social Security De
partment may be substituted for the required col.Aegg.,Mas.aU<m.
10 years of employment
Equivalent to high
$ 400-480
school graduation plus
in progressively respon
2 years of college or
sible positions, of
university.
which 6 years within the
last 10 years must have
been in an administrative
or supervisory capacity
in the field of welfare
administration.
.OR,
Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 additional year of college or uni
versity education for each year of the required em
ployment , However, no substitution shall be al
lowed for the required 6 years of administrative

—5An

69
-

iao-te AA iconPinuectj.........
Washington

_

.
Salary

Position
Hone
Economist

Case
Worker
I

Education
College or university
graduation with a
degree In home econ—
omics, and including
courses in nutrition.

Experience
2 years within the past
5 years as a Home Economiat in a social welfare agency, dealing
with household economy
or family budgets, or
in dietetics in insti
tutional management or
in teaching in the field
of Home Economics.

#190-230

Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 year of graduate study in home econ
omics or dietetics for 1 year only of the required
experience.
Wisconsin1
-1High school graduation.
4- years within the last
#130-190
10 years in public wel
fare or related fields,
in a capacity dealing
140-200
with problems of fami
-3lies or individuals.
150-210*
Applicants may substitute college cr university
education for experience on the basis of 1 year
of college education for 1 year of experience.

*When a county had previously adopted Schedules Z or III of the compensa
tion plan which was in effect from October 1, 19-46 to December 31, 19-47, salary
scales No* 1 and No. 3, as shown above, automatically applied not later than
January 1, 1948* A certified copy of the county's action electing either
salary scale No. 1, No. 2 or No. 3, as shown above, was to have been filed
with the State Department of Public Welfare. When no specific action was
taken, salary scale No. 2 was deemed to apply.
^Personnel ISanual. Regulation No. 2 of Rule No* 2, Appendix C, State of
Wisconsin State Deportment of Public Welfare, Madison, Wisconsin, March 15,
194-6 (Revised), pp. 1-14-f Personnel Manualf Regulation No. 1 of Rule No. 2,
Appendix B, State of Wisconsin State Department of Public Welfare, Madison,
Wisconsin, November 17, 194-7 (Revised), p, 1.
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Wisconsin____

Position
Case
Worker
II

Child
Welfare
Worker

Case
Work
Super
visor

Director
Z

____
Salary
Education
Experience
Scale
2 years of college or
3 years within the last
-buniversity.
7 years in case work.
#145-205
-2Applicants may substitute 2 years of additional col 155-215
lege education for 2 years of the required ex
—3—
perience, on a year for year basis} 1 year of grad
165-225
uate study in a school of social work may be sub
stituted for the remaining year of experience.
However, for purposes of promotion within an agency
a person who has graduated from high school and who
is currently employed under the merit system as a
case worker, and who has permanent status, may sub
stitute additional case work experience for the reCollege or university
graduation with work
in the social scienoes.

___

1 year within the last
5 years in social case
work in the field of
child welfare.

Applicants may substitute 1 year of graduate study
in a school of social work, wit]} field work in
child welfare, for the 1 year of required ex
perience.
College or university
2 years within the last
graduation.
5 years in a case work
capacity, of which 1 year
must have been in a super
visory capacity or as a
skilled case worker.

-b#145-205
-2~
155-215
165-225

-1#170-230
•2*
180-240
-3190-250

Applicants may substitute 1 year in a school of
social work for 1 year of general case work ex
perience, However, there shall be no substitution
allowed for the 1 year of required supervisory or
■■JfflpofadArei
.VPtit qw»ripBM>__________________
High school graduation*
5 years within the last
-L10 years in social work
$155-215
or related fields, in-2eluding business admin170-230
1stration, which if not
-3—
combined with 1 year in
185-245
social work or related
fields must have in
cluded 1 year of mana
gerial experience.
.OH,
-56-
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,J a M L g J t t . .Le.Qntjfflre4)
..WAafiQaafc
Position

Salary
-§sa3&-

■feKRSrifflMg
Applicants may substitute college or university ed
ucation for experience on a year for year basis*
However, no substitution may be allowed for tbs
managerial experience required of an applicant
whose experience has been acquired in business
administration and who has not had at least 1 year
of such experience combined with social work or

■Xfilflftg&.flLfiMffi
Director

High school graduation*

II

6 years within the last
12 years in social work
or related fields, in
cluding business admin
istration, which if not
combined with 2 years In
social work or related
fields must have in
cluded 2 years of
gerlal experience*

-1^
♦180-270
- 2-

195-285
-3210-300

.OR.
Applicants may substitute college or university ed
ucation for experience on a year for year basis*
However, no undergraduate work may be substituted
for the managerial experience required of an ap
plicant whose experience has been acquired in bus
iness administration and who has not had 2 years
of such experience combined with social work or
Director

III

High school graduation*

7 years within the last
15 years in social work
or related fields, in
cluding business admin
istration, which if not
combined with 2 years In
social work or related
fields must have in
cluded 2 years of mana
gerial experience*

-I—
$205-295

.OR.

Applicants may substitute college or university ed
ucation for experience on a year for year basis*
However, no undergraduate work may be substituted
for the managerial experience of an applicant whose
experience has been acquired in business adminis
tration and who has not had 2 years of such exQOMbtoed with social work or related fields.

- 2-

220-310
—3—
235-325

66

.
M w z & a z 1.. ...
Position ______________ Personnel Standards__________________
Case
Worker

Graduation within the
past 20 years from a
college or university.

Rone

Salary
$135-225

Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 year with the past 10 years in social
work or related fields for 1 year of the required
education, with a maximum substitution of 2 years.
Also, graduation from a standard nurses* training
school may be accepted in place of the minimum
County
Director,
Class II

Graduation within the
past 20 years from a
college or university.

County
Director,
Class I

Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 year in social work or related fields
for 1 year of the required education, with a maximum
substitution of 2 years | or substituting 1 year of
graduate study, which included 3 quarters or 30
semester hours, in a school or social work or public
administration, public administration, economics,
sociology, or related fields, for the 1 year of reouired experienceGraduation within the
2 y ^ t i within the £^st
*205-255
past 20 years from a
20 years in social work
college or university.
or related fields.

-.

1 year within the past
5 years in social work
or related fields.

Equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting 1 year in social work or related
fields for 1 year of the required education, with a
maximum substitution of 2 yearsj or substituting 1
year of graduate study, which Included 3 quarters
or 30 semester hours, in a school of social work or
in public administration, business administration,
economics, sociology, or related fields, for 1 year
of the required e x c e r ^ g g . „
________

$195-230

_____

1I>o9ltioQ Sjaecjfloati<ms-Jn_iJ^_Wyoming Department of Public Welfare f The
State of Wyoming Department of Public Welfare, Cheyenne, Wyoming, October, 1947
(Revised).
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CHAPTER II
EDITCATTPNAL STANDARDS

The administration of any governmental function la no more
efficient than the personnel whose duty It la to perform that
function.

That fact Is perhaps more true in the realm of public

welfare than In any other branch df the public service.

That Is so

because of the complex nature of the social w o r k e r ’s duties and the
far reaching effects of his decisions.
"The social w o r k e r Is the professional person
p a r excellence who Is concerned with the
relief of distress caused by economic and
social conditions and with the development,
restoration, or maintenance of full, all
round working capacity.
The view-point of
social work has regard to the whole person
in the p e r s o n ’s natural and social environment."1
Thus, it le self-evident that unlike most other governmental
positions,

or positions In private enterprise, the positions that

are filled by social workers are not positions that emphasize
narrow

specialization.

situation Is integral:

Quite the contrary,

the social work

"it 1s at one and the same time economic,

2
political, psychological,
Furthermore,

and sociological."

social work has Important relations with a

great number of other professions and occupations.
of the doctor, the dentist,

the nurse, the employer,

The services
and almost

all other professions and occupations must be sought at one time
or another by the social worker who deals with human problems and
3
makes an honest attempt to solve them.
And, only if the social
^R. Clyde
1940), p. 385.
% b l d . , p. 380.

3Tbld.

Administration of Public Welfare (Chicago,
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w o rker la familiar with all of the services offered by these
orofeeslons and occuoations can he utilize them with the maximum
efficiency.

Thus, It is obvious that the efficient social worker

18 the one who has had professional training and who Isfemlllar
with all of the resources available to him.

Also, one of the goals of a merit
of a career service.

system is the establishment

Permanence of tenure during the good behavior

and satisfactory work of the employee is an essential principle to
1
be adhered to if a career service Is to succeed.
However, If this
principle Is adhered to faithfully, it means that it is exceedingly
difficult to discharge an employee once he has established himself
on a permanent basis.

Thus,

It is necessary that great care be taken

in finding that all applicants are completely competent before they
are admitted Into the service and before they are granted permanent
status.

As educational background may be taken as an Indication

of an a p p l i c a n t ’s ability,

the educational standards

should be high

enough to illlmlnate those applicants whose abilities may not be
great enough to satisfactorily discharge the duties of the positions
they seek.

Then too, It must be noted that a career service makes It
p o s s i b l e for an employee to advance to higher positions.

Thi s must

be taken Into consideration when establishing the educational
standards for any service.

1
T*fhlte, Introduotlo n to t.he 3tudy of Public Administration,

p . 304.
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With the foregoing In mind,
of educational

the question arises,

"What kind

standards have been adopted by the various States

under the Social Security Board's statement of standards?"

In the

r®!rhlnder of this chapter an attempt will be made to answer that
question.

Case W o r k e r s .
ions are presented.

In this study a total of sixty case work posit
Of this total, only one case work position

demands no educational background whatsoever.

That is the position
1
of Welfare Visitor A, which exists in the state of Indiana.
Three States have a total of five positions that demand only
h i g h school graduation or equivalent.
Utah

and Wisconsin.

Those States are California,

In California the positions are those of Public

2
As sista nce W o r k e r T and Public Assistance Worker IT.

U t a h demands

this amount of education for the positions of Junior Case Worker
3
and Intermediate Case Worker.
In the State of Wisconsin, tne poslt4
Ion of Case Worker I is permitted this low standard of education.
The States of Arkansas, vontana, Worth Dakota, Washington and
Wisconsin each have one case work position that demands two years

^Indiana Merit r i an, Department of Public Welfare, Indianapolis,
Indiana, June, 1947 (Revised).

2
Classification Plan for County Welfare D e p a r t m e n t s . Office of
the Supervisor of ,?elfare Personnel -tan'darda of tfte -iate of Calif
ornia, Sacramento, California, August 26, 1943 (Revised), pp. 28-32.
3

*
Job Specifications In the P u blic Welfare D e p a r t m e n t s , State of
U t a h Department
Public Welfare, Salt Lake City, Utah, October 1,
1917 (Revised).
^Personnel M a n u a l . Regulation No. 2 of Rule No. 2, Appendix C,
State or Wisconsin State Department of Public Welfare, Madison,
Wisconsin, *arch 15, 1946 (Revised), p. 14.

,
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of college.

The State of Arkansas sets this standard for the
1
position of Visitor while in M o n t a n a this standard of education
'
2
Is r e o u l r e d for the position of Junior Case Worker.
No r t h Dakota
3
asks the same amount of education for its one Case Worker position.
Washington reoulres two years of college for the position of
4
5
J u n i o r Visitor,
as does Wisconsin for Its Case Worker t t Position.
Alabama Is the only State that reoulres three years of college
f o r a case work position.

Tt demands that amount of education for

its position of Case Aid, which is consider a position of

6
apprenticeship.
Eleven States, with a total of sixteen case work positions,
reoulre college graduation or Its eouiTalent for these positions.
In Alabama, these are the positions of Case Worker TT and Child
7
Welfare Worker In Training.
Colorado asks this amount
of

Arkansas Department of public Welfare Job Classifications and
Compensation p l a n s . A r k a n s a s D e p a r t m e n t of Public Welfare. Little
R o c k , A r k a n s a s , September 1, 1947 (Revised).

2
Merit System M a n u a l . State of Montana Department of Public
Welfare, Helena, Montana (n.d.), pp. 69-70.
3
North Dakota Merit System Council Announces Ooen Competitive
Me rit Examinati o n s . N o r t h Dakota Merit System Council. Bismarck.
North Dakota, October 4, 1947, p. 9.
"Classification and Compensation H a n d b o o k , State of Washington
DEPARTMENT of Public Welfare, Clymola, Washington, August 1, 1947
(Revised), p. 67.
g
Personnel N a n u a l . Regulation No. 2 of Rule No. 2, Appendix C ,
State of ” 1 sconsin State Department of Public Welfare, Madison,
Wisconsin, March 15, 1946 (Revised), p. 12.
P e r s o n n e l Manual for County Welfare Departments of Publlo
Welfare In Alabama, state of Alabama Department" o f "Public Welfare.
Montgomery, Alabama, August 8, 1947 (Revised).
7

Ibid.
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i

education for the position of Visitor,

as does the State of

2
K ansas for its position of the same name.

Minnesota has only one

case work position that asks for this standard of education, and it
3
is the oositlon of Social Worker I.
Nebraska and North Carolina
b o t h have two positions that ask for college graduation or its
eaulvalent.

In Nebraska, they are the positions of V isitor and
4
Case Worker T
while in North Carolina, they are the positions of
5
Case Work Trainee and Case ^ork Assistant.
The Uta h Positions are

6
those of Senior Case Worker and Junior Case Worker;

in Virginia

they are the two positions of Social Worker IV and Child Welfare
7
W orker TV.
Washington, Wisconsin and Wyoming each have one
position that demands college graduation or its eoulvalent.

In

1 Announcement of Continuous Merit Examinations for Positions
in the County Departments of^ Public W e l f a r e , state o f fcoiorado Merit
System Council for the County Departments of Public Welfare, Denver,
Colorado, October, 1946, p. 17.
% a n s a s Joint Merit System Plan, Kansas State Department of
Social Welfare, Topeka, Kansas, September 16, 1940, pp. 31-32.
3
Public Welfare M a n u a l . Minnesota Division of Social Welfare,
St. Paul, Minnesota, March 1, 1947 (Revised).
^Employment in Public W e l f a r e . Announcement Bulletin No. 37,
N ebraska Merit System, Lincoln, Nebraska, April 5, 1947, pp. 3-6.
5

Classification and Compensation Plan for County Welfare
D e p a r t m e n t s . North Carolina Department of Public Welfare. R a l e l g h ,
f o r t h Carolina, February 25, 1947 (Revised).
Job Specifications in the Public welfare D e p a r t m e n t . State
of Uta h Department of P u blic Welfare, Sait Lahe City, Utah,
O c t o b e r 1, 1947 (Revised).
Classification and Compensation Plans for Local Dep a r t m e n t s
of Public W e l f a r e Virginia Department of* Publ i c Veifare, Richmond,
Virginia, November 15, 1947, pp. 15, 25.

1
Washington It is the position of Senior Visitor,

in Wisconsin

2
it is the position of Child Welfare Worker
3
that of Case Worker,

and in Wyoming it is

Of the sixty case work position under consideration,

thirty-

two of them require graduate study or its equivalent. These
thirty-two positions represent twelve States. The two Alabama
positions of Case Worker I and Child Welfare Worker both demand
college or university graduation plus three months of graduate
4
study,
California insists on education equivalent to college
graduation and one year of graduate study for its position of
5
Child Welfare Services Worker. In Colorado, four positions

•^Announcement of Continuous Merit Examinations for Positions
in the County Departments of Public Welfare, State of Colorado
Merit System Council for the County A p a r t m e n t s of Public Welfare,
Denver, Coloaado, October, 1946, p. 17.

2
Classification and Compensation Plan Handoook. State of
Washington Department of Public Welfare, Olympia, Washington,
August 1, 1947 (Revised), pp. 117-118,
^Position Specifications in the Wyoming Department of Puollc
Welfare, The State of Wyoming Department of iSjbllc Welfare.
Cheyenne, Wyoming, October, 1947 (Revised).
A

Personnel Manual for County Welfare Departments of Public
Welfare in Alabama, State of Alabama Department of Public Welfare,
Montgomery, Alabama, August 8, 1947 (Revised).
5
Classification Plan for County Welfare Departments. Office
of the Supervisor of "Welfare Personnel Standards of the State of
California, Sacramento, California, August 26, 1943 (Revised).
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require graduate study.

One of these positions, Junior Case Worker,

asks for college or university graduation supplemented by thirty
quarter hours or twenty semester hours of graduate work.

The same

educational reaulrements exist for the Senior Case Workerll
position.

However, the two positions of Senior Case Worker I and

C h i l d Welfare Worker require fifty-five quarter hours of thirty-nine
1
semester hours of education on the graduate level.
In Minnesota,
college graduation plus one year of graduate work Is demanded for
the three positio n s of Child Welfare Worker IT, Child Welfare Worker

2
I and Social Worker II.

Three M o n t a n a case work positions reouire

m o r e than college graduation.

Two of these positions - Senior Case

Worker and Junior Child Welfare Worker - demand education equivalent
to college or university graduation and one year of graduate work.
T h e third position,

Senior Child Welfare worker, also insists on

education equivalent to college or university graduation, but asks
for additional education in the amount of two years of graduate
study.

The two Nebraska positions of Case Worker IT and Case Worker

III both ask for college graduation

supplemented by one year of

4
graduate work or twenty-six semester ho^re in a school of social work.

Announcement of Continuous Merit Examinations for Positions
In the County Departments of Public W e l f a r e . State of Colorado Merit
System Council for the County Departments of Public Welfare, Denver,
Colorado, October, 1946, pp. 14-16.
"•p u b l i c Welfare M a n u a l . Minn e s o t a Division of Social Welfare,
St. Paul, Minnesota, Ma r c h 1, 1947 (Revised).
Merit System Manual. State of Montana Department of Public
W e l f a r e , M e l e n a , Montana (n .d .), pp. 67-69, 65.
Employment In Public Welfare. Announcement Bulletin No.
N e br a s k a Merit System, Lincoln, Wepraska, April 5, 1947, pp.
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As for North Carolina, Its positions of Case Worker and Child Wel
fare Case Worker both Insist on nine months of study In a school of
1
social work.
Two North Dakota Case Work oosltlons demand educa
tion on the graduate level.
W o rker IT,

One of these oosltlons, Child Welfare

sets Its educational

standard at college or university

graduation plus two Quarters of graduate work.

The

second position,

Child welfare Worker T, also asks for college graduation but asks

2
for graduate study In the amount of three quarters of graduate work.
O r egon has a total of four case work positions that demand more
than college graduation In so far as educational requirements are
concerned.

For Case W o rker I, college or university graduation,

preferably supplemented by added training In a school of social work,
3
Is required;
the same Is asked for the position of Child Welfare

4
W o r k e r I.

The position of Child Welfare Worker IT requires college

g r a d u a t i o n and one year of additional education on the graduate

5
level.

The same amount of education 3s demanded for the Oregon
p
p o sition of Case W o rker IT*
Only one Utah position, that of Senior
Child Welfare Worker, Insists on education on the graduate level. *
4
3

Classification and Compensation Plan for County Welfare
D e p a r t m e n t a . North Carolina Department of P u blic Welfare, ffalelgh,
North"Carolina, February 24, 1947 (Revised.)
T^orth Dakota Merit System Council Announces Open Competitive
Merit f x a m l n a t i o n s . North Dakota Merit System Council. Blamarek,
North Dakota, October 4, 1947, pp. 11-12.
3
^State of Oregon Civil Service Commission Examination Announce
ment . State Civil Service Commission, Sal era, Oregon (n.d.T, (5s 326.
4Chlld Welfare Positions with the Oregon State Public ■'elfare
C o m m i s s i o n . State Civil' Service Commission. Salem. Ore.. (n.D.) pp.l
^I b l d ., pp-l«2.
Estate of Oregon Civil Service Commission Examination Announce
m e n t . State Civil Service Commission, Salem, Ore.", (n.d.) CS 325.

=
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T h i s position of Senior Child Welfare Worker required education In
1
the amount of college graduation plus one year of graduate work.
V i r g i n i a has the most case work positions that require graduate
study;

they are five In number.

The positions of 3ocial Worker V,

Court Social Worker V and Child Welfare Worker V require four years
or 120 semester hours of graduate

study.

The two remaining positions

of Social W
orker vt and Child Welfare Worker V
T asks for education
in the amount of four years or 120 semester hours of college and

2
two years or sixty semester hours of graduate work.
State of Washington,

And, in the

the positions of Junior Children*e Worker,

3enlor Children's Worker and Principle Children's Worker all
require education in the amount of college graduation p l u s one
3
year of education on the graduate level.
It will be noted that eighteen of the thirty-two case work
p o sitions demanding graduate

study are child welfare positions.

Table T TT shows the numerical distribution of case w
ork
p o si t i o n s according to minimum education required, by State.

1
Job Specifications In the Public welfare De p a r t m e n t . State of
Utah Department o^ Public Welfare, Salt Lake City, t'tah, October 1,
194 7 (Devised).

2

"Classification and Compensation Plans for Local Departments
of Public ^el f n r e ', Virginia Department o f r'ulb'llo Welfare. P I c K m o n d .
^irc'lni "i, November 15, 1946, oo. 16-18 , 26 , 27.
'"Classification and Compensation Plan Handbook. State of
Washington Department o^ Public Welfare, Clymoia, Washington,
Auduat 1, 1947 (Revised), po. 59, 91-92, 111-112.

re
As regards the educational standards Required for case workers,
It must be kept in mind that in many instances the education normally
required for a position may be reduced through the substitution of
previous additional experience.

The positions that permit such a

substitution of experience for education, as well as the type and
amount of experience that may be substituted,

are included in Table

IT .
Supervisors.

In this

study, thirty-seven supervisory

positions are under consideration.

Thirty-two of these positions

d e mand some form of graduate work or its equivalent.
The five positions not demanding graduate study are located
in the four states of Arkansas, Utah, Washington and Wisconsin.
Arkansas asks for education equivalent to college or university
1
graduation for its one Case Work Supervisor position;
and, Uta h
r e ouires college or university graduation for its one position of

2
the same name.

Washington, for Its positions of Case Work

Supervisor and Senior Case Work Supervisor,

also sets the educational
3
standards at college or university graduation.
Lastly, Wisconsin

reouires college or university graduation for Its position of Case *
3
2

Arkansas Department of Public Welfare Job Classifications and
Cb-pen'sation P l a n s . Arkansas Department of Public Welfare. Little
Rock, "Arkansas, September 1, 1947 (Revised).

2

~Job Specifications in the Public Welfare D e p a r t m e n t . State of
U t a h Department of Public Welfare, Salt lake City, Utah, October 1,
1 9 4 7 (Revised).
3
Classification and Compensation Plan H a n d b o o k . State of
W a s h i n g t o n Department of Public W e l f a r e , O l y m r l a , Washington, August
1, 1947 (Revised), pp. 15-16, 103-104.
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l
Work Supervisor.
Pleven States have a total of twenty-one supervisor positions
demanding one year or less of graduate study.
supervisory position,

Case ,Tork Supervisor,

Alabama has one

for which It asks
2

college or university graduation plus three months of graduate work.
California,

for Its position of County Child Welfare Supervisor,

demands education equivalent to college or university graduation
3
and one year of graduate education.
The State of Colorado also
demands college or university graduation supplemented by one year
4
of graduate work for the position of Case Work Supervisor II.
In Indiana,

college graduation and one year of graduate study In

n e cessary for the two positions of Case Work Supervisor I and Case
5
W o r k Supervisor ITT.
And, Kansas requires college or university
graduation and one year of graduate study for Its two positions of

6
Case Supervisor and cenior Case Supervisor.

Two supervisory

1
Personnel M a n u a l . Regulation No. 2 of Rule No. 2 Appendix C,
State of Wisconsin State Department of Public Welfare, Madison,
Wisconsin, March 15, 1946 (Revised), o. R.
P e r s o n n e l Manual for County Welfare Departments of Public
Welfare In 'Alabama, state of Alabama Department ot Public Welfare.
Montgomery, Alabama, August 8, 1947 (Revised).
Classification Plan for County Welfare D e p a r t m e n t s . Office of
the Supervisor of Welfare Personnel Standards of the State of Cali
fornia, Sacramento, California, August 26, 194 3 (Revised).
4
Announcement of Continuous Merit Examinations for Positions In
C o u n t y Departments o f 'Public'vtelfare, State of Colorado Merit System
Council for the County Departments of Public Welfare, Denver,
Colorado October 22, 1946, p. 13.
^Indiana Merit Plan, D. epartment of Public Welfare, Indianapolis,
Indiana, June, 1947 (Revised).
K a n s a s Joint Merit System Plan, Kansas State Department of
Social 'elfare, Topeka, Kansas, September 16, 1940, po. 26-30.
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positions

in Minnesota, Social Welfare Supervisor I and Social

Welfare Supervisor IT, bot h reouire an aonllcant to possess college
1
graduation plus one year of graduate work.
Nebraska also has t w o
p o sitions of a supervisory nature that reouire one year of graduate
education;

they are

the positions of Junior Case Work Supervisor

2
and Senior Case Work Supervisor.

For the position of Child welfare

Case Worker and Supervisor, and also for the position of Case Work
Supervisor, North Carolina sets its educational
m o n t h s of study in a school of social work.

standards at nine

Oregon has a total

of four supervisory positions demanding college or university
graduation plus one year of graduate education; they are the
4
positions of Child Welfare Supervisor T and Public Welfare Supervisor
5
T, Public Welfare Supervisor TT and Public Welfare Supervisor III.
Thus, Oregon has more positions In this category than any other
State dealt wit h In this study.

Uta h has only one supervisory

position for which college or university graduation and one year of
graduate work is necessary, and that Is the position of Child

6
Welfare Supervisor.

The State of Washington has three positions

^P u b l i c ,:elf are M a n u a l . M innesota Division
St. Paul, Minnesota, March 1, 1947 (Revised).

of Social Welfare,

E m p l o y m e n t in P u blic W e l f a r e . Announcement bulletin No. 38
N e braska verit System, Lincoln, Nebraska, April 19, 1947, pp. 9,11.
' flla8gif'i cation and Compensation Plan for County Welfare
Department**. North Carolina Department
Public T,elfare. Raleigh,
tlorth Carolina, February 24, 1947 (Revised).
^Chlld Welfare Positions with the Oregon State Public Welfare
C o m m i s s i o n , state " M v i V Service Commission. Salem. Ore., (n.d.)p.2.
^Classification Plan Covering Positions In the Classified SerI c e , State Civil Service Commission,
Salem"',' Oregon, August', 194$.
6job Specifications In the Public Welfare Department, State of
Utah DenafTm'ghT "of P u 'd II'6' el'fard, TSalT T a k A " U T Cy ; ''itaTT,~ o c t . 1, 1947
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in this category and they are those of Child Welfare Supervisor,
Supervisor of Child Welfare Services and Supervisor of Social
Services:

each of these positions reouires college or university
1
graduation plus one year of study at the graduate level.
Only eleven p o s i t i o n 0 , in the states of Colorado, Indiana,

Minnesota, Oregon and TTtah, have supervisory positions demanding
m o r e than one year of graduate study.
situated in Colorado.

Three of these position* are

Tor its positions of dase n'orV Supervisor T

and Supervisor of Medical Social Service, Colorado reouires college
2
or university graduation and tvo years of study at the graduate l e v e l .
I n d i a n a also reouires an applicant for it« position of d»se 1TorV
Supervisor T V to have graduated from college and to
had two
3
years of graduate study.
Minnesota has only one position of a
supervisory nature that reouires more than one year of graduate
study; and that is the position of Director of Ca«e ’rorV Services
and it reouires college graduation

supplemented bv two years p-f

Classification and Compensation Plan h a n d b o o k , state of
Washington department of Public ,rel f^are, 6lvmri s', ra a M ngton,
A u gust 1, I P 47 (flevised), pp. 21, 136-138, lAg-iAg.
"Announcement of dpnt1nnon° »^erit ? Tam*nc,t i p n o for ’
n o°1tlons
in the County Departments of Public W e l f a r e , *tste of ColloraAo
Merit System '’ouncil fnr the C o u p tv neoartments of Public ,,Telfare, Penyev, Colorado, October 27, 1<34F, pp.
10-12.
I n d i a n a Merit Plan, Department of Public T’elfare, Tndl anapoll s ,
Indiana, Ju^e, 1°47 (Devi °ed ) .

__________________________________ ____
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atlon plus two years of graduate work or five ouarters In a social

2

work schoolj

and, Its position of Public Welfare Supervisor IV

demands college or university graduation and two years of study at
3
the graduate level.
Virginia, In so far as this study is concerned
has more supervisory positions demanding more than one year of
g r aduate work than any other State dealt with; in all, it has a
total of four such positions.

All four of these positions - Child

W e l fare Supervisor VI, Child Welfare Supervisor VTT, Case Work
Supervisor VI and Case Work Supervisor VTT - reaulre four years of
4
college or university plus tvo year« of study at the graduate level.
All instances In which the minimum educational

standards may be

reduced through the substitution of additional experience are in
dicated in Table TT.
Table IV shows the numerical distribution of supervisory
positions according to the minimum education reaulred, by State.

Directors.

The educational reciuirements for directors vary

•^Public Welfare M a n u a l , Minnesota Division'of Social W e l f a r e .
St. Paul, Minnesota, March 1, 1947 (Revised).
*fchlld Welfare Positions with the Oregon State Public welfare
C o m mission, State Civil Service Commission. Salem, Ore.'. (n "d.) ,p""3.

3

Classification Plan covering Positions In the Classified Ser1 c e , State Clkil Service Commission, Salem, Oregon, August, 1946.
4
Classification and Compensation Plans for Local Departments
of PubTle welfar e , Virginia Department of1 Public Welfare, Richmond,
Virginia, November IS, 1946, pp. 10, 12, 20-22.
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from none to college graduation plus two years of graduate study.
Indiana Is the only State considered In this study that does
not reoulre any education for Its director oosltlons.

It requires

no educational background for Its four positions of County Welfare
Director I, County '-'elf?re Director III, County welfare Director
1
VIII and County Welfare Director X.
Fourteen director positions,

representing four states, reoulre

education eoual to that represented by high school graduation.
California,

for Its five director positions of County Director T,

County Director IT, County Director TTI, County Director IV and
County Director V, demands education eoulvalent

to that represented

2
by the twelfth grade.

And, for the positions of County Director V,

County Director TV and County Direotor ITT, Nebraska asks for
3
education eoulvalent to high school graduation.
Ctah also asks
for high school graduation for the positions of County Director VI,
4
County Director V and County Director TV.
L a s t l y , ,VIsconsin reoulres only high school graduation for Its three director positions *
4
2

Indiana Merit Plan, Deeartment of Public Welfare, Indian
apolis, Indiana, June, 1947 (Revised).

2

C l a s s l f l c a t l o n P l a n for County Welfare Depart m e n t s . Office of
the Supervisor of 'elfare Personnel S^anAards of the 3tate of Cali
fornia, Sacramento, California, August 26, 1943 (Revised), pp. 2, 5,
14, 17, 19.
E m p l o y m e n t In Public W e l f a r e , Announcement bulletin Vo. 38,
Nebraska Merit System, Lincoln, Nebraska, April 5, 1947, o d . 12,14-15.
4
Job Specifications In the Public
elfare De p a r t m e n t . State of
U t a h Department of Public Welfare, Balt Lake <5iiy, Diah, October 1,
1947 (Revised).
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of Director I, Director IT and Director III.
Only three States have director positions that ask for two
years of college or university education.

Those States are Forth

Dakota, Utah and Washington.

North Dakota demands two years of
2
college education for its position of Sxeoutlve Secretary IT

while Utah demands the same amount of education for the position
3

of County Director, Class ITT.

Washington, for Its four positions

of County Admlnistrator I, County Administrator IT, County Admin
istrator ITI and County Administrator V, also requires education
equivalent to high school graduation plus two years of college or
4
university study.
College graduation or its equivalent is the most common edu
cational requirement asked for director positions.

Of the sixty-

five director positions considered in this study, twenty-five of
them ask for college graduation or its ecuivalent. These twentyfive positions represent nine States.

Askansas, for thepositions

of County Director XTI, County Director IT and County Director I,1

1
Personnel Manual. Regulation ^o. 2 of Rule No. 2, Appendix C,
State of Wisconsin State Department of Public ,Telfare, Madison,
Wisconsin, March 15, 1946, (Revised), op. 2, 4-7.
~Uorth Dakota Merit System Council Announces Open Competitive
Merit Examinations, 'North Dakota Merit System Council. ’
^Ismorck.
North Dakota, October 4, 1947, o. 10.
^ ob specifications in the Public Welfare Department, State of
of Public ’’elfsre, Salt. Lake Cl^ty, U t a h , -Octob~r 1 ,

U tsh Department
1947 (Revised) .

^Classification aria Compensation Plan Handbook, State of
Dashing ton Department of Public velfare, Olympia, Nashlngton,
August 1, 1°47 (Revised), pp. 28 , 30 , 32, 34.
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demands college or university graduation.

Colorado asks for

education In the same amount for Its positions of County Director
2
ITJ and County rirector II.
Kansas has more 'osltions in this
group than any other State dealt with; in all, it has six director
positions demanding college graduation or its equivalent.

These

positions are those of Deputy County Director, Class I, County
Director, Class V, County Director, Class IV, County Director,
3
Claes III, County Director, Class IT and County Director, Cliass I.
In Minnesota, three director positions require college graduation;
they are the positions of Executive Secretary I, Executive 3ec3

retary II and Executive Secretary III.

And, North Dakota, for

its position of Executive Secretary I, also requires an applicant
5
to have graduated from a college or university.
The same amount
of education is demanded in Oregon for the positions of County

Arkansas Department of Public Welfare Job Classification and
Compensation plans. Arkansas Department o f Rubl1c Welfare, Little
R o ck, Ark an «? s, September 1, 1947 (Revised.)
p
Announcement of Continuous Verlt Vx;im1 nations for Positions
In the“County Departments o f 'Public ,felf ~re, State of Colorado
^7er? t ^y<?tem Council for the County Department s of Public ,Telfare,
Denver, Colorado, October, 1946, pp. 8-9.
Vansas Joint Merit System Plan, Kansas State Department of
Social elfare, Tooe>a, Kan^sr, September 16, 1940, pp. 14, 16,
18, 21-22, 24.
^Public Welfare Manual. Minnesota Division of Social ' elfare,
S t . Raul, Minnesota, j^arch 1 , 1947 (Revl sed).
5
^orth Dakota Merit System Council Announces Open Competitive
Merit Examinations. North Dakota Merit System CouncilDlsmarclc.'1'’
North Dakota, October 4, 1947, pp. 10-11.
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Welfare Administrator I, County Welfare Administrator II,

County

2
Administrator ITT and County Welfare Administrator IV.

The two

director positions in Utah which demand college or university grad
uation are those of County Director, Class IT and County Director,
5
Class I.
The one position in Virginia that requires education in
this amount is Superintendent I, which asks for four years or 120
4
semester hours of college or university education.
The two
Wyoming positions of County Director, Class IT and County Director,
Class T, Insist on graduation within the oast twenty nears from a
5
college or university.
Sixteen of the slxtv-flve director positions studied required
education in excess of college graduation or Its equivalent.

And,

the sixteen positions that demand graduate study are located in
six states.

Alabama requires college or university graduation olus

three months of graduate work for the four positions of County
Welfare director TV, County Welfare Director TTT, County vrelfare*
5
4
3
2

estate of Oregon Civil Service Commission examination Announce
ment , dt'ate Civil" Service domrni ssl'on', Sal em, Ore gon {n .1.}, Cc '3^6 !
2
Classification Plan covering Position In the Classified 3er1 oe, State Civil service Commission, Cal era'," Oregon, August, 1946.
3

Job Specifications In the Public Welfare Department. State of
Utah Department of Public Welfare, Salt Lake City, Utah, October 1,
1947 (Revised).
4
Classification and Compensation Plans for Local Departments
of ■'ubiic elf arc, Virginia! Department of Public ''elf re. TUbhmond.
Virginia, November 15, 1946, p. 5.
5
Position Specifications In the Wyoming Department of Public
Welfare! The state of Wyoming Department of ’Public welfare,
Cheyenne, ' yomlng, October, 1947 (Revised).
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Director IT and County Welfare Director T.

Colorado Insists on

college or university graduation and two years of graduate work,
which included seventy quarter hours or fifty semester hours,

for

i 1 8 oosltlon of Assistant Director; for its position of County

2
Director I it demands education in the same amount.

In Minnesota

the Executive ®ecretary TV position reouires education in the
3
amount of college graduation and one year of graduate w o r k .
Education eauivalent to college graduation ^lus one year of grad
uate work is required In ventana for the positions of County
Supervisor,
Supervisor,

Class T * t f County Supervisor, Class TT and County
4
Class T.
Forth Carolina sets the educational standards

at college or university graduation

supplemented by nine months of

study in a school of social work for the positions of county super
intendent of Public Welfare
Welfare IT;

ITT and County Superintendent of Public

college or university graduation plus nine months of

study on the graduate level is necessary for County Superintendent

1
Personnel Manual for County Welfare Departments of Public
W elfare in Alabama, q tale of Alabama Department of Public Welfare.
M o n t g o m e r y , Alabama, August 8, 1947, (Revised).
2
Announcement of Continuous Merit Examinations for Positions
in the County^Departments of Public W e l f a r e . State of Colorado Merit
System dour.ell for the County Departments of Public Welfare, Denver,
Colorado, October, 1946, pp. 6-7.
g
Public T elfare M a n u a l , Minnesota Division of Social ’ elfare,
St. raul, Minnesota, ’'a'pch 1 , 1947 (Devised) .
4
verlt System V a n u a l . State of Montana Department of Public
Welfare, Felena, Montana (n.d.), pp. 61, 63, 65.

_

_

_

_

_
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i
of P u b l i c Welfare I.

Lastly, Virginia has three director oosltlons

reoulring more than four years of college or university education.
For its position of “u^erlntendent T T f Virginia asks for four years
or 120 semester hours of college or university education supple
mented by one year or thirty semester hours of graduate work.

The

position of Superintendent ITT asks for four years or 120 semester
hours of college or university study plus one and one-half years or
forty-five

semester hours of study on the graduate level;

the

position of Superintendent 7V in si *ts on the same amount of under
graduate 1 ork but Increases the renulred amount of graduate edu-

2
cation to two years or sixty semester hours.
The numerical distribution of director positions according to
minimum education reouired Is shown in Table V, by State.
Again,

as was the case for the educational reoulrements for

case workers and supervisors,

the minimum educational reoulrements

for directors may be reduced in many Instances through the sub
stitution of additional experience.

All such Instances are shown

In Table IT.
The above data Indicates that the minimum educational

standards

for the public social work positions In the several States are, on
the whole, lower than those standards which are considered adequate

^ Classification and Compensation Plan for County 1:elfare
D e p a r t m e n t s , North Cfarollna Department of Public Welfare. R a l e l g h ,
North Carolina, February 24, 1947 (Revised).

2_

Classification and Compensation Plans for Local Departments
of Public W e l f a r e . Virginia Department
Public Welfare. Richmond.
Virginia, November 15, 1946, po. 6-8.
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by

students of nubile welfare administration.

The maintaining of

such low educational standards Is detrimental to the efficiency of
the nubile welfare s e r v i c e .

That Is so because low educational

standards encourage a n d l c a n t s of Insufficient ability and bacVpround to enter the service.

L o w educational

standards will also

contribute to an unstable career service beeause they do not
represent an Investment in time, money and effort which will be
made only by those who are d e n n i n g to render continuous service.
However,

despite the fact that the educational standards are, on

the whole, lower than tho°e standards which are considered essen
tial to assure an efficient public welfare service and a stable
career service, they are as high as they oan be maintained by the
present

salaries.
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Table III
Showing Numerical Distribution of C a m Work Positions According
to Mlnlmm Education Required, by State*
Nona

High
school
grad
uation
or
equiv
alent

2 bat
lees
than 3
years
of
college

Alabeaa

3 bat
lees
than 4
years
of
college

1

Arkansas

or
equiv
alent

2

Graduate
study
or
equiv
alent

2

1

California

2

X

Colorado
Indiana

College
grad
uation

1

4

1

Kansas

X

Minnesota

1

Montana

1

3

3

Nebraska

2

2

North Carolina

2

2

North Dakota

1

2

r

Oregon

4

Utah

2

2

X

2

5

X

1

3

X

X

Virginia
Washington
Wisconsin

1

Uyoalag

!

1

T

T

IS

•This table shows the numerical distribution of case work positions accord
ing to rainisaai educational requirements only when equivalent combinations of ed~

Table IV
Showing Numerical Distribution of Supervisory
Positions According to Minima Education
.... ....... J g
_________________________
State
College
1 year of More than
graduation graduate 1 year of
or
study or graduate
e a u i m l e n t less
study
Alabam
Arkansas

1
1

California

1

Colorado

1

3

Indiana

2

1

Kansas

2

Minnesota

2

1

Montana
Nebraska

2

North Carolina

2

North Dakota
Oregon
Utah

4
1

2

1

Virginia

U

Washington

2

Wisconsin

1

3

Wvomlnar
5

21

VI

•This table shows the numerical distribution of supervisory positions according to
minimum educational requirements only when
equivalent combinations of education and experienoe are not considered.
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Table V
Showing Numerical Distribution of Director Sositiona
According to Minimum Education Required,
_____________________to.,.state*____________________
State

None

High
school
grad
uation
or
equiv
alent

2 but
lesa
than 3
years
of
college

College
grad
uation
or
equiv
alent

Alabama

A

Arkansas

3

California

5

Colorado
Indiana

3

2

A

Kansas

6

Minnesota

3

Montana

1

3

Nebraska

3

North Carolina

3

North Dakota

1

1

A

Oregon
Utah

3

1

Virginia

2
1

3

A

Washington
Wisconsin

3

Wyoming
Total positions

Graduate
study
or
equiv
alent

2

A

IA

6

25

16

•This table shows the numerical distribution of director positions according
to mlniama educational requirements only when equivalent combinations of educa1498 3flfl e^pe^eqqe
a p t cp agfrterefl,__________________________________________
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C H A P T E R III

EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS

Experience requirements are perhaps the most difficult of
all personnel requirements to evaluate. Perhaps the only rule that
can he laid down concerning the factor of experience is that it is
valuable only in so far as it is pertinent to the position which
1
the applicant seeks*
This chapter will show the amounts and types
of experience that is demanded b y the several States for the
professional social work positions that exist in their respective
county welfare agencies*

Case W o r ker s *
States,

Thirty case work positions* representing twelve

require no previous experience of any kind. Three of these

positions are in the State of Alabama;

they are the positions of

2
Case Aid, Case Worker II and Child Welfare Worker in Training*
3
Arkansas has one position In this group and It 1 b that of Visitor.
The two Colorado positions in this group are those of Visitor and

^Placement and Probation in the Public Service, Civil Service
Assembly of the United states and Canada (ctiica o , 1946), p. 27*
^Personnel Manual for County Welfare Departinents of Public
Welfare in A l a ba m a , State of Alabama Department of "Public Welfare,
nt^ornery, Alabama, August 8, 1947 (Revised)*
•^Arkansas Department of Public welfare Job Classlflcations and
Compensation Plana, Arkansas Department of Public welfare, Little
Rock, Arkansas, September 1, 1947 (Revised)*
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Junior Case Worker.

Only one Kansas oosltlon finds Itself in

2
this category, that of Visitor.

The two Minnesota positions of

Social Worker T and Child Welfare Worker I also reaulre no previous
5
experience from the applicants who seek these positions.
In all,
Montana has a total of four case work positions that ask for no
experience; they are the positions of Junior Case Worker, Senior
Case Worker, Junior Child Welfare Worker and Senior Child Welfare
4
Worker.
Nebraska has three oositions in this stout) - the positions
5 '
of Visitor, Case Worker I and Case Worker IT.
North Carolina* a
four positions of Case Work Trainee, Case Work Assistant, Case Work
er and Child Welfare Case Worker also ask for no previous experience
6
of any kind.
Only one Oregon position fits into this group that

Announcement of Continuous Merit Examinations for Position!
the dounty Departments o/Publlc Welfare, State ot Colorado
Merit System Council for the bounty Departments of Public Welfare,
D e n v e r , Colorado, October, 1946, pp. 16-17.
in

^Kansas Joint Merit System Plan, Kansas State Department of
Social Welfare, Topeka, Kansas, September 16, 1940, p. 31.
^Merlt System Manual , State of Montant Department of Public
Welfare, Helena, Montana (n.d.), np. 56-59, 76, 79.
Mubll c Welfare Manual. MinnesotaDivision of Social ’ elfare,
St. P aul, Minn esot a , March 1, 1947 ''Revised).

5
Employment In Public Welfare. Announcement Rulletin No. 38
Nebraska Werit System, Lincoln, Nebraska, April 5, 1947, pp. 4,6,8.
Classification and Compensation Plan for County Welfare
Departments, VTorth Carolina Department of ftubllc Welfare. Paleiph,
North Carolina, February 24, 1947 (Revised).
i
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does not ask for experience - the position of Case Worker I.
Virginia has more case work positions that fall to demand previous
experience than any other State; in all, it has a total of seven
such positions.

They are the positions of Social Worker IV, Social

Worker V, Social worker VI, Court Social Worker V, Child ’ elfare

2
Worker IV, Child Welfare Worker V and Child Welfare

'orker VI.

The one Washington position In this group Is that of Junior Children’s
3

Worker.

The last position not demanding previous experience Is the
4
Wyoming position of Case Worker.
Alabama is the only State having case work positions that
demand previous experience in amounts of less than one year.
are the

They

osltlons of Case Worker I and Child Welf re Worker; both

of these positions reoulre previous experience in the amount of
5

six months of case work.
^Ight states with a total of twelve positions have dase work
posit! -ns reouiring one year of previous experience.

Colorado has

one position in this category and it is the position of Senior Case
Worker II.

This Colorado position asks for experience In the amount

^State of Oregon Civil Service Cormisslon Examination Announce
ment . state Ci vil '"'ervlce r
(5ommi ss! on, $alem, Oregon (n.A .) , ^ 32$
2Classl ft cation and Compensation Plans for Local Departments of
Public"" Welfare, Virginia Department of Public welfare, Richmond,’

Virginia, November 15, 1946',

pp.

15-18, 25-26, 28.

'Classification and Compensation Plan Handbook. 3tate of
Washington Department of* Public'W1fare, Olympia, Washington,
August 1, 1947 (Revised), p. 59.
^Position Specifications in the Wyoming Department of Public
Welfare, The State of yomlng "department or Public Welfare,
Cheyenne, Wyoming, October, 1947 (Revised).
Personnel Manual for County welfare Departments of Public
Welfare In Alabama, Montgomery, Alabama, August 8, 1947 (Revlsed).
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of one year within the past five years in social work.

The two

Minnesota positions of Social 1Telfare Worker II and Child Welfare
2
Worker IT also demand one year of experience In social case work.
One Nebraska case work position falls into this group - the position
of Case ’orker III.

This Nebraska position reouiree one year within

the lost five years in family or public welfare, public assistance
3
or emergency relief.
The North Dakota position of Child Welfare
Worker II asks for one year of experience within the last five
years in Social work; or, one year within the last five years in
4

teaching or some social group work.

The Two Oregon positions fit

into this group; they are the positions of Case Worker II and
Child Welfare Worker I.

The Case Worker II position reoulres an

applicant to have had one year of experience within the past ten
years in welfare, education, public health or public service
5
work.
The Child Welfare Worker I positions asks for one year in

^Announcement of Continuous Merit Examinations for Positions
in the C n t y De^»rtmont o f Public Welfare, State of Colorado
Werit'r ¥y«tem Council for the bounty "'Departments of Public Welfare,
Denver, Colorado, October, 19^6, po. 15-16.
Public Welfare Manual, Minnesota Division of Social
St. P aul, Minnesota,’Far ch T , 10^7 (Revised).

elfare,

3

’Employment In Public Welfare, Announcement Bulletin No. 37,
Nebraska Perl t System, Lincoln, Nebraska, April 5, 1947, p. 10.
“North Dakota Merit System Council Announces Open Co;npetltl\re
Merit Examinations, North Dakota Merit Sys'fem Council, Bismarck,
North Dakota, October 4, 1948, p. 11.

5

State of Oregon Civil Service Commission Examination
Announcement,'1 State Civil "'Service Commission, Salem, Oregon (n.d.),
CS 325.
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case work, including experience with child welfare eases.
I n Utah, the positions of Senior Case worker, Juni o r Child Welfare
Worker and Senior Child
experience in

’’elfare Worker ask for various kinds of

the amount of one year.

The

position of Senior

Case ’ o-ker asks for one year within the last ten years in social
w o r k or Juvenile court work; the two positions of Junior Child
’’elfare w orker and Senior Child Welfare Worker both reoulre

one

2
year within the last ten year* In social work or related fields.
W a s h i n g t o n has only one case wor k position in this group; it is the
p o sition of Senior Children's ,Torker.

Thi<* Senior Children's

W o r k e r position requires one year of experience within the oast
five years in

the field

of family welfare, child welfare, public

assistance or

emergency relief in a public relief agency or in a
3
private family or child welfare a g e n c y .
lastly, the Wisconsin
position of Child Welfare vorker demands one year of experience
within the last five years in social
4
child welfare.

case work in the field of

1
Child Welfare Positions with the Oregon State Public
elfare
Comml sslon. state Civil Service C o m m i s s i on, Salem, Ore on "f'n .4.),

p. 1.
2

Job Specifications in the Public Welfare D e p a r t m e n t . State of
Utah Department of P u b l i c Welfare, Salt Lake City, Utah, October 1,
1 9 4 ? {Revised) .
Classification and Compensation Plan H a n d b o o k , State of
W a s h i n g t o n Department of Public Welfare", Olymoia, Washington,
August 1, 194? (Revised), o. 111.
4
Personnel K a n u a l . Regulation Ifo. 2 of Rule Fo. 2, Appendix
C, State of T,Tiseonsin ^tate Department of P u ’lic welfare, M a d l aon,
Wisconsin, Parch 15, 1946 (Revised), p. 10.
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Six States have a total of ten case work positions that ask
for two years of experience.

C a l i f o r n i a ’s position of Child !rel-

f re Services ’orker demands two years within the last ten years In
a social ca?e work capacity In the field of child or faaily wel1
fare.
The two Colorado oosltlons of Senior Case '/orker I and
C h ild Welfare ’'orker both require two years of experience within

2
the past five years in social case work.

Two North Dakota ooslt

lons fall Into this group; they are the positions of Case
and Child T elfare Worker T.

The Ca^e

orker

"orker positions ask for

experience in the amount of two years within the last ten years In
w e l fare administration or related fields; the Child Welfare Worker
I position demands a minimum of twoyears within the last ten years
3
on social work.
Oregon has only one position in this category the position of Child Welfare Worker II.

This Oregon position

insists on two years of exoerlence in case work,

including one

4
y ear In specialized child welfare work.

The only Utah position

^Classification Plan for County Welfare D e p a r t m e n t s , Of ice of
the supervisor of Welfare Personnel Standards of the Qiate of
California, Sacramento, California, August 26, 194 3 (Revised.)
“"Announcement of Contlnoous Merit Examination for Positions
in the County Departments of Public W e l f a r e . State of Colorado
K e rit System Council for the County Departments of Public Welfare,
De nver, Colorado, October, 1947 , pp. 14-15.
^North Dakota Nerlt System Council Announces Open Competitive
Nerlt Examinations, ''North Dakota Nerlt System Council, Bismarck,
North"’O akota, October 4, 1947, pp. 9, 12.
4
Child Welfare Positions with the Oregon State Public Welfare
Comml s<Hnh , state Cl vil Service Commi ssi on, 49tern, Oregon, (h .a.T,

pr. 1-2.

in this grout) is that of J u nior Case Worker, and it asks for two ^
ye ars within the last ten years in social work or related fields.
W a s h i n g t o n h as more caee work positions in this group than any
o t h e r state; in all, it has a total of three such positions.

The

first Washington position is that of Junior Visitor and it requires
two years within the last fifteen years of paid employment.

The

second position is that of Senior Visitor and it demands experience
in the amount of two years within the past ten years In the field
of family or child welfare or public assistance.
Principal Children*s

The third position,

Jorker, requires an applicant to have had

two years within the past five years In the field of family or
child welfare, public assistance,

or in a public relief adminis

tering agency of which one year must have been in a child welfare

2
w o r k e r position.
California and Wisconsin each have one case work position
that requires three years of experience.

T h e position of Public

Assistance Worker, Grade T, located in Califnoria, reauires three
ye ars within the last fifteen years in social work or related
3
fields.
The Wisconsin position of Case Worker TT insists on three

^ Chlld Welfare Positions with the Oregon State Public Welfare
Commls'slon. State Civil Service dommlsslon, Salem, Oreron (n ,d.),
p p ™ i - ?:
2
Classification and Compensation Plan Handbook, State of
Washington department of Public ’el f a r e ,
ympla, W a s h i n g t o n ,
August 1, 1947, (Revised), po. 67, 91-92, 117-118.
3
Classification Plan for County Welfare Departments , Office
of the Supervisor of Welfare personnel Standards of t h e S t a t e of
California, Sacramento, California, Aurast 26, 1943 (Revised)
p . 28.
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ye«rs of experience within the last seven years in case work.
Uta h and Wisconsin each have one case work position that
d emands four years of previous experience.

Utah's position of

I n termediate Case Worker asks for four years of experience within

2
the last ten years In social work or Juvenile court work.
W i s c o n s i n ' s Case Worker I position requires four years within the
la*>t ten years in nubile welfare or related fields, in a capacity
3
dealing with problems of families or individuals.
Only California has a case work position that reouires an
apolioant to have had five years of previous experience.

This

California position is that of Public Assistance Worker, Grade
IT,

and it asks for five years of experience within the last
4
fifteen years in social work or related fields.
Indiana has one case work position that demands more expedience
than any other case work position dealt with in this study - the
position of Welfare Visitor A.

This Indiana position requires six

years of experience within the last ten years in welfare work,
teaching,

public, health,

interviewing or the public service where

the work is in direct relationship with the public, but other than

Personnel M a n u a l . Regulation No. 2 for Rule No. 2, Appendix
C, State of Wisconsin State Department of Public Welfare, Madison,
Wisconsin, M a r c h 15, 1946 (Revised), p. 12.
% o b Specifications in the Public
elfare D e p a r t m e n t . State
of U t a h Department of Public Welfare, calt' Lake -l^y, Utah, Octo
b e r 1, 1947 (Revised).
"V e r s o n n e l M a n u a l . Regulation Mo. 2 of Rule Wo. 2, Appendix C,
State ot Wisconsin State Department of Public Welfare, Madison,
Wisconsin, March 15, 1946 (Revised), p. 14.
^Classification Plan for County Welfare D e p a r t m e n t s . Office of
Supervisor of Welfare Personnel Standards of the State of Californa.
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routine clerical work.
Table VI

shows the numerical distribution of case work

positions according to experience requires, by State.
As regards the experience requirements for case worker, it
must be keot in mind that in many instances the experience require
ments may be reduced through the substitution of additional educa
tion.

Table IT shows all positions that permit such a substitution,

as well as the amount and type of education that may be substituted.

S upervlaors .

As might be expeeted, the supervisory positions

demand more experience than that demanded by case work positions.
W h i l e half of the case w o r k positions did not ask for any previous
experience,
years.

only three supervisory positions ask for less than two

T he Nebraska position of Junior Case Work Supervisor

r e quires one year within the last five years In family or child

2
welfare, public assistance or emergency relief.

Virginia has two

p ositions in this group; they are the positions of Child Welfare
Supervisor VI and Case Work Supervisor V T .

The former asks for

one year of experience in the field of child welfare, while the
3
the latter asks for one year in social case work.

apolis,

Indiana Merit Flan, Department of Public Welfare, Indian
Indiana, June, 1947 (Revised).

^Employment In Public W e l f a r e . Announcement Bulletin No. 37
N e bra s k a 'Merit' System, Lincoln, Nebraska, April 19, 1947, pp. 11-12.
^PersonnelManual for County Welfare Departments of Public
We lfare In Alabama. State of Alabama department of Public ’'elfare,
M o n t g o m e r y , Alab a m a , August 8, 1947 (Revised).
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Right supervisory positions, representing eight states, ask
f o r two years of previous experience.

Alabama, for its position

of Case Work Supervisor, demands two years of experience within
1
the last five years in social work or related fields.
The one
Colorado position in this group is that of Supervisor of Medical
Social Service, this position reauires two years in medical social

2
work.

I n d iana also has one position that demands two years of

experience;

its position of Case Wor k Supervisor I asks for two
3
years of previous experience in social work.
Kansas, for its

Case Supervisor position, asks for two years within the oaet five
y e a r s in social work, of which one year must have been in an
4
assistance administering agency.
The one Oregon position in this
group is that of Public Welfare Supervisor.

This Oregon position

r e oul r e s an applicant to have had two years of experience within
5
the past ten years in a welfare agency.
TTtah has only one super-

•^•Personnel Manual for County Welfare departments of P u b l i c
We lfare In''Alabama,
ate of Alabama department of ^ubllc Welfare,
Montgomery, Alabama, August 0, 1047 (Revised).

2Announcement
Continuous herlt Examinations for Posit!one
in
fter^
‘Vel f a r e . State "nf dolor ado
¥ e r i t System Council for the County Departments of Public Welfare,
Denver, Colorado, October*, 1046, rp. 11-12.
s
Indiana Merit Plan, Department of Public welfare, Indianapolis
Indiana, June, 1947 ^ R e v i s e d ) .
“^Kansas Joint Merit System Plan, Kansas State Department of
Social Welfare, Toneka, Kansas, September 16, 1940, pp. 29-30.
; glassification Plan Covering Positions in the Classified
S e r v i c e , State Civil Service Commission. Salem. Oregon, August, 1947
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▼ 1 aor position In this group - that of Child Welfare Supervisor.
T h i s position of Child Welfare Supervisor insists on two years of
experience within the last ten years in social work, of which one
1
y e a r must have been in child welfare work.
Washington*s position
of Child Welfare Supervisor falls into this group; it demands two
ye ars w i t h i n the past ten years in the field of family or child
welfare

or public assistance, of w h i c h one year must have been In

a position Involving supervisory or consultative responsibility In

2
the field of child welfare.

The last position to be considered in

this group is the W isconsin positldn of Case W o r k Supervisor.
T h i s Wisconsin position expects two years of experience within the
last five years In a case work capacity, of which one year must
3
have b e e n In a supervisory capacity or as a skilled case worker.
Nine

states have a total of fourteen supervisory positions

that demand three years of previous experience.

One of these

positions is In Alabama; It is the position of Case Work Supervisor
4
wh ich asks for three years of experience in social work.
C o l o r a d o ’s

J o b Specifications In the Public Welfare De p a r t m e n t . State of
U t a h Department of Public Welfare, Salt Lake City, Utah, October 1,
1947 (Revised).

2

Classification and Compensation Plan Handbook. State of
W a s h i n g t o n Department of Public Welfare, Olympia, Washington,
August 1, 1947 (Revised), p. 21.
3
Personnel M a n u a l , Regulation No. 2 of Rule No. 2, Appendix C,
State ot Wisconsin State Department of Public Welfare, Madison,
Wisconsin, March 15, 1946 (Revised), p . 8 .
^Personnel Manual for County Welfare Departments of Publlo
Welfare In Alabama. gtate of Alabama Department of Public Welfare,
Montgomery, Alabama, August 8, 1947 (Revised).
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two positions of Case Work Supervisor II and Case Work Supervisor I
fall Into this group.

The former reoulres three years In social

case work, p u b l i c welfare or emergency relief;

the latter demands

t h r e e years of experience In social work, public welfare or emer
ge ncy relief, of which one year within the past five years must have
1
b e e n In a senior case work capacity In a public welfare agency.
O n l y one Kansas position Is In this group - the position of Senior
Case Supervisor.

This Kansas position reoulres an applicant to have

h a d three years of experience within the past ten years In social
work, of which one year must have been In an administrative or

2
supervisory capacity In an assistance administering agency.

Two

M i n n e s o t a positions ask for three year'? of experience; they are the
p o sitio ns of Social Welfare Supervisor I and Director of Case Work
Services.

The former reoulres three years of experience in social

case work;

the latter asks for three years of experience within the

last eight years In social case work supervision,

of which two years
3
m u s t have been In a supervisory or administrative capacity.
Nebras
ka's position of Senior Case Work Supervisor reoulres experience In
the amount of three years within the last seven years In family or

Announcement of Continuous Merit Examinations for Positions
In the County Departments "'of Public Welfare, State of Colorado Merit
System Council for the bounty Departments or P u blic Welfare, Denver,
Colorado, October, 1047, pp. 12-13.
2
Kansas Joint Merit System Plan, Kansas State Department of
Social Welfare, Topeka, Kansas, September 16, 1940, pp. 26-27.
^P u b l i c Welfare Manual. Minnesota Division of Social Welfare,
St. Paul, Minnesota, March 1, 1947 (Revised).
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child welfare, p u b l i c assistance or emergency relief, of which one
year must have been In social work supervision or in a consultative
1
or executive capacity, or In making administrative studies.
O r e g o n ’s
two positions of Child Welfare Supervisor I and Child Welfare
Supervisor IT fit Into this group.

The position of Child Welfare

Supervisor I insists on three years of experience In a social wel
fare agency,

Including one year with specialization in child wel

fare services.

The position of Child Welfare Supervisor IT requires

experience in the amount of three years of case work, including one

2
year in the field of child welfare.

Virginia also has two super

visor positions that ask for three years of experience.

V i r g i n i a ’s

position of Child Welfare Supervisor VTT asks for three years of
experience in case work in the field of child welfare, of which
t w o years must have been In a supervisory or consultative capacity.
V i r g i n i a ’s second position In this group, the position of Case Work
Su p ervisor VTT,

ask« for three years in social case work, of which
3

two years must have bee n In a supervisory or consultative capacity.
T h e last position In this c r o u p Is the Washington position — Case
W o r k Supervisor.

This position Insists on three years of experience

w i thin the past ten years In the field of family or child welfare or
p u b l i c assistance, of which one year must have been In a position
4
involving supervisory or consultative responsibility.
^Employment in Public Welfare. Announcement Bulletin No. 38,
Nebraska Merit System, Lincoln, "lebraska, April 19, 1947, p. 9.
^Chlld Welfare Positions with the Oregon State Public Welfare
Commi ssion, State Civil Service Commission, Salem, tire., (n ,'d. Jpp.2-3
^Classlflcation and Compensation Plans for Local Departments
of Public W e l f a r e . Virginia Department of Public Welfare, Richmond,
NovemSer Y S , 1946, pp. 12,22.
^Classification and Compensation Plan Handbook. State of Wash.
Department of 'Public welfare, Olympia, wash., August 1, 1947, pp. 15-16.
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Fire supervisory positions, located In four States, ask for
four years of experience.

T h e Indiana position of Case Work Super

visor demands four years of experience as a social worker, two years
1
of which must have been In a supervisory capacity.
Minnesota's
position of Social Welfare Supervisor IT asks for four years of
experience as a social case worker, two years of which must have

2
b e e n In a supervisory or administrative capacity.

Oregon's position

of Public Welfare Supervisor IT Insists on four years of progress
ively responsible experience In a welfare agency, Including one
3
y e a r In a supervisory or administrative capacity.
Two Washington
p ositions are In this group.

The Washington position of Senior

Case Work Supervisor reouire« four years of experience within the
last ten years In the field of family or child welfare or public
assistance,

o^ which two years must have been In increasingly

re°ponslble

supervisory positions.

The second Washington position

- Supervisor of Child Welfare Services - Insists on four years of
experience within the past ten years In the field of child welfare
or public assistance, of which two years must have been In a super
visory capacity, and one of these two years must have involved
4
supervision of services to children.

^Indiana Merit Plan, Department of Public Welfare, Indian
apolis, Indiana, June, 1947 (Revised).
^Public Welfare
St. Paul, Minnesota,
3
Classification
S e r v i c e . State Civil

M a n u a l , Minnesota Division of Social Welfare,
March'l, 1947 (Revised).
Plan covering Position In the Classified
Service Commission, Salem, Oregon, A u g u s t , 1946.

^Classification and Compensation Plan H a n d b o o k . State of W ash
ington Department of* Public ’ el^are, oiymola, Washington, August
1, 1947 (Revised), pp. 103-137.
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O n l y f o u r supervisory positions, representing three States,
reculre five years of previous experience.

One of these positions

is located in Colorado - the position of Principle Case Work Super
visor.

This Colorado position asks for five years of previous

experience in social work, public welfare or emergency relief, of
which two years within the past five years must have been In a
supervisory social case work capacity, and one year of the total
1
experience must have been in a p u blic welfare agency.
Oregon
has two positions in this group;

they are the positions of Public

Welfare Supervisor III and Public Welfare Supervisor IV.

The

position of P ubl i c Welfare Supervisor ITT Insists on previous
experience in the amount of five years of progressively responsible
experience in Social work, including two years in a supervisory,
a d ministrative or consultative capacity.

The position of Public

V e l fare Supervisor IV reaulres five years of progressively respon
sible experience In social

service work, including two years in a

2
supervisory, administrative or consultative capacity.

The last

position in this group - W a s h i n g t o n ’s position of Supervisor of
Social Services — asks for five years of experience within the
past ten years in the field of family or child welfare or public
assistance, of which three years must have been In a supervisory *
2

Announcement of Continuous Werlt examination for Positions
in the County^Departments of Public W e l f a r e . State of Colorado
werit System Council for the"County Departments of Public Welfare,
Denver, Colorado, October, 1946, p. 10.
2CIasslflcation Plan Covering Positions in the Classified Serl c e , State (5ivli Service Commission, Salem, Oregon, August , l § 4 o .
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l
capacity.
Only Indian a ' s position of Case Work Supervisor asks for six
years of experience.

This position asks for six years of experience

in social work, of which four years within the last seven years must

2
have been In a supervisory or administrative capacity.
California*s position of County Child Welfare Supervisor is
the only position that asks for previous experience In the amount
of seven years.

This California position demands seven years of

experience within the last t e n years in a social work capacity,
including three years within the last seven years in a social work
oapacity In the field of child welfare and two years within the
3
last seven yearB In the capacity of case work supervision.
The last supervisory position to be considered, and the one
that demands more experience than all others, is Utah's position
of Case Wor k Supervisor.

This position asks for eight years of

previous experience within the last ten years In social work in a
4
r e l i e f administering agency. *
4

^ Classification and Compensation Plan H a n d b o o k . State of
Washington Department'''of Public ’-'elfare, Olympia, W a s h i n g t o n ,
August 1, 1947 fRevised), pr.. 147-148.
'^Indiana Werit ^lan, department of Public Welfare, Indianapolis,
Indiana, June, 1947 (Revised).
^Classification Plan for County Welfare Departments, Office of
the Supervisor of 1,'e1 fare Personnel Standards, of the 8tate of
California, Sacramento, California, August 26, 1943 (Revised), p.77.
4J o b Specifications in the Public Welfare D e p a r t m e n t . State of
U t a h Department o^ Public Welfare, Salt liake City, Utah, Obtober
1, 1947 (Revised).
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The numerical distribution of supervisory positions according
to experience required is shown In Table VTT, by State.

Again,

It must be mentioned that In many instnces the ex

perience reauirements may be reduced through the substitution of
education.

All such Instances are shown in Table II.

D ire c t o r s .

Two director positions, located in Arkansas and

Colorado,

do not require any previous experience whatsoever.
The
1
Arkansas position Is that of County Director III
and Colorado's

2
position Is that of County Director IV.
Sight positions, representing seven States, ask for one ye r
of previous experience.

One of these Is the Arkansas position of

C ounty Director T T ; this position demands one year of experience
3
w i t h i n the last eight years in social work or related fields.
T h e Kansas position of County Director, Class V, also falls into
this group.

This Kansas position asks for previous experience in

the amount of one year within the oast five years in social work or*
3
2

Arkansas Department of Public Welfare Job Classification and
Compensation P l a n s . Arkansas Department" of* 'Public Welfare, Little
Rock, Arkansas,' September 1, 1947 ^Revised).

2

Announcement of Continuous Merit Examinations for positions
in t h e ‘‘dounty Depart m e n t s _o f Public W e l f a r e . ~tate of Colorado
’•erit System Council for the dounty Departments of Public Welfare,
Denver, Colorado, October, 194R, p. 9.
3
Arkansas Department of Public Welfare Job Classifications
and Compensation p l a n s , Arkansas Department ofr Public Welfare,
1'Ttf'le Sock, Arkansas, September 1, 1947 (Revised).

1 0 8

l
related fields.

Only one M i nnesota position asks for one year of

experience, and it Is the position of Executive Secretary T.

for

this position, M i n n e s o t a asks for one year of experience In social

2
work in a public welfare departnient or a social work agency.
M o ntan a*s position of County Supervisor, Class IT, ask* an app
licant to have had previous experience In the amount of one year
within the p st five years In case work, wh i c h Included six months
3
in a supervisory capacity.
For the position of County elfare
A dministrator I, Oregon asks for one year of experience within
the past five years In welfare work,

teaching, public health or

4
the p ublic service.

B o t h of Virginia*s positions of Sunerlnten-

5
dent I and Superintendent TT demand ome year In social case

ork.

The last position in this group, Wyoming*s position of County
Director,

Class T T , reoulres one year of experience within the oast

6
five years in social work or related fields.
Kansas Joint Merit System Plan, Kansas State Department of
Social welfare, Topeka, Kansas, September 16, 1940, pp. 22-23.
^Public Welfare Manual. Minnesota Division of Social Welfare,
9 t . Paul, Minnesota, T'arch 1, 1947 (Revised).
3
Merit System M a n u a l , State of Montana Department of Public
W e l f a r e , ,rHelena, V o n t a n a ( n .d .), pp. 63-64.
^State of Oregon Civil Service Commission Examination Announcement, State tHvli Service Commission, Salem, Oregon, (n.d."), 09 325.
"".. 1 5
Classification and Compensation Plane for Local Departments
of PubTlc W e l f a r e , Virginia Department oi PuSIlc Welfare, Richmond,
Virginia, November 15, 1946, pp. 5-6.
^Position Specifications in Wyoming Department of Public
WElfare,
The State of Wyoming Department of Public Welfare,
Cheyenne, Wyoming, October, 1^47 (Revised).
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Nine positions, located in eight States, have director
p ositions that ask for two years of previous experience.

Colorado

has one director position in this group-tie position of County
Director III.

This Colorado position asks for two years of

experience within the past five years in social work or related
1
fields.
Kansas is the only State
that has two positions in this
category;

they are the positions of Deouty County Director, Class I

and County Director, Class TV.

Doth of these Kansas positions

ask for two years within the past five years in social work or
related fields, of which one year roust have been in an assistance

2
administering arency.

The only Minnesota position that fits into

this group Is the position of Executive Secretary IT.

This Minnesota

p o sition insists on experience in the amount of two years in social
3
case work in a oublic welfare department or a social work agency.
M o n t a n a ’s position of County Supervisor, Class IT, requires two
years of experience within the past five years in case work,
4
which Included one year in a supervisor capacity.

A n n o u n c e m e n t of Continuous Merit Examinations for Positions
in the County Departments of Public W e l f a r e , State o f C o l o r a d o
Merit System Council for the County Departments of Public Welfare,
Denver, Colorado, October, 1946, p. 8.
^Kansas Joint Merit System Plan, Kansas State Department of
Social Welfare, Topeka, Kansas, September 16, 1940, op. 21, 24.
3
Public Welfare M a n u a l , Minnesota Division
of Social
Welfare,
St. Paul, Minnesota, March 1, 1947 (Devised).
^Merlt Dystera M a n u a l ,6tate of Mon t a n a Department of Publld
Welfare, Helena, Montana (n.d.), t>. 63.
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T h e North Carolina position of County Superintendent of Public
W elfare ITT demands either

(a) two years in social work, or

(b)

two years in an administrative capacity in a public agency dealing
w i t h community or family economic or social problems,

or (c) any

1
combinations of the^e two types of experience which total two years.
No rth Dakota also has one position in this group Executive Secretary I.

the position of

This North Dakota position lenuires an

applicant to have had two years within the last five years in social
work, of which one year must have been in an administrative or
supervisory capacity or must have Included responsibility for

2
consultative service.

T h e one Virginia position that demands two

years of experience is that of Superintendent I TT; this position
asks for two years of previous experience in social case work, of
which one year must have been in an administrative, supervisory or
3
consultative capacity.
The last position in this group is the
Wyoming position of County Director,

Class I.

This Wyoming position

asks for two years of experience within the past twenty years in
4
social work or related fields. *
•
Classification and Corpensatlon ^lan for County Welfare
D e p a r t m e n t s , North Carolina Department of Public Welfare, Raleigh,
Nortli Carolina, February 24, 1947 (Revised).
% o r t h Dakota Merit System Council Announces Cpeh Compelj tlve
M e r i t E x a m i n a t i o n North D a k o t a Merit System Cour.cl 1, 31 smarck,
vprt h 'Dako t a , 0 ctober 4, 1°^7, p. 10.
•*
Classification and Compensation Plans for Local Departments
of Public Welfare. Virginia Department of'Public Welfare, Richmond,
^ 1 r gin la, November 15, 1946, pi 6*
^Position Specifications in the Wyoming D e p a r M e n t of Public
W e l f a r e , tine State of Wyoming ^Department of Public ~-?elfare, Cheyenne,
Wyoming, Ootober, 1947 (Revised).
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Alabama, Kansas, Minnesota, Montana and Oregon each have one
director oositlon that asks for experience In the amount of three
years.

The Alabama position of County Welfare Director TV asks

for three years of experience within the last fifteen years In social
work or related fields, of which one year must have been In a public
1

social welfare agency.

Kansas, for Its position of County Director

Class TTT, requires an applicant to have had three years of exoerlence within the last ten years In social case work or closely
related fields, of which one year must have been In an assistance
administering agency or In an administrative or suoervisory capa2

city.

The third position In this group - Minnesota’s position of

Executive Secretary ITT - requires throe years in social case work
3

In a public welfare department or a social work agency.

The

Montana oositlon of County Supervisor, Class T, require^ three
years of experience within the oast ten years In ca~e work, which
4
Included two years in a suoervisory capacity.
The fifth and last
position In this group is the Oregon position of County 'lelfare

Personnel Manual for County Welfare Departments of Public
Welfare 1n A1 abama, aiate of Alabama Pen's-rtnrnnt of Pub! 1 e welfare,
Montgomery^ Alabama, August 8, 1947 (Revised).
%ansas Joint Merit System Plan, Kansas State Department of
Social ,Telfare, Topeka, Kansas, September 16, 1940, p. 18.
5Fubllc Welfare Manual. Minnesota Division of Social Welfare,
St. Paul, Minnesota, t'arch 1, 1947 (Revised).
4
Merit System Manual, State of Montana Department of Public
Welfare, Helena, Montana (n .d.), o . 61.
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Admlnistrator ITj this position demands three vear= of previous
experience within the past fire years In welfare work, teaching,
1
public health or the pbbllc service.
The largest group of nosltlons demanding a certain amount of
experience is the group that asks for four years of previous
experience.

Tn all, thirteen nosltlons fall Into this group and

they represent twelve states.

The only state In this group that

hag two such positions is Alabama;

they are the positions of County

Welfare Director III and County Welfare Director IT.

The former

positions demands four years of experience within the last fifteen
years In social work or related fields,

of which one yeer must

have been In a public social welfare agency.

The latter asks for

four years of experience within the last fifteen years In social
w o r k or related fields,

of which two

years must have been In a

p u blic social welfare agency and one year of which must have been

2
tn a supervisory capacity.

The one Arkansas position in this srroup

is that of County Director I which

reauire# experience In the amount

of four years within the last eight years In social work or related
3
fields.
The only California director position that asks for four
years of experience Is that of county Welfare Director I.

This

California position reoulres an applicant to have had four years of
^State of Oregon Civil Service Commission Examination Announce
ment . Ttate {Jlvll Service doromisslon, Salem, Oregon (n .<i.), CS 32(5.
P e r s o n n e l Manual for County Welfare Departments of Public
Welfare In'Alaba m a , State ol^ Alabama Department of'Public Welfare,
Montgomery, Alabama, August 8, 1947 (Revised). *
•
*• Arkansas Department of public Welfare Job Classlfications and
Compensation p l a n s , Arkansas Department of Public Welfare, L i t t l e ~
Rock, Arkansas'^ September 1, 1947 (Revised#.

I

is

experience within the last ten years In social work or related
fields or In positions where the duties are directly related to
1
the duties of County Welfare Director T.
Colorado** position of
County Director IT Insists on four years within the oast ten years
in social work or related fields, of which one year must have bean
2
In an administrative or suoervl sory capacity.
And, in Kansas, the
position of County Director,

Class IT,

asks for four years of

experience within the oast ten years in social work or related
fields, of which two years must have been In an assistance adminis
tering agency, Including one year in an adminlstrative or surer7
v
visory caoacity.
Only one Minnesota director oosltlon asks for
pour years of experience — the position of Executive Secretary TV.
This Minnesota oosltlon asks for four years of experience In social
c'^e work olus two years of supervisory or executive experience In
4
a welfare agency.
The M ebraeks ooslt'on of County Director V
reofclres an an 1 1 cant to have had four years of experience in social
5
work or related fields.
The North Carolina oosltlon of County

Classification Plan for County Welfare D e p a r t m e n t s . r fflce
of the Supervisor of ’-ei'fare Personnel standards of the State of
California, Sacramento, California, August 26, 1943, Revised), p.2.
•
^ Announcement of Continuous Merit ffxamjnations for Positions
In the"County Departments of Public W e l f a r e , state of Colorado
fieri tSystem Council "for the County Departments of Public ’ elfare,
Denver, Colorado, October, 1946, p. 8.
Kansas Joint Merit System Plan, Kansas State Department of
Social ‘ el fare, Topeka, Kansas, Seote ber 16, l"140, n. 16.
^Public Welfare M a n u a l , Minnesota Division of Social ■ elfare,
St. Paul, Minnesota, March 1, 1947 (Revised^.
^i..ployment In p ub11o Welfare, Announcement Dulletln Nol 37,
Nebraska Merit System, Lincoln, Nebraska, April 5, 1947, pp. 1516.
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Superintendent II also falls into this group.

This North Carolina

position demands either (a) four year? in social work, of which two
year? within the past five years must have been In a supervisory or
administrative capacity, or (b) four years within the last seven
years in an administrative capacity in a oublic agency dealing with
community or family economic or social problems, or (d) any com1

blnation of these tvo kinds of experience which total four veers.
North Dakota*
1*
s position of Fxeoutlve Secretary IT requires an app
licant to have had four years of previous experience within the
2

last ten year? in social vork or related fields.

Only one Oregon

position falls into this group; it is the position of County ’elfare Administrator ITT.

This Oregon position asks for experience

in the amount of four years within the past five years in welfare
work, education, oublic health or the public service, including one
3

year in a supervisory or administrative capacity.

Utah's director

position of County Director, Class VI, requires an applicant to
have had four years of experience in social work or related fields,
4

of which one year must have be^n within the lafet ten years.
The last position in this group of positions that demand four years
"Classification and Compensation Plan for County Welfare
D e p a r t m e n t s ,' Forth Carolina Department of Public Welfare, Raleigh,
North Carolina, February 2^, 1947 (Revised).
^North Dakota ^erlt Rygtem Council Announces Open Competitive
M e r i t E x a m i n a t i o n s , North Dakota Merit System Council, n irun trek,
N o r t h D a k o t a , ^ctobep 4, 1 ° 47, p. 10.
’'Classification Plan covering Positions in the Classified 9er1 c e , Filiate divil Service’dommisslon, Salem, Oregon, August , 10*6.

’Job Specifications In the Public Welfare D e p a r t m e n t , State of
Utah Department of Puhi'ic'Welfare, Salt Lake City, Utah, October 1,
1947 (Revised).

1
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of experience Is the Virginia position of Superintendent IV; this
position demands four years in social work, of which two years must
1
have been In an admlnlstrative or supervisory capacity.
The next group of director positions to be considered are those
that require an applicant to have had five years of previous ex
perience.

Ten positions,

representing eight states, demand various

k i nds of experience in this amount.

Alabama has one pos* tlon in

this group - the position of County Welfare director I.

This

Alabama position asks for five years of experience within the
last fifteen years in social work or related fields, of which three
years must have been in a public social welfare agency ana one year
~u
O*
of which must have been In a supervisory capacity.
Colorado's tvo
positions of Assistant Director and County Director I both reouire
various kinds of experience in the amount of five years.

The

Assistant Director position Insists upon five years of experience
In social work, public welfare or emergency relief, of which two
years within the past five years must have been in a social work
administrative or supervisory capacity.

The second position.

County Director T, demands five years of experience In social work,
p u blic administration or emergency relief, of which three years
within the ^ast

seven years must have been in a social work ad

ministrative or supervisory capacity, provided that that supervision
Classification and Compensation Flans for bocal Departments
of W e l f a r e . Virginia Department of Public Welfare, Richmond', V i r 
ginia, November 15, 1946, n. 8.
T e rsonnel Manual for County Welfare Departments of Public

Welfare i'rt Alabama, #tate of AlaP'tna 'Department of ^ublic uelf^re,
Montgomery, Alabama, August 7, 1947 fflevlsed).
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h a s Included some administrative r p ^ o n n ' M i i t ? ,

an* on* v^~r **
1
the total experience must have been In a public welfare arency.

T h e Kansas position of bounty piredtor,

Class T, requires five -'ears

of experience within the oast ten years In social

case wnrv nr

related fields, of which two years must have been In an assistance
a d ministering aerency.

Including one year In an administrative or

2
supervisory capacity,

N e b r a s k a ’s position of C o u n t v bisector ▼

in sists on four years of experience In social work or ^elated
3
fields.
North Carolina’s position of bounty Nnperlntendent of
P u b l i c Welfare T t asks for either (a) four vears In social
work,
In

c a ae

of which two years within the past five years must hove been

a supervisory or administrative capacity,

or fb) four year®

within the last seven years in an administrative opacity in a
p u b l i c a g e n c y deal 1 n r w i t h community o r f s n i l v ec ono mi c o r s o c i a l
problems,

or (e) any combination o^ f-ese two tyres
expert epee
4
which total four years.
T h e North bakots director position of

E xecutive Secretary T T demands four y e a r s

of experience within the *
4

Announcement of Continuous Merit Nxamlnations for ^osi ti one
In the "'bounty Departments of -'uVAl c ’Welfare. Stats of ^olora^o
■
“'erit 5v®tern Council for the' Aounty Departments of Publ i c M el f a r e ,
Denver, Colorado, October, 1°46, m>. C-"7 .
‘K a n s a s Joint Verlt System Plan, Kansas State Department of
Social Welfare, Topeka, Kansas, September 16, 1940, o! 14.
'Enroloyment in Public W e l f a r e , Announcement bulletin No. 37,
N e b r a s k a Vertt''System, Lincoln, ’"'e'brnpka, April 5, 1°47, p . 15.
4
Classification and Compensation T1lan for County welfare Per
p a r t m e n t e , "North'Caroli na""Department po Publi c Welfare, Ngleigfo,
North Carolina, February 24, 1947 fltevl ®edl .
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last ten Te,iT*B in 806 *al work or ret pte-1 fields.*

Oregon’s position

of County Welfare Administrator TTT asks for four years of experience
within the oast fire years in welfare work or other public service,
Including one year of experience In a supervisory or administrative
2
capacity.
In Virginia, the position of Superintendent TV requires
experience In the amount of four years In social case work, of which
two years must have been In an administrative or supervisory
3
capacity.
Ten positions, representing eight states, ask for experience
in the amount of five years.

One of these positions Is situated In

Alabama; it is the position of County Welfare director T.

This

Alabama position demands five years of experience within the last
fifteen years in social work or related fields, at least three years
4

of which must have been In a public welfare agency.

The two

Colorado positions of County T>lrector T and Assistant Director also
reouire five years of previous experience.

The County Director I

position insists on five years of experience In the field of social
work, nubile welBare or emergency relief, of Milch at least three
"""^North Dakota'""verl't System Council Announces Open Competitive
Merit Examinations, North Dakota Merit By stem Council, Bismarck,
Vlorth Dakota, ftctober 4, 1947, p. 9.
"Classification Plan covering Positions in the Classified SerIce. State Civil Service Commission, Salem, Oregon,' 'August, 1046.
2

Classification and Compensation Plans for Local Departments
of Public Welfare, Virginia! Department' of Public Welfare, Richmond,
Vi rrl nia, ' evemb'er 15, 1946, p. 8.
^Personnel Manual for County welfare Departments of Public
Velfare In Alabama. State of Alabama Department of Public h'elfrre,
Montgomery', Alabama, Aumust 8, 1°47 (Deviled).
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years within the oast seven years must have been In a responsible
social work administrative or supervisory capacity, and one year of
the total experience must have been in a nubile welfare agency.
The second Colorado position - that* of Assistant Director - asks for
five year9 of experience in the field of social work, nubile wel
fare or emergen6y relief, of which two years within the oast five
years must have been in a social work or supervisory capacity in
1

a welfare agency.

The one Kansas position in this group, County

Director, Class I, requires five yeare of experience within the
past ten years in social work or closely related fields, at least
two years of which must have been in an assistance administering
agency, including one vear in an administrative or supervisory

2
capacity.

Nebraska’s position of bounty Director TV reouires an

applicant to have had five years of previous experience in social
3
work or related fields. The North Carolina Position of County
Superintendent of Public Welfare T demands either (a) five years
in social work, of which three years within the past five years
must have been in a supervisory or administrative capacity, or*
3
2

Announcement of Continuous Merit Examinations for positions
in the County Departments o t Public Welfare, state of Colorado
Merit 3ystem Council for the County' Departments of Public elfare,
Denver, Colorado, October, 194.fi, pp. 6-7.
2

Kansas Joint Merit System Plan, Kansas State Department of
Social ’ elfare, Topeka, Kansas, September 16, 1 40, p. 14.
3

Employment in Public Welfare, Announcement Bulletin Mo. 37,
Nebraska Merit System, Lincoln, Nebraska, Arril 6, ln47, p . 14.
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(b) five years within the east eight years In an administrative
capacity in a oublic agency dealing with community or family economic
or social problems, or (c) any combination of these two kinds of
1

experience which total five years.

Oregon's position of County

Welfare Administrator IV Insists on five years of progressively
responsible experience in welfare work, education, public hedLfch
or the oublic service, including two years in a supervisory or
2
administrative capacity.
Utah has two positions that reoulre an
applicant to have had five years of experience; they are the
positions of County Director, Class V and County Director, Class
II.

The formers asks for five years of exoerience in social work

or related fields, of which three years must have been within the
1

ten years.

The latter demands five years of experience within

the last ten years in social work or related fields, including one
year in a suoervlsory or administrative base work capacity in a
3
relief administering agencv.
Lastly, the Wisconsin position of
Director I reoulres experience In the amount of five years within
the last ten years In social work or related fields, including
business administration, which If not combined with one year in
social work or related fields must have included one year of*
3
2

^Classification and Compensation Plan for County Welfare
Departments, North Carolina Department of Public Welfare. Raleigh,
North S rollna, ^Kruary 24',
(Revised).
2

'Cl r ssi flcation Plan covering Positions In the Classified 3er-»
1 oe, state Civil Service Commissi nn, Salem,' Oregon, 4u~ust, 1946.
3
Job Specifications In the Public Welfare Department, State of
Utah Department of Public^ elfare, Salt Lake City, Utah, October 1,
194? (Revised).
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l
managerial experience.
Five states have a total of six oositions that ask for six
years of experience.

The one California position in this group

is that of County Welfare director II.

This California position

requires an applicant to have had six years of experience in social
work or related fields, of which one year within the last five years
must have been In a social work caoacity involving the determination

2
of eligibility for assistance or service.
County Director ITT is in this group.

Nebraska's position of

This position of County

hi rector TTT demands six years of experience In a professional,
technical

or sunervi *ory cao: city in welfare administration,

oublic

administration or industrl 1 or business management, of x^hlch two
years must have been in an administrative or supervisory capacity
which included the planning and

supervision of the work of a staff

of at least two persons and the interpretation and installation of
organization policies, or one year of experience as County Director
3
TV.
Utah is the only state with two director positions demanding
six years of experience.
Director,

Class TTT,

The first of these positions,

County

asks for six years of experience within the

last ten years in social work or related fields, of which two
y e a r 0, must have be^n in the department of public welfare *
2

^Personnel M a n u a l . Regulation No. 2 of Rule No. 2, Appendix C,
State of Wisconsin State Department of Public Welfare, Madison,
Wisconsin, Maroh 15, 1946 (Revised), p. 6.
2
.
Classification Plan for County welfare Depar t m e n t s , Office of
Supervisor of Welfare per sonnel 'standar5s of the State of California,
Sacramento, California, August 26, 1943 (Revise*), p. 5.
E m p l o y m e n t in Public W e l f a r e . Announcement Bulletin No. 37,
Nebraska Merit System, Lincoln, Nebraska, April 5, 1947, p. 12.
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and one year In an administrative or supervisory case work caoaclty
in a relief administering12
3 agency.

The second U t a h position,

County Director, Class T, reoulres six years of experience within
the last ten years in social work or related fields, including two
years in a supervisory or administrative case work capacity in a
1
relief administering agency.
And, W a s h i n g t o n ’s County Administra
tor I position asks for six years of previous employment in pro
gressively responsible positions,

of which three years within the

oast five years must have been in the field of social work in an
assistance adminlstar!ng a o e n c y , and one of those three years must

2
have been in a supervisory capacity.

The sixth position in this

group Is Wisconsin's position of Director TT .
position reoulres

This Wisconsin

six years of experience within the last twelve

years in social work or related fields, Including business admin
istration,

which is not combined with two years in social work or

3
related fields must have included two years of managerial experience.
Indiana, Utah, Washington and Wisconsin each have one position
demanding seven years of experience.
of County welfare Director I.

The Indiana position is that

This Indiana position reoulres

p revious experience in the amount of seven years within the last

J o b Specifications in the public Welfare D e p a rtment, State of
U t a h Department of Public Welfare, Salt Lake City, Utall, October 1,
1947 (Revised).

2
"Classification and Compensation Plan H a n d b o o k , State of
Washington Department of Public Welfare, Olympia, Washington,
August 1, 1947 (RevDsed), p. 28.
3
Personnel M a n u a l , Regulation No. 2 of Rule No. 2, Appendix C,
State of Wisconsin State Department of Public Welfare, Madison,
Wisconsin, Parch 15, 1946 (Revised), p.4.

1
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ten years In welfare work, education, public health, public service,
b usiness administration or a profession, of which one year must
have been inwelfare work or in a supervisory or administrative
1
capacity in the other fields mentioned.
The only Utah position
in this group is that of County Director, Class IV; thispositlon
demands seven years in social work or related fields, of w h i c h
three years must have been within the last ten years, including

2
one year in an administering or supervisory capacity.

W a s h i n g t o n ’s

County Admin!stratorlf position insists on seven years of employment
In progressively responsible p o s i t i v e ,

of which three years within

the last five years must have been in an administrative or super3
vlsory capacity in the field of welfare administration.
The last
position in this group - W i s c o n s i n ’s position of Director III requires seven years of experience within the last fifteen years in
social work or related fields, including business administration,
which if not combined with two years in social work or related
4
fields must have included two years of managerial experience.
California has three positions and Washington has one position
requiring experience in the amount of eight years.

California’s*
4
3

I n d i a n a Merit Plan, Department of Public Welfare, Indiana
polis, Indiana, June, 1947 (Revised).
O
Job Specifications In the Public Welfare D e p a rtment, State of
U t a h Department ot Public Welfare, 'fait Lake City, Utah, October 1,
193 7 tUevi sed).
3
Classification and Compensation Plan Handbook, State of
Washington Department of Public Welfare, Olympia, W a s h i n g t o n ,
August 1, 1^47 (Revised), p. 30.
4
Personnel M a n u a l , Regulation No. 2 of Rule No. 2, Appendix
C, State of Wisconsin State Department of Public Welfare, Nadi son,
Wisconsin, March 14, 1946 (Revised), r. 2.
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p osi t i o n of County Welfare Director ITT Insists on eight years
of experience In social work or related fields, of which two
years within the last ten years must have been In an executive or
supervisory capacity.

The second California position in this

group - C o u n t y Welfare Director TV - asks for experience In the
amount of eight years In social work or r e l a t e d

fields,

of which

three years within the last t e n years must have been In an executive
or supervisory capacity.

And, the third California position of

County Welfare Director V demands eight years of experience in
social work or related fields, of which three and one-half years
within the last ten years must have been in an exeootive or suoer1
vlsory capacity.
The Washington position In this group is that
of County Administrator ITT.

This Washington position requires an

applicant to have had eight years of progressively responsible
positions,

of which four years within the past six years must have

b e e n In an administrative or supervisory capacity In the field

2
of w e l fare administration.
I n d iana Is the ohly state having a director position that asks
f or nine years of experience; It is the position of county welfare
Director ITT.
within the 1

This Indiana position demands nine years of experience
st twelve years In welfare work,

education, public

health, business administration of a profession,

of which two years *
2

^ Classification Plan for County Welfare D e p a r t m e n t s , Office of
the Supervisor of "elfare Personnel Standards or the 3'tate of
California, Sacramento, California, Aueust 26, 1943 (Revised),
po. 14, 17, 19.
2
^Classification and Compensation Plan Handbook. State of
Washington Department of Public Welfare, 6lymnia, Washington,
August 1, 1947 (Bevised), o. 32.
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iaust have been In a supervisory or administrative capacity in the
1
other fields mentioned.
Only the Washington position of County Administrator V requires
experience in the amount of ten years. This position insists on
ten years of employment in progressively responsible positions,
of which six years within the la3t ten years must have been in an
administrative or supervisory capacity in the field of welfare

2
administration.
The Indiana position of County Welfare Director VIII demands
twelve years within the last fourteen years in welfare work, education,
public health, public service, business administration or a
profession,

of which four years within the last six years must have
3

been in a highly responsible supervisory or administrative capacity.
The one director position that demands more experience than all
others is the Indiana position of County Welfare Director X. This
last position requires an applicant to have had thirteen years of
experience within the last fifteen years in a welfare agency,

a

public agency, professional practice or private business organization,
of which five years within the last eight years must have been in a
highly responsible administrative or supervisory capacity involving
4

budgeting,

selection of personnel and coordinating services.

^Indiana Merit Plan, Department of Public Welfare,
Indiana, June, 1 9 4 7 (Revised).

Indianapolis,

2

Classification and Compensation Plan Handb o o k , State of
Washington Department of Public Welfare, Olympia, Washington,
August 1, 1 9 4 7 ( R e v i s e d ) , p. 34.
^Indiana Merit Plan, Department of Public Welfare,
Indiana, June, 1 9 4 7 (Revised).
4 Ibld.

Indianapolis,
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The numerical distribution of dlreotor p o s i t i m s according
to experience required la shown, by State, in Table VIII.
The experie n c e reauirernents for many dlreotor positions may
be reduced through the substitution of additional education.

All

such instances are explained in full in Table II.
The average experience requirements are not excessive.

That

is especially true when it is kept in mind that in many Instances
the qualifying experience may be acquired in related fields.

These

moderate experience requirements reflect the exceedingly high rates
of personnel turnover which are now common to public welfare agencies
throughout the nation.

The establishment of a more stable oareer

service can be expected to bring about more rigid experience re
quirements in the future.

Table VI
Shoving Numerical Distribution of Case Work Positions
=
State
None

Alabama

3

Arkansas

1

Tears of Experience Reouired
Less than
1
2
3
4
1 year . . . . . . .

1
2

1

1

1

2
1

Indiana
Kansas

1

Minnesota

2

Montana

A

Nebraska

3

North Carolina

A

2

1

North Dakota
Oregon

1

Utah
Virginia

7

Washington

1

Total positions

1

2

2

1

3

1

1

1
30

2

12

1

3

1

Wisconsin
Wyoming

5”

2

California
Colorado

5

1

10

2

1

2

1

•This table shows the experience required along with the minimum of education required, and when equivalent combinations of education and experience are
pot qoflgjderefl,....................................................... ........ ...

H
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Table VII
Showing Numerical Distribution of Supervisory Positions
State
1

2

Alabama

____ Years of Experience Remiired____________________
5
6
7
6
L
3
1

Arkansas

1

•
1

California
Colorado

1

Indiana

1

Kansas

1

1

2

1

1
1
2

Minnesota

1

Montana
Nebraska

1

1
2

North Carolina
North Dakota
Oregon

1

Utah

1

Virginia

2

•

2
1

Wisconsin

1

3

1

1

2

Washington

Wyoming
Total positions

2

S

1

H

2

1

___ 5___

A

1

1

1

•This table shows the experience required along with the minimum of educa
tion required, and when equivalent combinations of education and experience are
not considered*
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Table VIII
Shoving Numerical Distribution of Director Positions According to
________________ Experience Required, by State*_________________
otciie

J

1

Alabama
Arkansas

1

1

2

1

1
1

1

California
Colorado

JL

jL

obs.

1

1

1

2
1

Indiana
Kansas

1

2

1

1

Minnesota

1

1

1

1

Montana

1

1

1

Nebraska

1

1
1

North Carolina

1

1

North Dakota

1

1

Oregon

1

1

Utah
2

Virginia

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

10

6

U

1

Washington
Wisconsin
Wyoming
Total positions

2

1

1

8

9

1

5

23

•This table shows the experience required along with the minimnn of educa
tion required, and when equivalent combinations of education and experience are
not considered#
_____
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CHAPTER IV
RESIDENCE REQUIREMENTS

It has long been a tradition in the United States to make
residence a requirement for employment in the public service.
This tradition has been nurished by local pride,

sectional

prejudice, political patronage, une ployment brought on by depres
sions,

and a widespread belief that officials or employees need
1
to be familiar with local conditions and personalities.
And,

in some instances it is felt that positions of public

responsibility should be given only to persons whose characters
are well known to the people of the locality they serve.
However,

it is generally agreed amongst students of public

administration that residence requirements hinder the development
of a career service.
"The emphasis upon localism, indeed narrow
parochialism, evidenced by residence requirements
is hard to Justify at any time and especially
during a period of shortage of professional
workers. A scientific approach to the recruitment
problem would dictate consideration of the entire
United States as a potential labor market. If the
best qualified persons are to be obtained by the
state services, they must be sought wherever they
may be found, the cou try over. Artificial barriers,
such as residence requirements are undully restrictive
of recruitment areas, especially in the case of
states devoid of adequate professional training
facilities. The inevitable effect of such
barriers is a compulsion upon the states to
accept poorly qualified residents to their own *

*White,
p. 302.

Introduction to the Study of Public A d m i n i stration,
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immediate and long-range disadvantage. If a merit
system is to be taken seriously, obstructions to
a wide active search for competence must go."1
Thus, we may take the view that residence requirements are
not in harmony with the development and growth of a merit system.
The remainder of this chapter will be devoted to revealing
those States in which residence requirements must be met by the
professional social workers who are employed in their county
welfare agencies.
Ten of the seventeen StateB dealt with in this study demand
no residence requirements for the employees of their county welfare
departments. They are the States of Alabama, Arkansas, California,
Minnesota, Nebraska, North Carolina, North Dakota, Utah, Virginia
and Washington# As regards California, ,lt permits the counties of
Alameda, Los Angeles,

Sacramento,

San Diego and Santa Clara to

2
determine their own residence requirements.
Colorado and Montana both demand that an employee be a
resident of the State. However,

in the case of Colorado,

this

means that the applicant must be physically present at the
examination and that he must intend to become a State resident.
3
Colorado allows no waivers for this resident requirement.

Gladys M. Kammerer, Requirements for State Social Work
Positions in the South (Bureau of Government Research, University
of Kentucky, 1947), p. 6.
2
Residence Requirements for Personnel in Public Assistance
A gencies, American Public Aelfar© Association, Chicago, Illinois,
January',' 1947*
3
Ibid.

1 3

1

M ontana reciuires an employee to be a State resident - but no
l e n g t h of time Is specified.

Also, Montana allows this residence

requirement to be waived in Individual cases, with the consent of
1
the agency.
Oregon asks for residence In the amount of one
year in the State but it also grants waivers for technical and

2
professional personnel.
State.

Wisconsin also demands one year In the

Further, persons who are qualified are certified to their

county of residence.

However, If no qualified persons are certified,

appointments may be made without regard to county residence.
Furthermore,

the Director and Division Heads are exempt.

Milwaukee

h a s a residence requirement of one year but exemptions may be made
for professional and tech leal personnel.

Otherwise no waivers

3
are granted.

Wyo m i n g also has a residence reouirement - one year

in the State - but waivers are granted if qualified residents are
4
not available.
Kansas also has a residence reouirement of one
year In the State - but It may be waived In individual

cases with

5
the consent of the agency concerned.
Indiana has the most severe residence requirement.

It demands

two years of residence In the county concerned as a requirement for

1Ibld.
%bid.
^Tbld.
V b ld .
5

Ibid.
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employment. However, waivers may be granted If too few qualified
1
candidates are available.
The above data reveals that ten of the seventeen States
studied have no residence requirements for the personnel of their
co snty welfare agencies. And, while the other seven States have
residence requirraenta ranging up to two years in the county,
of these States grant waivers under various conditions.

1Tbld.

six
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CHAPTER V
SALARY SCALES

Personnel standards and salary scales are Intimately related
to each other in the establishment and maintenance of a career
service. That is so because the amount of compensation paid usually
determines whether or not a governmental agency will be able to
attract and retain high-grade applicants within its service.
High personnel standards and inadequate salary scales will result
only in unfilled positions, and subsequently the efficiency of the
governmental agency will be diminished. Thus, if a career service is
to be worthy of its name,

it must have personnel standards that are

rigid enough to permit only competent personnel into the service and at the same time the salary scales must be high enough to retain
such personnel in the service once they have entered.
The remainder of this chapter will be devoted to revealing the
salary scales that the several States have been permitted to adopt,
under the Social Security Board*s statement of standards,

for the

professional s o d a l work positions that exist in their county
welfare agencies.
Case W o r k e r s .

Only one State has a case work position that

offers less than $100 per month. That State is Alabama and it offers
eighty-five dollars per month for its position of Case Aid. However,
it is only proper to mention that this is a position of apprentice
ship and employment in this position is limited to approximately
three months, with the understanding that the employee
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complete his education.
Kansas offers the next lowest salary for a case work position.
For the position of Visitor, Kansas 3els the minimum salary at $115
per month and the maximum salary at

1. 9.50.

however, for this

position - and for all other positions in Kansas - three different
salary scales are in operation, and tne figures given a:ove rep
resent the lowest and highest salaries ; iven when all three of these
scales are concerned*#

The first scale ranges from

115 to #155,

the secona from $152.25 to $172*25 and the t.iird f r o ,,149.50 to
#189*50.

Each range of salaries has five steps, and each advance-

2
ment in salary is at the rate of ten dollars.
Virginia, for its two positions of Social Worker IV and Child
Welfare Y#orker IV, nas a minimum
maximum salary reaching $2100.

salary of 4,1440 per annum with the
This amounts to 4120 per month for

the minimum salary and , 1 5 for the maximum.
salary scales for eacn position,

As Virginia has two

the figures just given represent

the minimum and maximum salaries paid wnen Loth salary scales are
considered.#

For

oth positions mentioned above, the first salary

scale has a minimum of .,1440 and a maximumcf $16o0j and,

in both

instances the second salary scale has a min i m u m salary of $1620 and

*It is suggested that Table II be referred to for further
information concerning the three salary scales in operation in
Kansas•
1
Personnel Manual for County Welfare departments of Public
'Welfare in Alabama* State of Alabama department of 'Public Welfare.
!.ont ornery, Alabama, August d, 1947 (devised).

2
Prom data supplied the writer by Dell.^ar P. hilne. Director
of Personnel, the State Department of Social Welfare of Kansas,
Topeka, Kansas, October 21, 1947.
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a maximum salary of „2100 per annum*
steps.

Each salary scale has five

Wnen both positions are paid in accordance wit h the first

salary scale, salary advancements are at the rate of sixty dollars
per promotion.

Whe n the second salary scale is used, each salary
1
advancement is at the rate of $120.
Six positions, representing four States, nave minimum salaries
that fall between #130 and <*149.99 per month.

One of these States

is California; and, for its positions of Public Assistance Worker,
Grade I, it naintalns minimum and maximum salaries of <*130 and *275
per month, respectfully.
scale just given,

There are ten steps involved in the salary

however, no one

agency is permitted to use all

ten of these steps; Instead, each county must adopt a five con
secutive step compensation plan from among the gen salary steps
available.*

For tais position,

tae salary scale would consist of

five consecutive steps from the following:

*130, *140, *150, *165,

2
#10,

v.195, *210, *230, *250, and *275.

Minnesota's position of

Social Worker I has a minimum salary of *130 and a maximum salary
of $200 per month.

The salary scale for this Minnesota position

has eight steps and each salary advancement is at the rate of ten
3
dollars.
Virginia nas three positions in the group being considered

M t is suggested that Table II be referred to for further
Information concerning tae California salary scale.
1
Classification and Compensation Plans for Local departments
of
PuLllc Welfare ."Virginia department of Public Welfare, dich'mond,
V i r g i n i a , ^ovemi-er 15,1946, pp. 45-46.

2
Department bulletin d o . 5 0 1 . State of California Department
of Social ’Welfare, Sacramento, California, Aug st 2V, 1947
3
Public Welfare
a n u a l . Minnesota Division of Social welfare,
St. Paul, Minnesota, i-arch 1, 1947 (devised).
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in this paragraph.

They are the positions of Social Worker V,

Court Social Worker and Child Welfare Worker V.

2he positions of

Social Worker V and Child Welfare Worker V both offer a minimum
salary of

*1620 per annum with a maximum salary of *2460; that is

equivalent to a minimum monthly salary of *155 per month and a
maximum monthly salary of *205,

The Court Social Worker V position

has a minimum salary of *1620 per annum and a m aximum of ,3000,
which Is equal to a minimum monthly salary of >#135 and a maximum
monthly salary of *250.

However, it must be kept in mind tuat

Virginia ha3 two salary scales for each position ana that the above
figures give the maximum and minimum salaries when both wage scales
are considered.

When the first salary scale is in operation,

the

minimum and maximum monthly salaries for the positions of Social
Worker V and Child Welfare Worker V amount to $135 and $175 per
month, respectfully,

fthen the second salary scale is used, the

minimum salary for tnese two positions is $165 and the maximum
is $205.

When the first salary scale is \iaed for the position of

Court Social Worker V, the m inimum salary is equal to *165 aer
month with a itaximum cf $175 j if the second scale is in operation,
the minimum salary is *175 per month and the maximum is $250.
Both salary scales

consist of ten steps.

When the first scale

is used, the salary advancements are at the rate of

,120 per

annum for all three of the positions being considered.

When the

second scale is used, salary advancements for the positions of
Social Worker V and Child welfare Worker V are at the rate of
$120 per annumj for the position of Court Social Worker, the
first three advancements In pay are at the rate of *130 per annum,
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and the fourth and last advancement is .*360.

The Wisconsin

position of Case Worker I has a minimum salary rate of $140 per
month and a maximum of ^210, when all three salary schedules
for this position are considered.

The first schedule has a range

of from $130 to <*190, the second schedule ranges fro;
and the third schedule r a m es from ;150 to v210.

<*140 to *200

The intermediate

2
steps are in the amount of ten dollars in all instances.
Seven States have a total of nine case work positions with
minimum salaries falling -atween £140 and £149.99*
positions is located in Arkansas;

One of these

it is the position of Visitor.

This position has a minimum salary of §140 per month with the m a x 
imum salary reaching £160.

The salary scale for this position of

-Visitor has five steps and each advancement in salary is at the
3
rate of five dollars.
The one California position in this group
is that of Public Assistance Worker, Grade II.

This California

position has a minimum salary of $.145 per month and a maximum
salary of £310 w hen all ten steps of the compensation plan for
this position are considered,

however, as was seated before, only

five consecutive steps of the California compensation plan nay be
used by any one agency.

The salary scale for the position of Puclic

----------- ! ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Classification and Compensation Plans for i>o::al departments
of Public W e l f a r e . Virginia bepartments of Public Welfare! Richmond,
Virginia, Koveraber 15, 1946, do. 45-46.

2
Personnel anual. Regulation No. 1 of Rule ho. 2, Appendix
b, Stadie of Wisconsin State -department of Public Welfare, Richmond,
Virginia, November 17, 1947 ( Revised), p. 1.
3
Arkansas Department of Public Welfare <3o<- Classifications and
Compensation P l a n s , Arkansas department of Public Welfare. Ljtile
Rock, Arkansas, September 1, 1947 (Revised).
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Assistance Worker, Grade II, could consist of any five consecute
steps from the followings

V145, .*155, *170, *185, &200, £>220,
1

4,240, ,260, $285 and $310.

Minnesota has one position in the

group being discussed in this paragraph; it is the position of
Child Welfare Worker I*

The minimum m onthly salary for this one

Minnesota position is ,140 and the maximum is 4)210*

There are ten

steps in this salary scale, each advancement in salary being in the

2
amount of ten dollars.

The one ivon tana position in this group is

the position of Junior Case Worker, and it has a salary range of
from ^140 to v160.

The salary scale has five steps and so each

3
advancement in salary is at the rate of five dollars.

Sebraska,

for its two positions of Case Worker I and Visitor, has a minimum
salary of V 140 and a maximum salary of „I j O.

There are six 3 tops

in the compensation plan for these Nebraska positions; tne first
two advancements in salary are at the rate of five dollars and the
4
last three advancements are at t .e rate of ten dollars.
North
Carolina also has one position In the group being considered in
this paragraph; it is the position of Case Work Trainee.

This

position offers a minimum salary of $140 and a maximum salary of1
4
3
2

1
Department Bulletin No. 301. State of California Department
of Social Welfare, oacratentc, California, August 27, 1947.

2
Public Welfare M a n u a l . Minnesota Division of Social Welfare,
St. Paul,
innesota, Ta r c h 1, 1947 (revised).
3
i<erlt System i.-anual, State of --ontana Department of Public
welfare, nalena, Montana (n.d.), p. 12C.
4
State Plan and Manual. Nebraska Department of Assistance and
Child K e If are , Line o I n , 'Nebraska , November 1, 194. (revised).
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*160,

The salary scale has four s^eps; the first two advancements

in salary are at the rate of sixty dollars per year and the third
advancement is increased to $120.
increase In salary, tills amounts

Or, in terms of a monthly
to five dollars for the first
1

two advancements and ten dollars for the third increase in salary.
The two Wisconsin positions of Child ‘
w elfare Worker and Case Worker
II have minimum salaries of $145 and maximum salaries reaehine $225
waen all three of the salary schedules in effect in Wisconsin are
considered.

If only the first schedule is considered,

the minimum

salary for both positions is $145 and the maximum is v205; whe n the
second schedule is considered,

the minimum salary is $155 and the

maximum is <215 for both positions; and, when the third and last
schedule is considered, the minimum for both positions is $1G5 and
the max.mum is *225.

The intermediate steps in all throe schedules,

2
and for both positions, are in the amount of ten dollars.
Six States have a total of eight positions t*iat offer minimum
salaries ranging from % 150 to $159.99.
in the -State of Alabama.

Two of these positions are

They are the positions of Casa Worker II

and Child V.elfare Worker In Training.

The minimum salary for boch

of these positions is v 150 with the maximum salary set at $175. 1
2

1
Classification and Compensation Plan for County Welfare
D epartments, Rorth Carolina department of Public 'welfare, Raleigh,
ii'ortia Carolina, F e b ruary 24, 1947 (Revised).
2
Personnel i a n u a i . Regulation Ro. 1 of Rule ^o. 2, Appendix
B, State of Wisconsin" 3,.ate Department of Public Welfare, badiaon,
Wisconsin, November 17, 1947 (Revised^, p. 1.
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The step intervals for both salary scales are five dollars.
Indiana, for its position of Welfare Visitor A, has a salary
2
ranging from a minimum of ,150 to a maximum of *225.
The Minne
sota position of Social Worker II also has a minimum salary of
but its maximum salary is v220.

150

There are eight steps in the salary

scale for this position with each advance in salary being ten
3

dollars.

North Carolina has one position in this group, that of

Case Work Assistant,

This position of Case Work Assistant offers

a minimum salary of V1 00 per annum and the maximum salary reaches
&2100.

That is equal to minimum and

v.150 and *130, respectfully.

nx

xlmum monthly salaries of

There are four steps In the salary

scale for this position of Case Work assistant, each advancement
4
in salary being ^120 per annum or ten dollars per month*
The
Montana position of Senior Case Worker offers a minimum salary of
*150 and a maximum salary of #175.

The salary scale for this

Montana position has five steps and each salary advancement is in
5
the auopnt of five dollars.
The one North Dakota position in this
1

Personnel Manual for county Welfare departments of Public
Vtelfare In Alabama," £ta le of Alaoai a department of fuaiic' V.aIX'are,
Won't ornery, Aiaoama, August 3, 1947 (devised).
2
from data supplied the writer b Richard ii. Sehveitzer, °r.,
Personnel Officer, State of Indiana department of fuilie Welfare,
Indianapolis, Indiana, October 24, 164 •
3

Public tell are Manual. Minnesota division of Social Welfare,
St. Paul, innesota, Daren 1, 1947 (devised)*
4

Classification and Compensation Plan for County Welfare
Departments, ^orth'Carolina department of ^uhlie "Welfare. Sale 1 rh,
North Carolina, 'February 24, 1947 (revised).
5
I.er It System Wanual* State of Montana Department of Public
Welfare, nelena, montane (n.d.), p. 123.
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salary group is that of Child Welfare Worker XI.

This north Dakota

position offers a minimum salary of §150 per month and a maximum
1
salary of §190.
Thirteen positions, representing nine States, have minimum
salaries that fall between

-160 to §169.99.

That is the largest

grouping of case work positions to be dealt with in this chapter.
Alabama nas two positions in this group; they are the positions
of Case Worker I and Child Welfare worker.

Both of these positions

have a minimum salary of §160 per month and a maximum salary of §185.
The steo interval for the salary scale of each position is five

2
dollars.

The California position of Child Welfare Services YVorker

also offers a minimum salary of §160; the maximum salary for this
position is §375 if all ten steps in the California compensation
plan are considered,

however, as has been mentioned before in tnis

chapter, a California agency m a y cnoose only-five consecutive steps
f rom

the compensation plan in operation throughout the State.

F o r this position, the salary scale could be any five consecutive
steps from the following:

§160, $>175, §190, §205, §225, *245,
3
§■265, §290, §315, and .*345.
Colorado has one position in this
group of positions;

it is the position of Visitor.

This Colorado 1
3
2

1
north Dakota Merit System Council Announces Open Competitive
Merit 8;cami nation s', iiorth Lake ta i erlt oy stern" Counci 1 Bismarck,
north Dakota, October 4, 194<, p. 11.

2
Personnel Danual for County Welfare Departments of xut lie
¥>eIf are In A laba§.a, Sta to o f .«Tabata Department of Public W e l f a r e ,
Montgomery, Alabama, Au ust 8, 1947 (revised} •
3
Department Bulletin ho. 3 0 1 . State of California Department
of Social Welfare, Sacramento, California, Au ust 2 , 1947.
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position offers a minimum salary of |160 per month and a maximum of
i,19 ,50.

The salary scale for this position has six steps and thus

each advancement in salary is in the ar ount of seven dollars and
1
fifty cents a month.
The Minnesota position included in tnis group
is that of Child Welfare Worker II,

This position has a salary

scale that ranges from ,^160 to %230 a month; a n d , the step interval
Is ten dollars.

For the position of Case Worker II.

Nebraska

offers a minimum monthly salary of v160 with tn© maximum reaching
$210.

The salary scale for this Nebraska position has six steps

and so each salary Increase is in the amount of ten dollars a
2
month.
North Carolina has two positions In this salary group;
they are the positions of Case Worker and Child Welfare Case
Worker.

Loth of these positions offer a m inimum salary of $1920

per annum and a maximum salary of $2760$ that Is equal to a minimum
and maximum monthly salary of $160 and $230, respectfully,
both of t.iflse positions,

there are eigh'

i or

steps in the salary scale,

and each advancement is made at the rate of $120 per annum or ten
3
dollars a month.
The two Oregon positions that are included in
this grouping are those of Case Worker I and Child Welfare
I.

orker

-;Oth of these Oregon positions have minimum monthly salaries 1
3
2

1
From data supplied tne writer by ‘■'ohn A. Dunn, Personnel
Officer, Colorado State Department of Public Welfare, Denver,
Colorado, October 22, 1947.

2
State Plan an-t * a n u a l . Nebraska Department of Assistance
and Child Welfare, Lincoln, Nebraska, “ ovenuer 1, 1947 (devised).
3
Class!!ication and Compensation Plan for County Welfare
Departments. North Carolina Department of "Public Welfare. Aalei h,
worth Carolina, i ebruary 24, 1947 ( .©vised'.
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of $165, with the maximum salaries reaching *.205.

For both

positions the salary scale has six steps and each advancement in
1

salary is made in the amount of eight dollars per month,

Virginia

also lias two positions in this group; tney are the positions of
Social Worker VI and Child Welfare worker Vi,

For both of these

positions the minimum salary is v12 ;0 a year with the raximum salary
reaching .$2820, if both of the two compensation plans in effect in
Virginia are considered.

That is equal to a minimum monthly salary

of $165 and a maximum monthly salary of „335.

however, if the

first compensation schedule is cons dared, the minimum and maximum
yearly salaries are *19-30 and <*2460, respectfully; that is equiva
lent to minimum and
respectfully.

m

ximum monthly salaries of *165 ana 4205,

If the second salary scale is considered, the nlni-

mum yearly salary is 42340 and the maximum is 42820; that is equal
to minimum and maximum t onthly salaries of 4195 and
fully.

.235, respect

Loth salary scales for both positions have five steps with

each advancement in salary being in the ac.ount of 4 1 2 0 oer annum or
2
ten dollars a month.
ihe one ^tah osition to be included in
this group is that of Junior Case worker.

This Utah position has

a salary range of from *162 to |182 peep month.
this cosition has the following stecs for
3
ment: *162, *169.50, * 1 7 and *132.1
2

The salary scale for

dutdosos

of salary advance-

1

From data supplied the writer by Kobert H, Johnson, director
State Civil Service Commission, Salem Ore. on, October 30, 1947.
2
Classification and. Co ensation Plans for Local Departm ents
of *ublic .leL’are. 'Virginia department ojf ruolic Welfare. Richmond.
T I F T nia, ^ovo.. oar 15, 1946, >p. 45-46.
Ojob Specifications in the Public Welfare department. State oi
Utah JCepit. of Public <eliare, Salt lake city, Utah,' Oct., 1, 1947.
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Five positions, representing four States, have minimum salaries
that fall between §170 and *179,99.

. ontana nas one position in

this group, it is the position of Senior Child .elfare

Worker.

Ihi3

position has a salary scale that ranges from *175 to §200 a month.
This salary scale has five steps with three steo intervals of five
1
dollars and one step interval of ten dollars.
worth Dakota has
two positions in t-^is group, and they are the positions of Child
Welfare -orker x and Case worker.

The

osition of Child welfare

Worker ± has a salary scale ranging fro m V175 to *220 per month.
The salary scale for the position of oase Worker has a salary

2
scale that ranges from §170 to §210,

The Colorado position tn&t

falls within this group is that of Junior *ase marker. Ihis position
has a minimum salary of #170 a month and a maximum salary of
*207,50,

This salary scale includes six steps, and the step
‘3
interval is seven dollars and fifty cents in every instance.
The State of Washington has one position in this group - the
position of Junior visitor.

This Washington position has a minimum

salary of #170 and a maximum salary of #210.

In all, there are

five steps in the salary scale for this -asnington position, and
each advance in salary is made in the amount of ten dollars per 1
3
2

1
Job Specifications In the public Welfare department. State
of Utah Department of Public Welfare, halt Lake City, ttah, October
1, 1947 (devised).

2
Ivorit System » a n u a l . State of i ontana department of Public
Welfare, uelena, Montana (n.d.), p, 12b.
3
From data supplied the writer by Conn A. Dunn, Personnel
Officer, Colorado State Department of Puilie Welfare, Denver,
Colorado, October 22, 194,•
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month.
The Sta es of Nebraska, Colorado, V.ashing ton,

Utah and Wyoming

each have one case work position with minimum salaries between $130
and $180*99.
II.

The Colorado position is that of Senior u s e

Worker

The salary scale for this position has a minimum salary of

%1 0 with the maximum salary reaching <*217,50.

The salary scale

for this position has six steps and each salary promotion is in the

2
amount of seven dollars and f i f t y cents.
in

The Nebraska position

this salary group Is that of Case Worker III.

monthly salary of $180; tne maximum salary is

230.

It has a minimum
The salary

scale for this Nebraska position <xas six steps with each intermedi3
ate step being ten dollars.
The one Utah position in this group
is tnat of Intermediate Case Worker.

It nas a salary scale ranging

from *130 to *210; the salary ran. e has four steps with each lnter4
mediate step being In the amount of ten dollars.
The Washington
position of Junior Children's Worker offers a minimum salary of
3lo0 with the maximum salary reaching 3210.

The salary scale for

this Washington position has four steps with each intermediate
5
step being ten dollars.
The last position to be considered in
Classification and Compensation Plan uandbook. State of
Washington depart ent of Public Welfare, Olympia, Washington,
Augusjtj 1, 1947 (hevised^, p. 157.
Prom data supplied to the writer b y «iohn A. ^unn, Personnel
Officer, Colorado State department of Public Welfare, Denver,
Colorado, October 22, 1947.
. ., 5 State Plan ana i a n u a l , Nebraska Department of Assistance and
Child Welfare, Lincoln, ..ebras a, November 1, 1947 (devised^.
^Job Specifications In the Public Welfare department. State of
Utah ^ept. of Puolic Welfare, Salt' Lake City, Utah, Oct., 1, 1947.
^Cla 3 sIfleacion and Compensation h a n d b o o k . State of Washington
Department of Public welfare, ^lymoia, Washington, August 1, 1947
Titevised), p. 157.
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this group is that of Case «orker, which is located in Wyoming*
This Case Worker position offers a minimum salary of *lo5; the
maximum salary offered for this position is £225.

The salary scale
1

has five steps with each salary advancement limited to ten dollars.
Ihe States of Colorado, Oregon,

Utah and Washington each have

two case work positions with minimum salaries falling between £190
and j.199.99.

The two Colorado positions are tnose of Child Welfare

Worker and Senior Case Worker 1.

Both of these twoColorado positions

have salary scales that range f rom ,190 to £227.50 per m o n t h $ and,
eacn salary scale has six steps with each advancement in salary

2
being in the amount of seven dollars and fifty cents per month.
The two Oregon positions

to fal l into this group are those of Case

«orker II and Child -elfare Worker II.

Both of tuese positions

have minimum salaries of £190 and maximum salaries of, 240.

In

both instances the salary scales for these Ore -on positions have
six steps; the Inter edlate steos for both salary scales are in
3
tne amount of ten dollars.
Utah positions in this group are

Settlor Case Worker and Junior Child-, elfare worker.

These two

Ctah positions offer minimum salaries of £1©0 witn maximum salaries
reaching £220.

There are four steps in the salary scales for both 1
3
2

1
Position Specifications In the Wy oming Department of Public
V>elfar~ i'he State of Wyoming department of ^ublic Welfare,
Cheyenne, Wyoming, October, 1947 (devised).

2
From data supplied the writer by John A. Bunn, Personnel
officer, Colorado State Depart; ent of ^ublic Welfare, Denver,
Colorado, October 22, 194/.
3
From data supplied the writer by hobert H. Johnson, Director,
State Civil Service Commission, Salem, Oregon, October 30, 1947,
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of these Utah positions and each intermediate step amounts to ten
1
dollars.
The last two positions in this group are located in the
State of Washington.

They are the two positions of Senior Childrerfs

Worker and Senior Visitor,

both of these Washington positions h a v e

salary scales ranging from *190 to .*230, with each intermediate
2
step being ten dollars.
There is only one case work position with a minimum salary
falling between *200 and # 2 0 9 «w9, it is the Utah position of
Senior Child-Welfare Worker.

This position has a minimum monthly

salary of #205 with the uaxlmum salary reaching #245.

The salary

scale for this position oaa four steps and each salary increase is
3
made in the amount of twelve dollars and f i f t y costs.
The State of Washington offers a minimum monthly salary of
$210 for its position of Principal C h i l d r e n ’s Worker - which is
the highest salary offered for any of the case work positions con
sidered in this study.
is #250.

The maximum salary offered f o r this position
4
Eaen intermediate step is in the amount of ten dollars.

Table IX shows the numerical distribution of case work

1
Job Specifications in -the Public Welfare Department, State
of Utah department of Public Welfare, Salt Lake cJlty, 'Utah,
October 1, 1947 (hevised^.

2
Classification and Compensation Plan h a n d b o o k . State of
Washington department of Public Welfare, olym-ia, Washington,
August 1, 1947 Lievlsedi, p* 153.
3
Job Specifications in the Public Welfare Department, State
of Utah Department of" Public Welfare, Salt lake City, Utah,
October 1, 1947 (ftevlsed^.
4
Classification and Coaipensatlon Plan handbook. State of
WashIngton De parti.ent of 'Public W elfare, Olympia, Washington,
August 1, 1947 (Rev i s e d l p, 15b.
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positions according to minimum monthly salaries, by State.

Supervisors.

Kansas is the only State considered in this

study that has a supervisory position offering a minimum monthly
salary that falls between 1-150 and *159.99.

This Kansas position

is tnat of Case Supervisor ano it ofiers a minimum salary of #155
with the maximum salary reaching *241.50, provided that all three
of the salary scned les in effect in Kansas are considered.

Tde

first salary schedule for this position nas a minimum salary of
#155 and a maximum of *195; the second schedule sets the minimum
salary at #178 with tne maximum at *218.25; the third schea le for
this position ranges from #201.50 to #2-0 per month.

All three of

these schedules consist of five steps and each salary advancement
1
is in the amount of ten dollars.
Arkansas is the only State having a supervisory position
offering a salary that falls

uetween *160 and #16 9 * 9 9 j it is the

position of Case Work Supervisor.

This Arkansas position has a

minimum monthly of #160 and a maximum Of *200.

rhe salary scale

for tais Arkansas position nas five steps and each advancement in

2
salary is limited to ten dollars.
Indiana, A‘orth Carolina and Wisconsin each have a supervisory
position for which tne minimum monthly salary is between *170
and *179*99.

The Indiana position is that of Case Work Supervisor

1
From data supplied the writer by Dellmar P. iiilne, -Director
of Personnel, The State uepartmenu of Social welfare in Kansas,
j.ooeka, Kansas, October 21, 1947.
2
Arkansas bepartmant of ^utllc Welfare °ob - l a s s i f i c a .ions
and Compensation l^lans. Arkansas I‘eparti.eat of A u'olic Welfare,
Little hock, Arkansas, September 1, 1947 Cnevised'.
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I and it has a salary scale ranging from * 175 to #250.

The North

Carolina position is that of Child Welfare Case *.order and Super
visor.

This position offers a minimum salary of *2040 per annum

and a maximum of 42880*

xhat is equivalent to minimum and ia .timuir

monthly salaries of #170 and #224, respectfully,

xhe salary scale

for this ^ortii Carolina position nas eight steps and eacn advance
ment in salary is made in the amount of #120 oer annum, which is
1
equal to ten dollars per month.
The dieeonsin position that falls
into this group is that of Case

ork Supervisor.

The minimum salary

reaches #250, provided all tnree of the sal. ry sc ledules in effect
in Wisconsin are considered.

The first schedule ranges f r o m #170

to #230; the second schedule has a m inimum salary of #180 and a
maximum of *240; and, the third schedule for this position ranges
from#190 to #250.

All tnree of tnesa salary schedules have inter-

2
mediate steps of ten dollars.
Alabama, Minnesota, Nebraska and Virginia ikive a total of five
positions of a supervisory nature with minimum salaries falling
between |180 and #189.39.

ihe Alabama position of Case Work Super

visor offers a salary schedule ranging from *135 to 4235.

'Hie

Intermediate steps for the salary scale of this Alabama position
3
amount to ten dollars in all instances.
in Minnesota the position
------1--------------------------------------------------------------------Claasification and Compensation Plan for County Welfare
rtments. iiorth Carolina depart, ent of ^ubllc
elf a r e , iialei h,
"‘orth Carolina, February 24, 1947 (devised^.

.2
Personnel , a n u u l . regulation A,o. 1 of i le ‘*o. 2, Appendix B,
State of T i s c o n s i n State Department of ^ubllc Welfare, >adison,
Wisconsin, "ovon.-er 13, 1947 (revised^ p. 1.
3
Personnel
anual for county -elfare departments of Public
b epartt.ent of Pullic Welfare,
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of S o c i a l W e l f a r e S u p e r v i s o r 1 offers a mini m u m m o n t h l y s a l a r y of

iplSO and a maximum salary of *250.

The salary scale lor this

Minnesota position has eight steps with each salary advancement
1

amounting to ten dollars.
Work

Supervisor provides

The Nebraska position of “'unior ^ g e
fox*

a

miniti.ua m o n t h l y s a l a r y of

a maximum salary of #250 per month,

#180 and

the salary scale is made up

of six steps with each intermediate step being in the amount oi ten
2
dollars.
The Virginia position of Child Wallare Supervisor II
offers a minimum salary of #2160

er annum and a maximum salary of

#2 >80, provided both salary schedules in effect in Virginia are
taken into consideration.
monthly salaries of

That is equal to minimum and maximum

180 and #240, respectfully.

It only tne

first schedule is considered the minimum yearly salary is #2160 and
the maximum Is |2640j if the second schedule is considered, the
salary scale ranges from *2400 to *2.500 per year.

In terms of

monthly salaries, the first schedule provides a minimum of #180
and a .maximum of #220$ and, the second schedule offers minimum
and maximum monthly salaries of #200 and #240.

doth scales have

five steps with advanceaients in salary being In the amount of ,,120
per annum or ten dollars per month*
that of Case dork Supervisor

A second Vir lnia position,

nas the same salary as that

lPubllc Welfare Manual. Minnesota division of Social Velfare,
St. Paul, Minnesota, arch 1, 1947 Vaevisea).
2
State Plan and anual. hot>ra3^a department of Assistance and
Child welfare, Lincoln, aedraska, November 1, 1947 iHevisedf.
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p r o v i d e d f o r the f o r e g o i n g p o s i t i o n of C h i l d W e l f a r e

S u p e r v i s o r VI.

Kansas and North Carolina have supervisory positions with
minimum monthly salaries falling between #190 and #199.99.
Kansas

The

position of Senior Gawe Supervisor offers a minimum

monthly salary of *190 with a maximum salary of *280, provided
all three of the salary acnedules in effect for this position
are considered.

The first salary schedule for this Kansas position

ranges frcs ir130 to -,,230; the second schedule offers a-minimum
salary of *215 and a maximum of H;2 5 5 j and, the third schedule
offers a minimum of * 240 and a maximum of *280.

All three of these

schedules have five steps with each salary advancement being in the
2
amount of ten dollars.
The w orth Carolina positions that fall
into this group is that of Case Work Supervisor and it offers a
salary scnedule ranging from #2280 to *3000 per annum; that won Id
be equal to minimum and maximum monthly salaries of * 190 and ,250,
respectfully.

The salary scale f o r this North Carolina position

has seven steps with each advancement in salary being in the amount
•3
of #120 per annum, which is equivalent to ten dollars per month.
Colorado and Nebraska have supervisory positions with minimum
salaries falling between *200 and *209.99.

The Colorado position

1
Classification and Compensation Plans for Local Departments
of Public Cell are . Virginia department of Public "Welfare , 'iilcnmond.
Virginia, November 15, 1946, pp. 45 - 46.

2
From data supplied the writer by Dellmar P. Milne, director
of Personnel, The Stale ue artment of Social .elfare in Kansas,
Topeka, Kansas, October 21, 1947.
3
Classification and Compensation r lan f o r County Welfare
De parti: ents . a or in Carolina Le'par in. ent of Public Welfare, dale 1 h,
North Carolina, F e b ruary 24, 1947 ^nevisedJ.
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of Case Work Supervisor II offers a minimum salary of $300 per
month and a maximum salary of *2G0.

The salary scale for this

Colorado position ;.aa six steos, each intermediate step amounting
1
to ten dollars.
The "‘ebrask.a position in this group i3 that
of

Senior Case Work Supervisor.

This position of Senior Case

Work Supervisor has a minimum monthly salary of *200 with the
maximum salary reaching *.260.

The salary scale includes six steps;

the first three intermediate steps amount to ten dollars, the fourth

2
and fifth intermediate steps are in the amount of fifteen dollars.
Colorado, Minnesota, and Oregon nave supervisory positions with
minimum monthly salaries falling between *210 and # S 9 . 9 9 .

The

Colorado position of Case Work Supervisor A offers a minimum
salary cf &210 wit h a maximum salary of v260.

The salary 3cale

for this Colorado position aas six steps with each intermediate'
3
step i.eia,; ten dollars.
Minnesota *s position of Social
elf are
Supervisor II has minimum and maximum salaries of *210 and *230,
respectfully.

And,

the salary scale for this Minnesota position

consists of eight steps with each advancement in salary being ten
4
dollars in all instances.
The two Oregon positions of Public

1
From data supplied the writer by John A. Dunn, Personnel
Officer, Colorado State Department of Public Welfare, Denver,
Colorado, uctooer 22, 1947.

2
State *lan ana 3anaal. State of Montana Department of ^ubllc
beIfare, n © l e n a , Montana Inta.), p. 123.
3
From data supplied the writer bv
A. Dunn, Pe >sonnol
offi er, Colorado State Department of Futile Welfare, Denver,
Colorado, w ctober 22, 1947.
4
Public Welfare Manual. . lnnesota Division of Social Welfare,
St. Paul, "-innesota, A arc n" 1, 1947 v revised).
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W e l f a r e S u p e r v i s o r I a n d C h i l d Welf a r e S u p e r v i s o r 1 b o t h offer

minimum salaries of *210 and maximums of ^270.

For both positions

the salary scale consists of six steps; and, in both Instances
1
the intermediate steps are in the amount of twelve dollars.
Eight positions, representing, five States, have minimum
monthly salaries that fall between *220 and „-229.99.

One of these

positions is located in California and it is that of County Child
Welfare Supervisor.

The salary scale for this California position

ranges from *220 to V 4Q0, provided all ten steps in the California
compensation plan are taken into consideration,

however, as w 3

mentioned earlier in this chapter, a California a g ency m a y choose
only five consecutive steps fron
State compensation plan,

the ten steps included in the

lor this position of County Guild Welfare

Supervisor, an agency could select any five consecutive steps from
the following*

*>220, *240, *260, *285, *310, *340, *3 0, *400,

2
*440 and *480.

The Indiana

position of Case Work Supervisor III

2
offers a minimum monthly salary of *225 and a maximum of *300.
Tmo Utah positions are included in thi3 group; they are the positions
of Case Work Supervisor and chilu Welfare Supervisor.

B oth of these

positions have minimum and maximum salaries of v 220 and *260,
respectfully; and, each salary scale consists of lour steps with
each intermediate step being in the amount of twelve dollars and

1
from aata supplied the writer b y nobert i. “oanson, director,
State Civil Service Com ission, Salem, Ore on, 0 cto er 30, 1947.
2,
department bulletin Mo, 301. State of California d 0pa -tment
Social Welfare, Sacramento, California, August 27, 194r-.
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1
f ifty cents.

Virginia has two positions

in this group and they

are those of Case »ork Supervisor VII and Child welfare Supervisor
VII.

^oth of these positions have mini, urn and maximum salaries of

42640 and £3900 per annum, respectfully, provided chat both of the
salary schedules in operation in Virginia are dealt with.

That is

equal to a minimum monthly salary of *220 and a maximum monthly
salary of *325.

■‘■f only the first salary schedule is eonsldered,

the salary scale ranges from *2640 to <*3360 per annum; and, if the
second scale is considered, the salary scale ranges from 42700 to
*3900 per annum.

Thus, in terms oi monthly pay, the first schedule

offers a minimum of *220 and a maximum of £260 and trie second scale
offers minimum and maximum salaries of £225 and £325.
salary scales have five steps.

However,

both of these

the first scale has inter

mediate steps of *ldO per annum, v/i.I6h is equal to fifteen dollars
per month, while the second scale has Intermediate steps amounting
to *130 per year, which is equivalent to twenty-five dollars ner

2
month.

The two Washington positions

to be included in th s group

are those of Case work Supervisor and Child welfare Supervisor,
ooth of these v-asnington positions offer minimum monthly salaries
of *220 per month and maximum salaries of ,,260.
for both positions

The salary scales

consist of five steps with each advancement in

1
Job Specifications In the Public welfare Department, State
of Utau department of xublie Welfare, Salt Lake City, Utah,
w C to er 1, 1947 (devised).
2
Classification and Compensatla Plans for Lp-al departments
of ^ubllc ^ e l ia r e . Virginia Department o f ^ u o l l c welfare, Richmond,
Virginia, November 15, 1946, pp. 45-46.
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l
s a l a r y b e i n g ten dollars.

lhe two States of Oregon and Washington each have two super
visory positions with minimum monthly salaries ranging between
„240 and £249.99.

iho two Oregon positions of ^ublic Welfare

Supervisor II and -hild

elfare Supervisor II have identical salary

scales. In both instances the minimum monthly salary is £240 and
tne maximum -.300.

and, in both instances the salary scale consists

of six steps with aacn salary advancement being in the amount of
2
twelve dollars.
±he two Washington positions of Senior ^ase Work
Supervisor and Supervisor of Child Welfare Services both have
minimum and maximum monthly salaries of £240 and £285, respectfully.
Ana, in both Instances the salary scale includes five steps with
3

each intermediate step being ten dollars in all Instances.
The next group of supervisory positions to be considered will
be those that offer minimum monthly salaries that fall between £259
and *259.99.

Colorado has two 3uch positionsj they are the positions

of Principal Case Work Supervisor ana Supervisor

of

1edical Services.

Both of these Colorado positions have salary schedules that
minimum salaries of *250 and maximum salaries, of *.300.

offer

Ana, in both

Instances, the salary scale consists of six steps with each Inter1

Classification and Compensation ^lan handbook. State of
’Washing ton .department of *uollc be Hare, biyjnpia, Washington,
olympia, Washln ton, August 1, 1947 ^tavised^ p. 157.
2
from data supplied the writer by Hobart R. Cornson, director,
State Civil Service Commission, Salem, Oregon, wcto er 30, 1947.
3
Classification and Compensation Plan handbook, State of
V»asnin, ton 1opart, nt of Public Welfare, ’°Tympia, ■< shine ton,
Au u s t 1, 1947 Revised), p. 158.
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l
mediate

step b e i n g in tne am o u n t of ten dollars.

The third an d

la3t position in this group is the Indiana position of Case »ork
Supervisor Iv.

This Indiana position offers a minimum salary of
2
^250 and a maximum salary of £350.
The Washington position of Supervisor of Social Services has

a minimum salary of *260 and a maximum salary of „315.

The salary

schedule for this Washington position consists of five steps; and,
the first Intermediate step

is limited to ten dollars while the
3
remaining three steps are increased to fifteen dollars.
The position of Child welfare Supervisor III, which is
located in Oregon, has a salary scale ranging from £230 to

C-350.

This position has a salary scale consisting of 3ix steps; the
first, second, third, fourtu and fifth intermediate steps are in
the amounts of fourteen dollars, fifteen dollars, thirteen dollars,
4

fourteen dollars and fifteen dollars, respectfully.
The Minnesota position of director of Case «ork Services,
which is of a supervisory nature, offers a minimum monthly salary
of *290 with the maximum salary reaching £360.

Bight steps are

included in tne salary scale for tais position and eacn Increase
----- 1--------------------------------------------------------------------

From data supplied the writer by conn a. Dunn, Personnel
Officer, Colorado State department of rublic Welfare, Denver,
Colorado, fclcto er 22, 1947.
2
From data supplied the writer by diehard h. Scheitzer, Or.,
Personnel officer. State of Indiana ^apartment, of Public welfare,
Indianapolis, Indiana, October 24, 1947.
3
Classification and Compensation Plan nanubook. State of
Wash in ton Depart:; ent of rublic Celf'a e, Cly. pi'a, 'b'ashlngton,
August 1, 1947 Vaevlaed', p. 15c.
4

From data supplied the writer by tiooert ii, "oanaon, Director,
Sta^e Civil Service Commission, Salem, Oregon, October 30, 1947.
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in salary is ten dollars per month in every instance.
The last supervisory position to be considered here is that
of Public

elfare Supervisor waich is located in Ore on.

position has a salary scale ranging from #320 to #400.

This
Six steps

are involved in the salary scale for this position and eacn salary
2

.

advancement is in the amount of sixteen dollars.
fable X shows tine numerical distribution of supervisory
positions according to minimum monthly salaries, by State.
Directors.
below ,130.

Only one director position offers a minimum salary

That is the Kansas position of Deputy Director, Class

I, which offers a minimum salary of #125 per month and a maximum
salary of %202.50, if all three of the salary schedules in operation
in Kansas are considered.

The first salary schedule ranges from

,125 to *165; the second salary scale ranges from #143*75 to
#183.75; and, the third scale has a minimum salary of ,162.50 and
a maximum of *202.50.

All three of these salary scales ^ave five

steps and salary advancements are made at the rate of ten dollars
3
per month in all instances.
Kansas is the only Sea be having a director position t;*at offers
a minimum salary falling between *130 and #139*99; it is the
position of County director V.

This position has a minimum salary

------1--------------------------------------------------------------------

Public welfare manual, -Minnesota Division of Social Welfare,
St. Aaul, Minnesota, **ar'ch 1, 1947 ^devisedJ.
2
Iron data supplied the writer by Sobert a. Johnson, Director,
Sta^e Oivil Service vominiss ion, Salon, Oregon, October 30, 1947.
3
From data supplied the writer by Dellrar
" l i n e , Director
of Personnel, The Sta„e department of Social welfare of Kansas,
Topeka, Kansas, w cto. er 21, 1947.
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of §130 per month ana a maximum of *209, If all three of the
Kansas salary schedules for this position are considered together.
The first scale for this position offers from £130 to v170j the
second scale offers from 1149.50 to *189.50; and, the third scale
offers a minimum of *169 and a maximum of *209.

All three of these

salary scales have five steos and each Intermediate step is in the
1

amount of ten dollars.
California, Nebraska and Virginia eaca have one position with
minimum salaries falling between *140 and *-149.99.
position in this group is that of County

The California

slfare Director 1.

This

California position has a salary scale that ranges fror. 4145 to
*310 when all ten steps of the California compensation plan are
considered.

However, as only five consecutive steps of this

compensation plan may be adopted by any one agency, the minimum
and maximum salary for this position of County welfare director I
will vary from a ency to a ency.

For this position the salary

scale could be any five consecutive steps from tne following*
2
*145, *155, *-170, *185, 4200, 4220, *240, *-260, *285 and *310.
Tne Virginia position in this group is that of S -perintendent 1 j
it has minimum salary of *1680 per annum and a maximum of *2640
when both of the salary scales In operation in Virginia are taken
together.

That is equal to minimum and maximum monthly salaries

1

Ibid.
2
Department bulletin up. 501, dtate of California Department
pf Social V,elfare, Sacramento, California, August 27, 1947.
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of #140

and v220, respectfully.

The first salary scale offers a

minimum salary of #1680 per annum and a maximum of #2160; that is
Equivalent to minimum and maximum monthly salaries of *140 and
vl_0, respectfully.

The second salary scale offers a minimum

salary of *2160 per annum and a m ximum of |2640; that is equal
to minimum and maximum monthly salaries of #130 and s<220, respect
fully.

i.oth of these salary scales have five steps and each advance

ment in salary is made in the amount of ,120 per annum, which is
1

equivalent to ten dollars per month.

The one Nebraska position

in this group is that of County Director V.

This Nebraska position

has a salary scale that ranges from a minimum of v140 per month to
a maximum of *180.

The salary scale is made up of six steps; the

first two intermediate 3teps are limited to

five dollars and the
2
remaining three steps are increased to ten dollars.
Arkansas, Kansas and Wisconsin have director positions with

minimum salaries between -<,150 and #159.99.

The Arkansas position

of County Director 1-1 offers a minimum monthly salary of #150 and
a

maximum of *180.

The salary 3cale for this Arkansas position

consists of five steps with eacu salary advancement being in the
3
amount of ten dollars in all instances.
The Kansas position of
1

Classification and compensation Flans for •L>ccal Derartments
of Tubllc ■■eli are. Virginia department of Public eli"are, Richmond,
Virg'nie, Kove er 15, 1946, po. 45-46.
2
State H a n and ■anual, Nebraska Department of Assistance and
Child vTo'ifare, Lincoln, "Nebraska, Novei.oer 1, 1947 (devised).
3
Arkansas Department of rublle V-eliare dob Classifications and
Compensation Plans. Arkansas Wpartment of ^ubllc Velfare, Pit tie
hock, Arkansas, Septemberl, lb47 (hevisea>.
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County Director, Class lV, lias a salary scale ranging from ,155
to 4241,50, provided all three of the salary schedules for this
position are taken to, ether,

The first salary scale for t .is

position ranges fror. 4155 to %195; tne second scale has a m
inim
um
of v17c.25 and a ;axlmum of 4218,25; and, the third
a m
inim
um of *201.50 and a m
axim
um of 4241.50.

schedule pays

All three oi these

salary schedules consist of five steps with each intermediate step
being ten dollars.
into this group.

The Visconsin position of Director Aalso falls
This Wisconsin position has a m
inim
um salary

of *155 and a m
axim
um of *245 if all three of the salary schedules
for this position are considered.

The first schedule for this

position sets the m
inim
um salary at *155 and tne m
axim
um at *215;
the second schedule offers a m
inim
um of *170 and a m
axim
um of
#230; and, the third schedule offers a mni um of ,185 and a
m
axim
um of v245.

All three of the salary schedules for this
1

•W
isconsin position have intermediate steps of fifteen dollars,
Ihe States of Arkansas, Colorauo, M
ontana and Aebraska eacx
have one director position fow which the m
inim
um salary falls
between v160 and v169,x9.

The position of -ounty director II,

which is located in Arkansas, has : inimum and maxirtum salaries of
*160 and *>200, respectfully.

The salary scale for this Arkansas

position of bounty director II has live steps with each salary

1

Personne 1 '.anna 1. Regulation Ao. 1 of Rule No. 2, Appendix
B, State of -iisconsin State Department of Autile Welfare, Madison,
Wisconsin, hover., er 1 , 1947, ^Revised), p. 1.
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l
advances-ent b e i n g ten dollars

In a l l instances.

The Colorado

position of director IV also has a m
inim
um salary of #160; however,
fcae m
axim
um salary for tnis position is #185 per month.

The complete

salary schedule for this Colorado position consists of six steps
2
and e, ca intermediate step is five dollars.
The ontana director
position of County Supervisor, Class III, has a salary range of
from v165 to #190.

The complete salary senedule for this M
ontana

position has five steps; the first three salary advancements are
made in the amount of five dollars per month while the fourth and
3
last advancement is m
ade in cue amount of ten dollars.
The
Nebraska position of county Director
ran in from *160 to ,,215-

has a salary schea le

The salary scale for this Mebraska

position consists of six steps with the first four intermediate
steps amounting to five dollars and the fifth being increased to
4
fifteen dollars.
States that have m
inim
um salaries falling between .170 and
#179*99 are Arkansas, Colorado, Indiana, Minnesota, North Dakota
and Virginia.
tnis group.

Each of these States has one Director position in
The Arkansas position is that of County director I

1

Arkansas Department of Public Welfare ^ol Classifications
and oo; sensation Plans. Arkansas Department of ru' lie Welfare,
idttle 'keefc, Arkansas, Septet, cer 1, 1947 (devised7.
2
From data sup lied tne writer by «*o..n A. Dunn, Personnel
Cffleer, Colorado State Department of •
‘•ublic Welfare, Colorado, October 22, 1947.
3
^erit System Manual. State of **onte
Welfare, ^elena, ontani~{n.u.), p. 123.
4
htate *lan and manual, Nebraska -uepartment of Assistance and
Child Welfare, Lincoln, Ael.raska,
vernier 1, 1947 (devised).
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which offers minimum and maximum salaries of *170 and $210, respect
fully,

The complete salary scale for this position has five steps

with each advancement in salary being in the amount of ten dollars.
The Colorado position of director III also falls into this group;
it offers a minimum monthly salary of .175 and a maxinur of ^225.
The salary scale for this Colorado position has six steps; each
2
intermediate step in the scale is five dollars.
The Indiana
position of County Welfare Director I also offers a minimum salary
3
of sk175 but its maximum offering reaches *250.
Minnesota also has
a director position in this group; it is the position of executive
Director *L.

This Minnesota position has a salary sched'^le that

ranges from *170 to *240 per month.

Also, the salary scale con-

4
sists of eight steps witn each intermediate step beinr ten dollars.
In North Dakota the position of Executive Secretary II offers a
5
mini urn monthly salary of *170 and a maximum of §210.
The Virginia
position of Superintendent II offers a minimus salary of *2040 per
1

Arkansas Department of Public Welfare uob Classifications
and Compensation Plans. Arkansas Depart:, eni of 4ul lie welfare,
bittie Hock, Arkansas, September 1, 1947 (devised).
2
From data supplied the writer by iohn A. Dunn, Personnel
bfficer, Colorado State Department of Public Welfare, Denver,
Colorado, October 22, 1947.
3
From data supplied the writer by diehard u . Schweitzer, ^r.,
Personnel uificer, State of xndiana department of Au lie welfare,
Indianapolis, Indiana, detober 24, 1947.
4
Public Welfare -anual, Minnesota Division of Social welfare,
St. Paul, Minnesota, *^arch 1, 1947 (devised).
5
North Dakota ■
.erltSyster; Council Announces Qffgn Competitive
Merit Examinations. North Dakota Ler'it System Council, Bismarck,
A*drth Dakota, October 4, 1947 , p. 9.
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annum and a maximum of $2760 when both of Virginia’s salary sched
ules are dealt with.

The first schedule offers a minimum of $2040

and a maximum of <5,2760; that is equal to minimum and maximum monthly
salaries of

170 and $230, respectfully.

If the second salary is

considered, the minimum salary is ,2400 per annum and the maximum
is ,3120; that is equivalent to minimum and maximum ironthly salaries
of v200 and %260, respectfully,

both salary scales have five steps

and each salary advancement is in the amount of ^130 oer annum or
1

fifteen dollars per month.
Alabama, California, lansas, **ontana, utah and ■iseonsin have
director positions with minimum monthly salaries between §180 and
,,139.99.

The Alabama _osition of County -elfare -irector

is

in this group; it has a minimum salary of $165 and a maximum
of ,235.

The salary scale for the Alabama position has intermediate
2
steps of ten dollars.
in California, the position of County ■•elfare director 11 offers a minimum salary ol <*165 and a maximum of
i„4Q0, provided all ten steps in the California compensation plan
are taken under consideration,

-oo ever, as a

California agency

may only choose five consecutive steps from the ten steps available,
the salary scale for this position could consist of any five con
secutive steps from the following*

$135, $200, $220, '*240, $260,

1

Classlf icatlon and compensation Plant for -^ocal ^ooartii unts
of fui-Tlc '-dliars, Virginia Department of Public Welfare, HIchmond,
Vir inia, i'ioc6; her 15, 1946, pp. 45-46.
2
Personnel kanual for County welfare depart, ents of *utile
Welfare In Alabama. State ol Aiaoa. a uep'ortrent of ^ubllc Self are,
ont o. ery, Alatai a August ., 1947 (devised^.
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285, *310, *340, v370 and ,r40C.

The Kansas position of County

Director, Class III, also fall3 Into this

roup; it offers minimum

and maximum salaries of 4180 and *270, respectfully, when all three
of the salary scales that may be used in Kansas are considered.
The first salary schedule ranges from *180 to ^220j the second
schedule has a minimum of *205 and a maximum of £245; and, the
third and last schedule offers from v230 to *270.

All three of

these schedules consist of five steos and each salarv advancement
2
is made at the rate of ten dollars.
lontana’s position of County
Supervisor, Clas3 II, also fits into this group; it offers minimum
ana

aximum salaries of*180 and *210, respectfully.

salary scale for this i ontana position

The entire

Is made up of five steps.

The first two salarv Increases are made at the rate of five dollars
3
and the last two are made at the rate of ten dollars.
One Utah
position, that of County Director, Class J‘v, has a salary scale
ran in* f'ron *180 to ,220.

The entire schedule for this Ctah

position nas five steps and each intermediate step is In the amount
4
of ten dollars.
In Wisconsin the position of director II offers
monthly salaries ranging from *100 to f>300 when all three of the
1

Department bulletin ^o. 301, State of California Department
of Social Welfare, saerawentc, Caliiornia, August 27, 1947.
2
Prom data sqpplied the writer by Dellxner
milne, Director
of Personnel, The Sta a Department of Tocial welfare of Kansas,
lone a, ^ansas, October 21, 1d 47.
3
fcerlt System l anaal. State of ontana Department of ^ublic
a Ifa re, uelsna, >vontana In.d.i, p. 123.
4
Cob ‘-'pacifications In tne *uollc welfare Department. State
of Utah Department of ^utlic welfare, Salt Lake City, ^iah,
Octooer 1, 1947 Wtevised'.
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salary schedules that may be used in Wisconsin are taken under
consideration.

The first schedule ranges from a minimum of ^ I j O

to a maximum of *270; the second offers from *195 to .*285; and,
the third salary schedule offers from $210 to $300 per month.
All three of these salary schedules have intermediate steps in the
1
amount of fifteen dollars.
The next group of positions to be dealt with will be those
that have minimum monthly salaries falling between ,.190 and v 199.99.
Minnesota has one position in this group; it is the position of
Executive Secretary II.

This Minnesota position has a salary

schedule ranging from $190 to $260.

Also,

the salary schedule has

eight steos and every salary advance is made In the amount of ten
2
dollars per month.
The Montana position of County Supervisor,
Class I,has a salary schedule that offers a minimum salary of *190
and a maximum of 4230.

The scried le for this Montana position aaa

five steps with each intermediate step being in the amount of ten
3
dollars.
The Oregon position of County Administrator also fits
into this group,

it offers minimum andi.^ximum monthly salaries

of 4^-90 and *240, respectfully.

The complete salary scale for t .is

Oregon position consists of six steps and each advancement in saluyy

1
Personnel M a n u a l , .e u la cion ko. 2 of lule 2Io. 2, Appendix
B, State of Wisconsin State department of Public Welfare, ---adlson,
Wisconsin, November 17, 1S47 (Revised), p. 1.

2
Public Velfare Manual. Minnesota Division of Social Welfare,
St. Paul, Minnesota, March 1, 1947 (Revised^.
3
Merit System manual. State of i-ontana Department of Public
Welfare, nelena, Montana (n.d.), p. 12o.
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i
is in the amount of ten collars per month.

In Wyoming the position

of County -director, Class I, offers f rom 4195 to $230 per month.
The salary schedule for tola Wyoming position has five steps with

2
each intermediate step being ten dollars.

Nebraska also has one

position in this group - tae position of County director III*
This position of County Director 111 has a salary scnedule ran ing
from

a minimum of *190 to a maximum of v 260.

schedule nas six steps for salary advancements,

Also, the salary
the first salary

advancement is in tne amount of ten dollars but the remalnin four
3
advancements are made in the amount oi fifteen dollars.
Utah's
position of County director Class V, has a salary 3cale ranging
from >190 to 4230 per month.

The salary schedule for this Utah

positions consist of five steps with each salary advancement being
4
made in the amount of ten dollars per month.
Five States - .lansas, “ orth Carolina, dorta Dakota, Wisconsin
and Wyoming - have director positions with minima
between *200 and *.209.99.

salaries Tallin

Tne Kansas position to fit into this

group is that of County director, Class II, which offers a
minimum salary of 4205 and a maximum, of 4310 when all three of the

1

From data supplied the writer by Kobert R. u0rnson, Director,
State Civil Service Commission, Salem, Oregon, October 30, 1947.
2
Position Specifications In tne Wyoming Department of *ubllc
Welfare. hie State of uyoixung department of Public "Well are, Cheyenne,
Ayomin , October, 1^47 Dfevisedi.
3

Siate flan and Manual, Nebraska .department of Assistance and
Child -ellare, Lincoln, webraaka, November 1, 1947 laevised^.
4
Upb Specifications in the ^utllc Welfare department. Staie of
Utah Department of" ^ublic i-eiiare, Salt Lake City, °tah, October
1, lu47 ^Revised).
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salary schedules available In Kansas are taken under consideration.
The first salary scale for this position ranges from ,,205 to $260;
the second scale ranges from <*>230 to $285; and, the thlr d
offers a minimum of .,255 and a maximum of *-310.
salary scales cons st of five steps.

scale

all three of these

And, for all three of t h s e

scales the first step interval Is ten dollars

while the remaining
1
step intervals are in the amount of fifteen dollars.
^ort... Car
olina also has a position In this group - the position of
Superintendent

III.

ounty

This A,ortr. Carolina position nas a salary

schedule that offers a minimum of <*2400 per annua: and a maximum
of $3120; that is equivalent to minimum and maximum monthly salaries
of $200 and V26Q.

And, the salary schedule for this oosition has

seven steps witn eac- step Interval being v l2u per annua- or ten

2
dollars per monta.

Worth Dakota's position of

executive Sec

retary x has a salary schedule that offers a minimum salary of
3
$200 per montii and a maximum salary of $260.
In -Isconsin,
the position of birector 11 offers a minimum salary of $205 with
the maximum salary reaching #o25 wuen all three of tne salary
scaedules existin
ranges from

in Wisconsin are considered,

The first schedule

$205 to $295; the second schedule has a xI n i m u m salary

1
P r o m data supplied the writer by helimer P. -line, Director
of' Personnel, Che State department of Social Welfare of Kansas,
Topeka, Kansas, October 21, 1947.

2
Classification and Compensation Plan for Count?
elfare
D e p a r tments. Worth Carolina uepart ent of ^udlic
elfare, Kulei ;h,
Worth Carolina, February 24, 1947 iuevlsed'.
3
Worth Dakota j.erlt System Council Announces open Competitive
fcerit examinations, ^orth Dakota a.erlt System Council, Bismarck
Worth Dakota, October 4 , 1947, p. 10.
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of ,.220 and a maximum of *310; and, the third schedule offers
monthly salaries ran ing from *235 to *325.

All three of these
1
schedules have intermediate steps of fifteen dollars.
The last

position in this group - the Wyoming position of County director.
Class 1 - has a five step salary schedule with tue monthly salaries
ranging from *205 to #255.

Each step interval in the salary scale

2
of this Wyoming position is ten dollars.
Alabama and Virginia each have a position for which the
minimum monthly salary lies between #210 and #219.99.

The

Alabama position is that of County welfare Director III which offers
a minimum salary of ,210 and *260.

The salary schedule for this
3
Alabama position has step intervals of ten dollars.
V i r g i n i a ’s
position of Superintendent III offers a minimum salary of #2530
per annum and a maximum of *4500 when both of the salary scales
available in Vlr inia are tahen under consideration.
equal to minimum and maximum monthly salaries
respectfully.

That is

of *215 and *375,

The first schedule ranges from *2580 to *3300 per

annum; that is equivalent to *215 and *275 per month.

The second

schedule ranges fro m *3120 to *4500 per annum; that is equal to
and *375 per month,

260

both of these salary schedules consist of five

1

Personnel Manual. Regulation Ho. 1 of uule Ho. 2, Appendix
£, State of Wisconsin Strte hepa tment of ^ublic -elfare, .adison,
Wisconsin, November 1 , 1947 (devised), p. 1.
2
Position Specifications In tne Wyoming Department of Public
Welfare, fixe State' of""Wyoming iPepartu.-ent of Public "elf a re .~
Cheyenne, Wyoming, October, 1947 ^Revised).
3

^srsonriel anual for ^ounuy welfare Departments of ^ubllc
Welfare in Alabama . State of Alaba a'Tiepa r*tinent of ^ul lic ’
Welfare,
I ontgomery, Alabama, August S, 1947 l-ievised).
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steps.

The step Interval for the first schedule is fifteen dollars

in all instances; for the second schedule the first three step
Intervals are twenty-five dollars while the fourth and la3t is
1
increased to forth dollars.
California, Colorado, Indiana, Minnesota, Utah and Washington
each have one position for which the minimum salary lies between
t220 and sr229.99.

The California position In this group is that

of County Welfare .director 111.

When all ten of the steps in the

California compensation pl& i are considered, the salary scale for
this California position ranges from #220 to #460.

However, as

an agency may choose only five consecutive steps from the State
compensation plan, the salary schedule for this position could
consist of any five consecutive steps from the following:
*.240, *jj2o0, 4,265, 4,310, <(,340,

0, ^400, v440, and

2

430.

^220,
die

Colorado position that fits into this group is that of birector II.
The salary schedule for this position has six steps and eaca step
3
interval is in the amount of twelve dollars and f i f t y cents.
Indiana's position of -ounty welfare Director 111 has a salary scale
4
that ranges from #225 to £500 per month.
One Minnesota position
----------- T----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Classification and Compensation Flans for -^ocal Departments
o.t 1 u.Ilc t.eTfare, Virginia Department of ^ufcllc 'Welfare'. Richmond,
Virginia, ‘'ovemuer 15, 1946, pp. 45-46.

2
department Pulletin ^o. 5 0 1 . State oi California Department
of Social Welfare, Sacramento, California, August 27, 1947.
3
From data sup lied the writer by Cohn A. Dunn, Personnel
Officer, Colorado State Department of Public
elfare, Denver,
Colorado, October 22, 194'?.
-S
Fro m data supplied the writer b y diehard n. Schweitzer, *?r.,
Personnel Officer, State oi bndiana iiepart* ent of ^ublic Welfare,
Indianapolis, Indiana, October 24, 1947.
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falls into tills group - the position of Executive Secretary 111.
This : Innesota position offers a minimum salary of ,220 and .a
maximum of *290.

Also, the salary ached; le consists of el. hi steps
1

with each intermediate step being ten dollars.

Utah'3 position

of County Director, -lass ±V, has a salary schedule ranging from a
minimum of *220 to a maximum of ,270.

And, tne schedule for this

position consists of four steps witn eacn advancement in salary
2
being In tne amount of twelve dollars and fifty cents.
Washing
t o n ^ position of County Administrator I has a five step cotoansation schedule wit _ the minimum monthly salary set at *220 and
the maximum at *260.
3
dollars.

Each step interval is in the amount of ten

Kansas, Oregon and Utah each have a position that offers a
minimum sr.ontnly salary that fallsbetween *230 and ,.,239.99.

The

Kansas position in this group is tiiat of County director, ulass I.
When all three of the salary schedules in existence for this po
sition in Kansas are considered, the salary scale ranges from *230
to *340 per month.
from

Taken individually, the first schedi le ranges

*230 to *2®0; the seconc schedule offers from $255 to *215;

and, tne third sehed le offers a minimum of *280 and a maximum
1

Public Welfare J> <nual. Minnesota Division of Social Welfare,
St. Paul,
uaesota, *■arcn 1, 1947 (devised).
2
Cob Specifications In the public Welfare Department, State
of Utali "department of Public Weifare. Suit Lake City, Utah,
October 1, 1947 (devised).
3
biassIf1cation and Compensation Plan uandCook, State of
das-.ingFon Department of Public 'Welfare, Olympia,' Washington,
Au ust 1, 1947 (Revised), p. 157.
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1

of -+340.

The Oregon position of County Welfare Administrator I

has a six stop salary schedule that offers a minimum monthly
salary of $230 and a maximum of +290.

Bach step interval in the

salary schedule for this Oregon position is in the amount of twelve
2
dollars.
The last position in this group - the M a h position of
County Director, Class III - has a minimum monthly salaryof $232.50
witn tne maximum salary reaching ,r282.50.

The complete salary

scale for this Utah position has four steps with each step interval
3
being twelve dollars and fifty cents.
The States of California, ^ortn Carolina and Washington each
have one position for which the minimum monthly salaries fall be
tween +.250 and $259.99.
this

The California position that falls into

group is that of County Welfare Director XV.

hen all ten

steps of the California compensation plan are dealt with, the
minimum salary for this position is +255 and tne maximum is $555.
However, as has been mentioned before when dealing with other
California position^, a California

agency may cuoose only five

consecutive from the ten steps included in the State Condensation
plan.

For this position, the salary scale could consist of any

five consecutive steps from t.,e following:

$255, $280, +305, $335,

1

From data supplied the writer by Deliver P. Mine, Director
of Personnel, the State Department of Social Welfare of Kansas,
Topeka, ^anaaa, wctober 21, 1947.
2
From data supplied the writer by Robert R. °ohnson, Director,
State civil Service Commission, Salem, Ore on, October 30, 1947.
3
Job Specifications in the public Welfare Department, Stfcte
of Utah Department of A'ublic Welfare, Salt like City, “Utah, October
1, 1947 (Revised^.
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*365, *395, *425, *465, #505 and #555.

The Worth Carolina position

to be included in this group is that of County Superintendent II.
This ^orth Carolina position aas a salary scale that offers a m ini
mum salary of *3000 per annum and a maximum of v 4140; that is equal
to minimum and maximum monthly salaries of *250 and
fully.

Taken as a whole,

345, respect

the salary sc hedule for this a ort

Carolina position has ten steps.; the first five step intervals are
*120 per annum, the sixth interval is

160 per annu

, tne seventh

interval is sixty dollars oer annum,the eighth is <120 per annum
2
and the ninth and last i3 * 1:30 per annum.
The V.'ashin ton position
which fits into this group is that of County Administrator II.
This Washington position has a five step salary scale with tne
mini um salary set at *250 oer month and the maximum at V3 0 C ; the
first two step intervals are ten dollars and t^e last two are
3
fifteen dollars.
Two States - Alabama and Utah - each have a position for which
a minimum monthly salary falls between v 260 and .*269.99.

The

Alabama position of County Welfare director II has a salary schedule
ranging front a minimum of *260 to a maximum of ,,,330.

lhe step

intervals for the salary schedule of this Alabama position are

1
a p a r t m e n t bulletin 301. State of California department of
Social <■elf are, Sacramento, California, August 27, 1947.

2
Classification and Compensation Plan for County Velfa^e
D epartments, A’orth Carolina department of rublic Welfare, xialeigh,
^orth Carolina, Pebr ary 24, 1947 (Revised).
3
Clas3li icaulon and Compensation Tian handbook, State of
Washington Department of Public w e l f a r e , O l y m p i a , Washington,
August 1, 1947 (Revised', p. 157.
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l
ten dollars in all instances.
tor, Class II.

The ^tan position is County Direc

This Utaa position „as a salary schedule that

ranges from a minimum of

,260 to ,*.320 per month,

.also, the salary

scale has five steps and each advancement in salary is made at the

2
ratecf fifteen dollars per month*
Hie three States of Colorado, Oregon and Virginia eac_t have
one position wit

minimum monthly salaries between % 270 and

,,279.99.

Colorado's position of assistant Director has a six step compen
sation scale that ranges from *275 to *337.50.

iSaeh step interval

in the salary schedule for this Colorado position is in the amount
3
of twelve dollars and fifty cents.
The °re -on position that fits
Into this group Is County Welfare Administrator III.

Tils Oregon

position haa a 3ix step schedule witn a minimum of *-270 and a
maximum of $240; and, each advancement in salary is made in the
4
amount of fourteen dollars per month.
The Virginia position
with a minimum montnly salary In this group Is Superintendent -‘•V*
This position of Superintendent -*-V has a minimum salary of

£3300

per annum and a maximum of *5000, provided that both of tne salary
schedules for this position are considered together.
That is
------ T-----------------------------------------------------------------------Personnel manual for County welfare nepartaenta of Public
Weliare In n l a u a n * ."State of Ala Lama' ^epa rtmenb of ^ufcilc fcelfare, 1 ont ornery, Alabama, August 8, 1947 (Revised).

2
Job Specifications in the Public Veil are Dep a r t m e n t . Sta e
of Utah department of Public Welfare, bait lake City, titan,
October 1, 1947 (Revised).
3
Prom data supplied the writer b y John A. Dunn, Personnel
5fflcer, Colorado State ^apartment of Public «elfare, Denver,
Colorado, October 22, 1947.
4
Prom data supplied tne writer bv nobert xi, Jo^dison, Director
Sta^e uivil Service Commission, Sale, , Oregon, October 30, 1947.
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equivalent to minimum and m ximum monthly salaries of £275 and
4416,66, respectfully,

II only the first schedule is considered,

t^e minimum salary is *3300 par annum and the maximum salary Is
v4500, wnich is equal to minimum and maximum monthly salaries of
>275 and -,367, respectfully,
alone,

When the second schedule is considered

tne minimum salary is d3600 per annum and tue i.aximum is

#416.66.

both of tmesa salary schedules are .>300 ->er annum or

twenty-five dollars

er month in all instances* the step Intervals

for tne second scuedule are j,30Q per annum or twenty-five dollars
per month for tne first four intervals and #500 per annum or fortyone dollars and sixty-six qents for the fourth ana last Intervall
Alabama's position of wounty Welfare Director 1 has a salary
schedule tnat ranges fro_. a minimum of #205 to a maximum of ^030
per mont-.

Each advancement in salary, as allowed by the salary

schedule for t .Is position,

is made In tne amount of fifteen

2
dollars per month.
The California position of County Welfare Director V offers a
minimum of *295 per month and a maximum of #630, provided all ten
steps in the California compensation plan are considered,

however,

as an a ency may choose only five of the ten steps included in the
State compensation plan for this position,

the salary scale for this

1
Classification and Co-pensatlon Plans for Local Departments
of fub1lc ..ellare, Virginia department of Public
e 1f a r e , hiehm o n d ,
Vir^initi., ^ovex^.ber 15, pp, 45-46.
2
Personnel danual for County Welfare departments of uollc
it*e If a re In A ia oa»,-a , State oi A 1 a i,a department of ^ul lie Vo if are,
Montgomery, Alabama, Aug-st c $ 1947 L.evisedi,
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position could consist of any five consecutive steps from the
following5

*295, *320, *350, i>3h0, $410, $450, ,,490, 1,530, $580,

1

and *630.

Utah's position of County Director, Class 1, has a

four step compensation plan with minimum and
salaries of *290 and *333.33 respectfully.

maximum monthly
Hie first two step

intervals in the salary scale for thi3 Utah position are in the
amount of fifteen dollars and the third and last interval is
2
thirteen dollars and t- irty-tnree cents.
The position o, County Administrator III, located in Washing
ton, has a salary scale ranging front*300 to *,360 per month.
3
step interval in this schedule is fifteen dollars.

Each

iiorth Carolina's position of County Superinten ent 1 offers a
minimum salary of *4840 per annum and a maximum of ,5530; that is
equivalent to minimum and maximum monthly salaries of $320 and
s,465, respectfully.

Hie salary schedule for tuis position consists

of eleven 3teps; the first salary advances nt is made in tne amount
of *120 per annum or ten dollars per month while the retaining
advancements are in the amount of *lcO per annum or fifteen dollars
4
per month.
1

Department hulletm **o» 301. State of California Department
of Social Welfare, Sacramento, California, August 27, 1947.
2
Cob Specll Icatlons in the rubllc Welf are Department. State
of Utah Departmentof fuslic Welfare, salt Lake City7 utan,
October 1, 1947 (Revised).
3
Classification and Compensation Flan handbook. State of
Washington Department of ^ublic Welfare, Olympia, Washington,
August 1, 1947 (Revised^ ,p. 157.
4
Classification and Compensation Flan for County Welfare
Departments. Dorth 'Carolina Depa -tment of Public «all are, iiaieigh,
north Carolina, February 24,1947 (Revised).
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ilie next position to be considered is the Colorado position
of director x.

This position has a six step salary schedule with

salaries ranging from „335 to *4 10 per month#

And, each step
1

interval is in the amount of fifteen dollars.
Oregon's position of County Welfare Administrator iV offers
a minimum of *340 per mont * and a maximum of *420.

The complete

salaz»y scnedulo for tills position consists of six salary steps and
each salary advancement Is made in the amount of sixtean dollars
2
per month.
The position of County Welfare birector, existing in the
State of Indiana, has a salary schedule ranging from .,350 to *450
3
per month.
Minnesota's position of xecutlve Secretary XV has
an eight step salary schedule with monthly salaries ranging from
a minimum of *550 to a maximum of #490.

Each intermediate step in

the salary schedule for this Minnesota position is in the amount
4
of cwenty dollars per month*
Tiie two director positions with minimum monthly salaries
higher tnan all other such positions are located in Indiana and
Washington.

The Andiana position is that oi Counuy Welfare Director

1

f rom data supplied the writer fcr *>onn A. Dunn, Personnel
Officer, -dorado State Department of Public Welfare, Denver,
Colorado, October 22, 1947.
2

From data supplied the writer fcy Robert A. Johnson, Director,
State Civil Service Com ission, Salem, Ore on, uctober 30, 194/.
3
From data supplied t.ie writer by Richard
Schweitzer, *^r.,
Personnel Mli-ei*, State ol ■‘-ndiana Department of rublic Welfare,
Indianapolis, Indiana, October 24, 1947.
4

P..bile welfare I anual. M i m e sot a Division of Social Mlfare,
St. Paul, Minnesota, Farcli 1, 1947 (Revised).
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X and it offers a minimum monthly salary of „400 with the maximum
1

salary reaching *500,

Washington's position is that of County

Administrator V which has a salary schedule ranging from a monthly
minimum of .,,400 to a monthly maxinsun of „4o0.

the complete salary

scale for this Washington position consists of five salary steps
with eao-i advancement in salary being made in the amount of twenty
2
dollars per month.
Tabls XI shows the numerical distribution of director positions
according to minimum monthly salaries, by State.
The data presented in this chapter has revealed that the salaries
offered by the public welfare agencies of the several States are,
almost without exception, completely inadequate.

any of the positions

dealt with in this chapter offer salaries that, are below the level
3
of a stenograpner in the federal civil service.
And, the median
minimum salaries for the three classes of positions dealt with in
this study do not ap roach the entrance salary of ^3392.20 per
annum which is offered for some of the classified social work
positions within the Veterans Administration.

if the inadequate

salaries offered by the State agencies are not corrected, there
will be a continual migration of social workers away from the

1

From data supplied the writer by diehard
Schweitzer, Jr.,
ferconnel Officer, State oi xndlana department of *ublic Welfare,
Indiana oils, Indiana, October 24, 1S47.
2
Classification and Got; rensatIon liiu; ^ a R d c o k , State of
i.asnin-ton department of *uulic Welfare, ^lyrnp'Ia, &a suing ton,
Au:U3t 1, 1947 (devised), p. 157.
3
harjserer, Requl'-e; ents for State Social »ork Positions
in the outh, p. 10.
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State public welfare agencies.

Such a migration will leave the

positions in the State agencies filled with

Inferior personnel,

and thus the efficiency and skill with which the public assistance
program is administered at the local level will be diminished.
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Table IX
Shoving Numerical Distribution of Case Work Positions According to Minima
________________
Monthly Salaries, by State

Minimum
Salary

Less than $100
130-119.99
120-129.99
130-139.99
140-149.99
150-159.99
160-169.99
170-179.99
180-189.99
190-199.99

200-209.99
230-219.99____

1
1

2
1

2
2

1
1

1
1

1

1

1 2

1
1

2

2

1
1

2
1

1 2

1

1 1

1

3

2

1 2

2

1
1

2

1

1
1

2

2

1
1

1
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Tabl« I
Showing Numerical Distribution of Supervisory Positions According to
Minimum Monthly Salaries, by State

Wisconsin

Minimal
Salary

i

-p

$150-159.99
160-169.99
170-179.99
180-109.99
190-199.99
200-209.99
210-219.99
220-229.99
230-239.99
240-249.99
250-259.99
260-269.99
270-279.99
280-289.99
290-299.99
300-309.99
310-319.99

1
1
1
1

1

2
2

2 2 2
2
2
1

1
JL
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Table XI
Showing Numerical Distribution of Director Positions According to
Minimum Monthly Salaries.
State

fj s
5
te 1
Je 1 § 1 i cC
5 J
d
0

1

Less than $130
130-139.99
140-H9.99
150-159.99
160-169.99
170-179.99
180-189.99
190-199.99
200-209.99
210-219.99
220-229.99
230-239.99
240-249.99
250-259.99
260-26? .99
270-279.99
280-289.99
290-299.99
300-309.99
330-319.99
320-329.99
330-339.99
340-349.99
350-359.99
360-369.99
370-379.99
380-389.99
390-399.99
400-409.99

1
1
1

**

1 *
1 1

1

1

1
1

1

9

Wisconsin

Minimal

1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1 1 1

1
1

1
1

1
1
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY

The personnel standards and salary scales for the professional
social work positions existing in the county welfare agencies of
the seventeen States studied have been presented in the preceding
chapters. This chapter will be devoted to presenting a brief
summary of the data dealt with in those preceding chapters.
Educational standards, experience requirements,

residence require

ments and salary scales will be dealt with in the order named.

Educational Standards.

Sixty case work positions were con

sidered in this study. One of those positions demands no education
whatsoever. Five positions demand high school graduation or its
equivalent. Five more positions ask for two years ox colie e.
Sixteen positions require college graduation or its equivalent. And,
thirty-two positions require graduate work ranging from three months
to two years. Thus, the educational requirements for case workers
range from none to two years of graduate study. The numerical
distribution of case work positions according to the amount of
education required is shown in Table XII.
Thirty-seven supervisory positions have been studied. Five
of those positions ask for college graduation or its equivalent.
Twenty-one positions demand one year or less of college graduate
work while eleven positions require more than one year of study at
the graduate level. In all, the educational requirements for
supervisory positions range from a minimum of college graduation to a
maximum of two years of graduate work. Table XII shows the numerical
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d i stribution of supervisory positions according to the amount of
education required.
‘Sixty**fire director positions w e r e considered In this study,
f o u r of those positions ask for no education of any kind,

-ourteen

positions ask for high school graduation or lte equivalent,

only

six posit! n s demand two years of college or its e q u i v a l e n t .
College graduation is required by twenty-five positions and sixteen
positions require study on the graduate level.

Thus, the education

r e quired for director p ositions ranges frows none to two years of
college graduate study.

T h e numerical distribution of director

p o sitio ns accord!nr to the amount of education required'is shoMi
in Table X T ? .
Experience R e q u irements.

The experience requirements for

sixty ca*e work positions have been considered In this study.

Thirty

of those case work positions require no experience whatsoever.

Only

two positions ask for one year of previous experience.

A n d , ex

p e r i e n c e In the amount of two years Is demanded bytsn of the posit
i o n s studied.

Two positions insist on experience In the amount of

three y ears and two more positions ask f o r four years.

Lastly, one

ease work position asks for a minlmum of six years of experience.
Therefore,

the experience

fro® none to six years.

’emanded for case work positions ranges

The numerical distribution of ca«e work

positions accord i n g to the amount of experience required Is shown
In Ta b l e XXTI.
The experience requirements for thirty-seven supervisory
p o s i t i o n s have been reviewed.

Three of these supervisory positions

ask f or one year of previous experience.
minimus G f two years of experience.

Eight

oelti ns demand a

T h e largest group of positions
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requiring a riven amount of experience are those that ask for three
years; In all, fourteen positions require this amount of previous
experience.

Five positions reeuire experience In the amount of four

y e a r s ant! four more positions ask for five years.

One position a eke

for six years of experience, one requires seven years and one more
de mands eight years.

Thus, the experience requirements for super

v i sory positions ranges from none to eight years.

The numerical

distribution of supervisory positions according to the amount of
experience required ie shews In Table £TTT.
T h e experience requirements for eiyty-five director positions
have bee n considered.

And, it is the director positions that a s k

f o r the widest r a n re of experience.

Two director positions fail

t o ask for any kind of previous experience.

A total of eight

p o s i t i o n s d e m a n d a m i n i m u m of one year while nine positions ask for
two years.

O n l y five positions require experience In the aaountnf

three yearo.

T h e largest group of director positions that ask for

a given smou't of experience are those that require four years; in
all, a total

of thirteen positions demand experience in that amount.

P osition* asking for five years of experience are ten in number
while only

six positions reoulre six years.

Fou r position* ask for

seven years of previous experience while four more positions demand
eight years.

The number of positions repairing nine, ten, twelve

and thirteen years of experience are only on* in each instance.
T a k e n as a whole, the experience requirements for director positions
r a n g e from none to thirteen year*.

T h e numerical distribution for

d i r e c t o r positio n s according to the amodfit o f educatin'1 required is
shown In T^ble 1QTT.
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Bealdence R e q u i r e m e n t s .

Ten of the seventeen 4t«te* *tpdi ed

h a v e no residence re'■'ui repents for the personnel
welfare offices.

©v th*** r cou^tv

This other seven States have residence requirements

ra nging up to two yeare In the county.
that do have residence requirements,

However, of the seven States

six of the m grant waivere

u n d e r certain conditions.

Salary Scales.

T h e salary ecalee for sixty case workpoeltlona

h a v e be e n considered.

The monthly salaries offered for theee

p o s i t i o n ? range from a minimum of eighty-five dollars to a maximum
of f 345.
and

The median mini sum monthly salaries fall between tlSO

*160.99.

The median maxi mum monthly salaries are grouped

betveen ^210 and ’
* 219.99.

The numerical distribution of case work

p o s i t i o n ? a c cord i n g to minimum end maxi mum monthly salaries Is
shown in Table XTV.

T h e range of monthly salaries for case work

positions In each state is shown in Table XVTT.
The salary scales for thirty-seven supervl sory positions have
b e e n presented.

T h e monthly salaries for these supervisory

positions range from a minimum of 115 5 to a maximum of 1480.

The

m e d i a n minitau# monthly salaries are grouped between $2£0 and
££29.99.

And, the median maximum monthly salaries fall between

££70 and f;279.99.

The numerical distribution of supervisory

p o sitions according to minimum and maximum salaries Is sho* n In
T a b l e XV.

T he range of monthly salaries for supervisory resitIons

In each «tate Is shown In Table XVTT.
This «tudy has considered the salary goale* for elxt -five
d i r e c t o r positions.

The monthly salaries offered for these sixty-

five position® ranre frost a minimum of #125 to a maximum of "630.
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T h e median minimum monthly salaries are grouped between $200 and
*209.99 while the median maximum monthly salaries fall between 1270
and

'279.99.

The numerical distribution of director positions

a cc o r d i n g to minimum and maximum monthly salaries is shown in
Table X T T .

T he salary scale r a n ge s for director positions in eaet*

State are shown In Table XTTT.

Table XII
Shoving Numerical Distribution of Case Workers,
Supervisors and Directors According

to Education Required*__________
Education

JBamJLnfl.

Lsorp Dlrectprg

..page Workers, Si

None

1

High school
graduation or
equivalent

5

U

H

Less than 1
year of
college

1 but less
than 2 years
of college
2 but less
than 3 years
of college

6

5

3 but less
than 4 years
of oollege

1

College
graduation or
equivalent

16

5

25

Graduate study
or equivalent

32

32

16

Total positions

60

37

65

•This table shows the elnlMuw educational
requirements only when equivalent combinations
of education and experience are not considered.

Table XIII
Shoving Numerical Distribution of Case Workers,
Supervisors and Directors According to
Experience
Required
None

Case Workers Supervisors Directors
2
30

Less than
1 year

2

1 year tut
less than 2

12

3

8

2 years but
less than 3

10

8

9

3 years but
less than U

2

U

5

U years but
less than 5

2

5

13

5 years but
less than 6

1

U

10

1

1

6

7 years but
less than 8

1

A

8 years but
less than 9

1

A

6 years but
less than 7

9 years but
less than ID

1

10 years
or more
Total positions

3

60

37

65

•This table shows the experience required
along with the minlmtn of education required,
and when equivalent combinations of education
and experience are not considered.

Table XIV
Showing Numerical Distribution of
Case Work Positions Aocording
to Minimna and Maximo*
Monthly Salaries
Salary,
Less than $100
100-109.99
110-119.99
120-129.99
130-139.99
M O - 1 4 9 .99
150-159.99
160-169.99
170-179.99
180-189.99
190-199.99
200-209.99
210-219.99
220-229.99
230-239.99
240-249.99
250-259.99
260-269.99
270-279.99
280-289.99
290-299.99
300-309.99
310-319.99
320 or aore
Total Positions

1

1

1
2
6
9

8
13 M
5
5

8
1
1

3
5

8
2
7

8 M
10
8
3

2
1

1
1
60

60

Table XV
Shoving Numerical Distribution of
Supervisory Positions According
to Minimum and Maximum Monthly
Salaries
Sahinr______ __ J&lli
Less than $160
1
1
160-169.99
170-179.99
3
180-189.99
5
2
190-199.99
2
200-209.99
210-219.99
4
8 M
220-229.99
230-239.99
240-249>99
4
250-259.99
3
1
260-269.99
270-279.99
1
280-289.99
1
290-299.99
300-309.99
310-319.99
1
320-329.99
330-339.99
340-349.99
350-359.99
360-369.99
370-379.99
380-389.99
390-399.99
400 or more
Total positions - J Z _____

1
2
4
5

6
2 M
4
5

1
2
2
1

2
37

*

Table XVI
Showing Numerical Distribution of
Director Positions According to
Minima and Maximus Monthly
___________ Salaries__________
Salary__________ Minimus__ Maxiiauia
Less than $130
1
130-139.99
1
140-149.99
3
150-159.99
3
160-169.99
4
170-179.99
6
180-189.99
6
3
190-199.99
6
1
200-209.99
5 M
3
210-219.99
2
3
220-229.99
6
5
230-239.99
3
3
240-249.99
4
250-259.99
3
2
260-269.99
2
7
270-279.99
3
2M
280-289.99
1
2
290-299.99
2
2
300-309.99
1
3
310-319.99
3
320-329.99
1
2
330-339.99
1
3
340-349.99
1
3
350-359.99
2
360-369.99
1
370-379.99
1
380-389.99
390-399.99
400-409.99
2
1
410-419.99
2
420-429.99
1
430-439.99
440-449.99
450-459.99
1
460-469.99
1
470-479.99
480-489.99
2
490-499.99
1
500 or wore__________________ 3
Total positions

65

65

192

State

Table XVII
Showing Range of Monthly Salaries Offered, by State
....
ana by Class
Case Workers
Supervisors

Directors

I 85.00-185.00

185.00-235.00

18 5 .00- 330.00

Arkansas

H O .00-160 .00

160 ,00 - 200.00

15 0 .00-2 10 .0 0

California

130.00-345.00

220 .00-480.00

H 5 .00 - 630.00

Colorado

160.00-227.50

200 .00-300.00

160 .00- 4 10 .0 0

Indiana

15 0 .00- 225.00

175.00-350.00

175.00-500.00

Kansas

115.00-189.50

1 5 5 .00- 280.00

125.00-340.00

Minnesota

13 0 .00- 230.00

18 0 .00-360 .00

170.00-490.00

Montana

H O .00-200 .00

-

165.00-230.00

Nebraska

H O .00-230.00

18 0 .00-260,00

13 0 .00- 230.00

North Carolina

H O .00-230 .00

170.00-250.00

200 ,00-4 65.00

North Dakota

170.00-220.00

-

175.00-260.00

Oregon

165.00-240.00

2 10 .00-400.00

190.00-420.00

Utah

152,00-245.00

220 .00- 260.00

180,00-333.33

Virginia

120.00-250.00

180.00-325.00

H O .00- 4 16 .0 0

Washington

170.00-250.00

220.00-315.00

220 .00-480.00

Wisconsin

130.00-225.00

170.00-250.00

155.00-325.00

Wyoming

18 5 .00- 225.00

Alabama

195.00-255.00

CHAPTER VII
C-'WCLHSIORS AM15 RFCONMSHDATICKIS

The data presents! In this study has revealed that the social
Security -card** statement o f standards, as n o w In effect, h a s not
prevented the several States fro* adopting a heterogeneous collec
tion of position titles and personnel standards for slsllar types
of work and levels of responsibility. Furthermore,

sons States b ve

not been prevented from adopting personnel standards th t are
act .ally detrimental to the stain tens ce of a career service - as Is
the ease when a State adopts residence as a requirement for
e~oloyaent* And, data

'resented in this study has made It obvious

that the salaries offered for sore positions In the three classes
Studied are sufficiently l o w to discourage applicants who possess
the desired qualifies'Iona.
That the personnel standards In effect In the several states
do not have to mee t certain national ralnimvua standards, and that
the salaries offered for sonic positions are not adequate to attract
and retain qualified personnel, is not in harmony with the philosophy
upon which the public assistance

yror.raa la founded,

bat is so

because the public assistance program is founded upon the philosophy
that all of the people o f the nation should share equally In Its
benefi s, regardless of locality or local economic conditions. And,
only If the personnel standards for all positions in all parts of
the nation sent certain ©In its ®

personnel standards can all o f the
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n a tion's people be expected to share equally in those bonefits of
the aet which are inherent in its efficient and skilled administration.
Therefore# In order to b r i n g about a aor © equally efficient and
©killed administration of the act in all localities#

the following

recommendations ore offered!
1) It is recommended that the social ..©curity
Hoard's statement of standards b e revised
so a© to eliminate residence as a requirement
for employment in all State publics welfare

agencies.
2} It is rocofiwaeudmi that the social Security
Board's statement of standards be revised
so as to b r i n g about a standardisation o f
position titles for all positions existing
in all State public welfare agencies.
3) It Is recommended that the Social security
Hoard's statement of standards be revised
so as to establish national minimus
personnel standards for all positions
existing in all State public welfare
agencies*
4} It is recommended that the n o d a l Security
Board be given tire authority to on courage
higher educational standards for positions
existing in the State public welfare
agencies by making more scholars!.ips
available to professional personnel who
have demonstrated their capacity for
further professional growth*
5) It 1© recommended that the Social Security
Board b e given the authority to cause
annual surveys to be mad e of the positionclass!floation plans and salary scales In
effect in all of the State public welfare

a encles.
6) It la recommended that the Social Security
Board be given the authority to cause
annual reviews to b e mad e o f the service
ratings in effect in all o f the State
public welfare agencies so as to rake
certain that employees are being evaluated
on items pertlno t to their Jobs*
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It lo impossible In this study to indicate the national
minimum standards that should b e adopted* through the application
o f the above recommendations* for all of the many classes o f social
work positions that exist throughout the nation* therefore*

this

study will confine Itsel f to indicating the alnlxmmi personnel
standards that it would be desirable to have adopted for the
professional social work positions that should exist In the county
1
public welfare agency at flrand Forks, north Dakota*
These proposed
minimus standards are offered as a standard b y which the national
minimus personnel standards for all other classes o f case work*
supervisory and director positions may be determined:

xoouttve secretary
Definition t
to

serve in a co nty of loss than 50*000 population*
kider the general supervision of the county welfare
board* with the supervision of a district representative
fror the State agency* to be responsible for the
administration of the public welfare program of the
county welfare agency and to perform related work
as assigned*

Education and Experience*
a) At least three years within the last five years of
successful full-time paid soolal work In a public
or private welfare agency* o f which a t least cm#
year must have been in an administrative or
supervisory capacity* plus graduation from an
accredited four y e a r college or university with
a rajor in soolal work* The last three years of
successful full-time paid social work shall have
been continuous and, except for educational
purposes or reasons beyond the control of the
applicant* shall have ended not m o r e than one
year previous to the tine the applicant assumes
the position of Executive secretary*

0. T* Omlld* Public feolfare Administration* unpublished study
presenting a plan of administration for the county public welfare
agency at brand Forks* Perth Dakota# 1947* located at the Division
of Social ork* 'nIvors! ty of Forth rskota*
rand Forks, N o r t h Dakota*
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OR
b) Provided an applicant has completed one year In an
administrative or aupervlsory capacity, one year
of graduate study In a school o f social w o r k way
b e substituted for one and one-half years of
successful full-tie© paid social work In a public
o r private agency.

Case work Supervisor
Definitions
Under general supervision, to be responsible for the
maintenance of acceptable welfare standards and
to supervise case work services; to review
applications for assistance or service In accordance
with the laws, regulations and established standards!
and to perform related work as assigned.
Education and Experience*
a) At least threo years within the last five years of
successful full-tlae paid social work employasent
In a public or private welfare agency, plus
graduation fros® an accredited four year college
or university with a major In social work and
completion of one year of graduate study In a
professionally reco gnised school of social work
which Included courses in child welfare and
supervised field work.
OR
b) An equivalent combination of education and experience,
substituting one additional year o f graduate study
In a professionally recognised school of social
work for one mid one-half years o f the required
experience.

2K}<.9£
Definition*
tinder g en e ral supervision, to give consultative service
to cotmty welfare staffs and local officials and
and agencies on problems Involving the well-being
of children; to give professional assistance to
children and farrlllea In need of special case work
services; and to perform related work as assigned.

ducatlon and Experience*
At least four years within the last seven years of
successful full-time paid social w ork employment
In a private or public welfare agency plus
graduation from an accredited fotir year college
or .university with a m a j o r In social work and
successful completion of one year o f gradu te
study In a recognised and accredited school of
social work which included courses In child
welfare and supervised field work in child or
family welfare* or both*

Case

orker

Definition*
tender supervision and In accordance with legal and
administrative requirements# to determine the
eligibility and extent of need of persons who
file applications In a county welfare agency for
aid to the blind# aid to dependent children# old
age assistance# general assistance# and to refere
people in need to federal programs offering
assistance; to mak e available social services to
the cotesunity} and to per fora related work as
assigned#
Education and Experience*
graduation from a four year accredited college or
university with a a a j o r in social uork#
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